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A B S T R A C T
In comparing Ruth of Harold Pinter’s The Homecoming and Kate of 
Pinter’s Old Times, it was necessary to analyze the women individually within the 
context of their respective plays. The focus of each distinct analysis is on the 
issues of need, possession and power, which are prevalent in both plays. Both 
Ruth and Kate elicit need in the other characters of their respective plays. The 
needs that Ruth and Kate evoke, and the process through which they elicit these 
needs were examined. Motivated by the needs Ruth and Kate elicit, the 
characters surrounding the women attempt to possess them. As a result of these 
attempted possessions, power struggles ensue. The individual analyses of The 
Homecoming and Old Times precedes a comparison of Ruth and Kate, which 
again focuses on the issues of need, possession and power. The writer of this 
thesis directed productions of both The Homecoming and Old Times in partial 
fulfillment of the Degree of Master of Arts. The concluding examination reveals 
the implementation of the issues of need, possession and power as they relate to 
Ruth and Kate in production.
Although critical works on Pinter’s The Homecoming and Old Times were 
consulted, and are cited in the text, this thesis does not center exclusively on the
VUl
compilation of research, but primarily is comprised of this writer’s analysis. 
Published interviews with Harold Pinter were utilized to illuminate his intentions, 
and to substantiate arguments within the text of the thesis.
Ruth and Kate are pivotal characters in The Homecoming and Old Times. 
respectively. The action revolves around them. While need is more prevalent in 
the characters surrounding Ruth in The Homecoming, the desire to possess Kate 
in the characters surrounding her in Old Times is more apparent. The power 
struggles in the two plays differ in that Ruth is actively engaged in battle with the 
men of The Homecoming, while the main struggle in Old Times occurs between 




The dramatic language of Harold Pinter has been likened to poetry.
In fact, if one analyses Pinter’s work closely, one will 
find that behind the apparently random rendering of 
the colloquial vernacular there lies a rigorous 
economy of means; each word is essential to the total 
structure and decisively contributes to the ultimate, 
over-all effect aimed at. In this respect also, Pinter’s 
use of language is that of a poet; there are no 
redundant words in true poetry, no empty patches, no 
mere fill-ins. Pinter’s dramatic writing has the density 
and texture of true poetry. (Esslin, The Peopled 
Wound 236-7)
Pinter’s language is poetic not only in structure, but in content. The everyday 
speech of his characters is enriched by their use of alliteration, assonance, rhyme, 
rhythm and imagery. The paradox presented by the poetic language of Pinter, 
coupled with the oftentimes brutal nature of his characters lures many actors and 
directors to produce Pinter’s works.
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Pinter has been characterized as "The Player’s Playwright" (Thompson 1) 
in a book of the same title in which David Thompson chronicles Pinter’s 
beginnings in the theatre as an actor. The majority of Pinter’s acting, during which 
he concentrated solely on the craft, ran from 1949 to 1959. He wrote his first play, 
The Room, in 1957, and it was performed by the Drama Department of Bristol 
University 30 December 1957. From this point, he gradually began to focus more 
on writing than acting.
After 1959, Pinter acted occasionally, and when he did, often performed 
roles in his own plays. His experience as an actor had to have enhanced his 
propensity for writing characters whom actors long to portray. Taken to the 
extreme, Nigel Dennis has postulated that Pinter’s plays are merely acting 
showcases. In an interview with Mel Gussow, Pinter addressed this idea.
. . . Nigel Dennis in the New York Review of Books 
said something to the effect that my plays were simply 
acting exercises - for actors. And they were just good 
parts [laugh] for actors. And that was it. There was 
absolutely nothing else. There was no content 
whatsoever, merely postures of actors being sad or 
happy or whatever. . . .  I thought, can this possibly 
be anything near the truth? Then I felt that these are 
not my concerns - in writing. I was not writing to give 
actors good parts. Also I thought, if that’s the case,
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why were so many people suckers or fools? How do 
they get moved? Why are they moved - if the whole 
thing is just rubbish. . . . ("Conversation" 126)
The stories Pinter weaves are as rich as the language which drives them. 
Pinter’s fourth full-length play, The Homecoming, opened 3 June 1965 at the 
Aldwych Theatre in London. The story involves the homecoming of the eldest of 
three sons, Teddy. Teddy arrives at his birthplace in London after a six year 
absence, bringing with him his wife, Ruth, whom his family has never met. Teddy 
finds his family much as he left it. His father, Max, strives to maintain his 
dominance in the household through terror. Lenny, his brother, persists in 
challenging their father’s authority, while his youngest brother, Joey, offers a non­
verbal resistance. With the exception of sporadic retaliation to Max’s 
vindictiveness, Teddy’s Uncle, Sam, remains aloof. There exists the ominous 
vacuum created by the absence of Teddy’s mother, Jessie, her death supposedly 
having occurred before his elopement with Ruth to America. What tran pires 
upon the arrival of Teddy and Ruth, and through the course of the play, is a 
riveting power struggle in which Max, Lenny and Joey attempt to gain possession 
of Ruth, and to wrest her from Teddy.
On 1 June 1971, Old Times. Pinter’s fifth full-length play opened, also at 
London’s Aldwych Theatre. The opening scene of Old Times reveals Deeley, the 
husband of Kate, questioning his wife about her friend who is coming for a visit. 
Kate has not seen her friend, Anna, for twenty years. During Deeley and Kate’s
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conversation Anna stands within the room, looking out the window, not 
acknowledged by Deeley and Kate. Ti e play is mesmerizing, predicated on the 
inaccessibility of the past and the deception of memory. A power struggle ensues 
in which Deeley and Anna attempt to manipulate the past through their memories 
in an effort to preclude the other from Kate’s perspective.
In analyzing and comparing the forms of power struggle and attempted 
possession of The Homecoming and Old Times, it is practical to begin the analysis 
with the motivation behind these actions, best revealed through the needs of the 
characters. While this analysis will focus on Ruth of The Homecoming and Kate 
of Old Times, it will be necessary to explore the needs that Ruth and Kate elicit 
in the characters surrounding them. The needs that Ruth and Kate evoke drive 
the other characters to attempt to possess the women. The result of these actions 
is a struggle of wills, or a power struggle, in which Ruth and Kate resist the 
endeavors of those who would possess them.
Max, Sam, Lenny and Joey of The Homecoming exhibit needs before Ruth 
enters, which influence their later actions directed toward her. Once Ruth enters 
the drama, she elicits additional needs in the characters. As Kate is present at the 
beginning of Old Times, the needs of Deeley and Anna are analyzed solely in 
relation to Kate’s presence. The Encyclopedia of Psychology elucidates the 
concept of motivational need.
the emphasis is on a state of tension or 
excitation in the organism which must be reduced.
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. . . motivational views are hedonic, in that states of 
heightened tension or need are viewed as unpleasant, 
and the reduction of such states as bringing 
pleasure. . . . What is common . . . is an
emphasis on pleasure, in terms of need gratification 
or drive reduction, as the key motivational 
determinant. . . . [A] variant of the hedonic model 
of motivation is that based on affect. Here the 
emphasis is on the organism’s efforts to maximize 
pleasurable affect and minimize unpleasant affect, 
though there is no necessary association of affect with 
physiological need or drive. The association of affect 
or emotion with motivation is in fact suggested by the 
Oxford English Dictionary definition of motive: "That 
which moves or induces a person to act in a certain 
way; a desire, fear, or other emotion, or a 
consideration of reason which influences or tends to 
influence a person’s volition." (Pervin, vol. 1: 398-99)
Need as a motivating force is more apparent in The Homecoming than in Old 
Times. With the possible exceptions of Teddy and Sam, the characters of The 
Homecoming subsist on a far baser level than those of Old Times, and while need 
is important in Old Times, a greater variety of needs exists in The Homecoming.
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Because of this, "Maslow’s Need Hierarchy" (DiCaprio 243) is utilized extensively 
in Chapter Two on The Homecoming in organizing the wide range of needs 
demonstrated.
Abraham Maslow distinguished a need from a motive in that a need is a 
lack of something, a deficit state, while a motive is a conscious desire, a felt 
impulse, or an urge for a specific thing (DiCaprio 236). Yet Maslow incorporates 
the two concepts within his framework: ". . . the chief principle of organization 
in human motivational life is the arrangement of basic needs in a hierarchy of less 
or greater priority or potency" (Maslow 59). Maslow’s theory maintains that an 
individual lacking basic physiological needs will be more inclined to satisfy these 
before seeking to fulfill affective needs. His hierarchy represents a foundation in 
that the importance of the fulfillment of needs is prioritized from bottom to top. 
Representing the first of Maslow’s five-tiered hierarchy are "The Physiological 
Needs" (Maslow 35-8), comprised of the needs for relief from thirst and hunger, 
sleep, sex and relief from pain and physiological imbalances (DiCaprio 243). The 
second level comprises "The Safety Needs" (Maslow 39-43) for security, protection, 
freedom from danger, order and a predictable future (DiCaprio 243). Maslow’s 
third level constitutes "The Belongingness and Love Needs" (Maslow 43-5) for 
friends, companions, family, identification with a group and ii imacy with a 
member of the opposite sex (DiCaprio 243). "The Esteem Needs" (Maslow 45-6) 
for respect, confidence based on good opinions of others, admiration, self- 
confidence, self-worth and self-acceptance (DeCaprio 243) are contained in the
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fourth level, while "The Need for Self-Actualization" (Maslow 46-7), with the
specific needs to fulfill one’s personal capacities, develop one’s potential, do what
one is best suited to do, discover truth, create beauty, produce order and promote \
justice complete the fifth level of Maslow’s hierarchy (DeCaprio 243).
Maslow is utilized primarily as an organizational aid. The purpose of this 
analysis is not to differentiate deficit states from conscious desires, but to examine 
the interactive processes which affect deficit states and conscious desires. This 
analysis of need within The Homecoming and Old Times is based on the 
motivational view of need with specific emphasis on its affective implications.
The desires of the characters surrounding Ruth and Kate become conscious 
in the minds of the characters because of the needs the women expose. The result 
of this awareness draws them to the women, and in an attempt to hold Ruth and 
Kate, the characters attempt to possess the women. From the Oxford English 
Dictionary, a definition of the verb, to possess, is to take or have hold of (a 
person); to hold, dominate, actuate; to affect or influence strongly and persistently.
Max, Lenny and Joey of The Homecoming attempt to take Ruth from Teddy so 
that they may have hold of her, the action of which is inspired by the belief that 
Ruth is able to fulfill the needs that she, herself, revealed. Likewise, in Old Times 
Deeley and Anna attempt to take Kate from the other, to hold her so that her 
attention is undivided in fulfilling their needs. Max, Lenny and Joey of The 
Homecoming and Deeley and Anna of Old Times actuate their intention to 
possess Ruth and Kate, respectively. And, it may be reasoned that because the
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characters surrounding the women believe that Ruth and Kate are the respective 
answers to their deficit states, they themselves are possessed of the women. So, 
in essence, the attempted possessions of Ruth and Kate are reflexive in that the 
encompassing characters are affected or influenced strongly and persistently by the 
women, which motivates them to initiate reciprocation. Deeley of Old Times is 
fixated with Kate’s past, which drives him toward possessing it. He strives to 
possess her past in the manner of another definition of the verb: to have 
knowledge of or acquaintance with; to be master of, or conversant with.
While it may be conjectured that need is more prevalent in The 
Homecoming, a generality may be suggested that possession is of greater 
prominence in Old Times. This is not to say that need and possession are not 
significant in both plays, but the needs of Deeley and Anna are similar and few, 
while the needs of the men of The Homecoming are diverse and numerous. 
Because Deeley and Anna both need to be revered by Kate, excepting the brief 
initial scene between Deeley and Kate, expository revelation of needs is absent in 
Old Times, enabling Anna and Deeley to engage in the attempted possession of 
Kate almost immediately upon Anna’s entrance. Also, Anna is omnipresent during 
the course of Old Times, and there is evidence within the play to suggest that 
Anna may be the incarnate manifestation of Kate’s past. If this possibility is 
accepted, Deeley and Anna are familiar with Kate from the play’s beginning. And 
even if Anna is viewed solely as an old friend of Kate’s, Anna retains memories 
of her past association with Kate. In The Homecoming, the men of the household
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have never met Ruth, so a portion of Act One revolves around Ruth eliciting the 
need which inspires the men to attempt to possess her. A period of acquaintance 
does not exist in Old Times, enabling the attempted possession of Kate to begin 
more quickly than of Ruth in The Homecoming.
In analyzing possession within the plays, a general distinction may be made 
regarding the nature of what the characters surrounding Ruth and Kate strive to 
possess. The forms of Deeley and Anna’s attempted possession of Kate can best 
be characterized by these definitions of the verb, "to possess": to inhabit; to take 
up the attention or thoughts of; to occupy, engross, and: to imbue, inspire, 
permeate, affect strongly or permanently; to cause to feel or entertain. Deeley 
and Anna need to inhabit a position of prominence within Kate’s perspective, and 
both strive to ingratiate themselves within her memory, to occupy her past. As 
Deeley and Anna manipulate conceptions of the past in order to possess Kate, 
their goal is that Kate will become as possessed with them as they are of her. 
Deeley and Anna attempt to engross the thoughts and permeate the attention of 
Kate. The form of possession attempted in The Homecoming is of a brutal 
nature. An obsolete definition from Oxford English Dictionary is representative 
of the underlying objective in the men’s attempted possession of Ruth: to have 
sexual intercourse with fa woman). Because the objective of the men is more 
tangible than the goal of Deeley and Anna, the definition of "to possess": to seize, 
take, obtain, gain, win, is more applicable to The Homecoming. While these 
definitions may certainly be applied to the possession in Old Times, the distinction
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exists in that Deeley and Anna strive to possess an abstraction, while Max, Lenny 
and Joey desire the physicality of Ruth, and it is easier to ascertain a winner if the 
goal is corporeal. Also, for the most part, the men of The Homecoming attempt 
to seize Ruth in the present, while Deeley and Anna are engaged primarily in 
rearranging conceptions of the past. To recognize the taking of a tangible object 
in the present is easier than recognizing the acquisition of an abstraction from the 
past.
"Power has been defined as a capacity or potential to influence others while 
resisting the influence of others" (Berent, vol. 3: 63). In general, this is an apt 
definition of the power struggles that occur in The Homecoming and Old Times. 
The primary struggles for power in The Homecoming occur between: Max and 
Ruth; Lenny and Ruth; Joey and Ruth. Max, Lenny and Joey attempt to influence 
Ruth to fulfill their needs. Ruth resists their attempted possessions and, 
conversely, attempts to influence them. In Old Times, the main struggle for power 
exists between Deeley and Anna. Their focus is not on Kate directly, although it 
is she whom they hope to possess. In this respect, the power struggle in Old 
Times takes the form of a competition. While both Deeley and Anna wish to 
subdue the other, the mere control of the other is not the primary motivation. 
The possession of Kate represents their goal, and although Kate does not engage 
directly in confrontation, or the struggle for power, she does retain the ultimate 
power throughout the play. Another concept of power is "defined as control over 
negative sanctions, including the withholding of reward" (Smith, vol. 1: 459). In
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that Deeley and Anna strive to gain the favor of Kate, it is Kate who maintains the 
power of withholding her grace. It may also be reasoned that because Deeley and 
Anna attempt to possess Kate, they, in essence, contend for power over her. 
Another definition of power is "a need to have impact and a concern over 
influencing others" (Berent, vol. 3: 63). In this respect, Deeley and Anna 
demonstrate a need to impact Kate, and are concerned with influencing her 
toward the fulfillment of their needs. This definition is also applicable to the 
manifestations of power which Max, Lenny and Joey exhibit in The Homecoming. 
The men reveal needs which drive them to impact and influence Ruth. Like Kate, 
Ruth holds the ultimate power. "A person who possesses a valuable commodity 
or service and can choose whether or not to present it to the other, possesses . 
. ." the type of power distinguished as fate control (Smith, vol. 1: 459). Ruth 
chooses whether or not to present her favor, or sexual services, to Max, Lenny and 
Joey. What the men attempt to acquire in possessing Ruth is ultimately hers to 
either give or refuse; inasmuch, Ruth controls the fate of Max, Lenny and Joey 
within the realm of their power struggle.
In analyzing the issues of need, possession and power as related to Ruth of 
The Homecoming and Kate of Old Times, it is necessary to clarify the significance 
of techniques Pinter utilizes in his dramatic writing. Peter Hall, a respected 
director of Pinter’s work, said in a 1974 interview that Pinter’s "stage directions, 
if he needs to give them, about where people move and what they do, are 
extremely precise, and if he doesn’t give them, it’s just as well to assume nothing
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is necessary" (49). Pinter is not prolific in his use of stage directions, and it may 
be assumed that if he does offer a suggestion, it is important.
\
Characteristic of Pinter plays is his use of three dots (. . .), pauses, and 
silences within the text. In the aforementioned interview with Catherine Itzin and 
Simon Trussler, Peter Hall illuminates the three devices used by Pinter.
There is a difference in Pinter between a pause and 
a silence and three dots. A pause is really a bridge 
where the audience think that you’re this side of the 
river, then when you speak again, you’re the other 
side. That’s a pause. And it’s alarming, often. It’s a 
gap, which retrospectively gets filled in. It’s not a 
dead stop * that’s a silence, where the confrontation 
has become so extreme, there is nothing to be said 
until either the temperature has gone down or the 
temperature has gone up, and then something quite 
new happens. Three dots is a very tiny hesitation, but 
it’s there . . . (54)
In an interview in 1971, Harold Pinter discussed the application of pauses and 
silences.
. . . The pause is a pause because of what has just 
happened in the minds and guts of the characters.
They spring out of the text. They’re not formal
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conveniences or stresses but part of the body of the 
action. I’m simply suggesting that if [actors] play it 
properly they will find that a pause - or whatever the 
hell it is - is inevitable. And a silence equally means 
that something has happened to create the 
impossibility of anyone speaking for a certain amount 
of time - until they can recover from whatever 
happened before the silence. ("Conversation" 132)
John Lahr elucidates the effect of Pinter’s silence on an audience.
The strength of Pinter’s language is that it externalizes 
the mystery of personality and holds the life on stage 
open to unexpected associations. The theatrical 
involvement of the audience brings an insight new to 
Western traditions, not used to living with silence.
Through silence, the stage has a density of 
possibilities; at once real and unreal, and neither real 
nor unreal. ("Pinter’s Language" 124)
Pinter, himself, discussed the philosophical implications of his use of silence. 
I think we communicate only too well, in our silence, 
in what is unsaid, and that what takes place is 
continual evasion, desperate rearguard attempts to 
keep ourselves to ourselves. Communication is too
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alarming. To enter into someone else’s life is too 
frightening, to disclose to others the poverty within us 
is too fearsome a possibility. ("Pinter" 25)
Pinter’s use of pauses, silences and three dots at times corresponds directly 
to the issues of need, possession and power. Pinter portrays the needs and 
intentions of characters more through silence than through the words they speak. 
Pinter’s characters often use language as a camouflage to disguise their true 
nature. While the actual power struggles of The Homecoming and Old Times 
manifest themselves primarily in language, the motivating drives of the struggle, 
need and the desire to possess, are masked. Much of the analysis, then, will focus 
on what the characters are attempting to hide through them speech, and the 
significance of the inferences that may be drawn from Pinter’s use of the pause, 
silence and three dots.
The comparative character analysis of Ruth and Kate in Harold Pinter’s 
The Homecoming and Old Times, focusing on the issues of need, possession and 
power, is divided into five chapters. Chapter Two focuses exclusively on Thg 
Homecoming, and is divided into five sections. The first, "Needs of Men Before 
Ruth’s Arrival," is further sub-divided by character: Max, Sam, Lenny and Joey. 
The second section, "Ruth’s Effect on the Needs of the Men," analyzes both the 
needs Ruth elicits in the men, and her effect on their preexisting needs. The third 
section details the men’s "Attempted Possession of Ruth," while the fourth 
examines the "Power Struggle" that results. The fifth section, "Ruth’s Choice of
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Brutality Over Sensitivity," deals with Ruth’s choice to remain in England with 
Teddy’s family rather than to return to America with Teddy.
Chapter Tnree deals exclusively with the analysis of Old Times. It is 
divided into four sections: "Kate’s Elicitation and Fulfillment of the Needs of 
Deeley and His Attempted Possession of Her"; "Kate’s Elicitation and Fulfillment 
of the Needs of Anna and Anna’s Attempted Possession of Her"; "Deeley and 
Anna’s Attempted Possession of Kate and the Resulting Power Struggle"; and 
"Kate’s Power and Lack of Need."
Chapter Four constitutes the comparison between Ruth of The 
Homecoming and Kate of Old Times. The four sections of the Chapter compare 
and contrast the issues of need, possession and power as they relate to Ruth and 
Kate, with the addition of the relevant issue of time and the past. Specifically, the 
first section is a "Comparison of the Needs of Ruth and Kate, and of the Needs 
They Elicit in the Characters Surrounding Them." The second section is a 
"Comparison of the Pasts of Ruth and Kate, and the Effect of Time on The 
Homecoming and Old Times." The third section is a "Comparison of the 
Attempted Possessions of Ruth and Kate," while the fourth is a "Comparison of 
the Power Struggles in The Homecoming and Old Times.”
Chapter Five explores the implementation of the issues of need, possession 
and power in productions of The Homecoming and Old Times, directed by the 
writer of this analysis.
CHAPTER TWO
RUTH OF THE HOMECOMING
The Homecoming by Harold Pinter is set in an "old house in North 
London" (Homecoming 6) during summer. The playing area consists of a large 
room, extending the width of the stage, the back wall having been removed after 
the death of the family’s mother, Jessie. The family now consists entirely of men, 
with the elders: Max, the widower of Jessie; and Sam, his brother. Lenny and 
Joey, the offspring of the marriage of Max and Jessie, complete the male 
household. Max, a former butcher, adopted the trade of his father, while Sam, 
unable to "even sweep the dust off the floor" (39) of their father’s butcher shop, 
has become a chauffeur. Whether or not Lenny, the second son, is employed is 
a mystery, although in the second act he indirectly claims to be a pimp. And Joey, 
the youngest, is "in demolition in the daytime" (51) and a boxer in the evenings.
Present in the household in spirit are Max’s late wife Jessie and an old 
friend of Max, MacGregor. Jessie is always present in the consciousness of those 
in residence, and while her memory elicits both reverence and contempt from the 
men, the question of her fidelity is always in question. The memory of 
MacGregor, which evokes respect from Max and loathing from Sam, represents
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an animalistic brutality. MacGregor was a brawling, violent man who seized the 
sensual pleasures he desired through brute force.
The play opens revealing a household of brutality and ill-veiled contempt. 
The third son of Max and Jessie, Teddy, arrives after a six year absence, bringing 
with him his wife, Ruth. Teddy and Ruth have been living in America where 
Teddy, a Doctor of Philosophy, teaches at a university. Following an excursion to 
Venice, Teddy brings Ruth to his birthplace in London to meet his family of 
origin. Ruth "was born quite near" (53) the house of Max and Sam, which was 
their "mother’s house" (19) before them, and in which the action of the play 
occurs. Ruth and Teddy met when both were in London and Ruth was a 
"photographic model for the body" (57). Both Ruth and Teddy are from the "old- 
world," England, with its resonance of decadence and have spent the last six years 
in the "new-world," America, which represents the wholesome opportunity of a new 
life.
Before the arrival of Ruth and Teddy, the men of the house exhibit needs, 
and while Steven Gale contends that "the actions of the characters in The 
Homecoming have their center in psychological needs" (Butter’s Going Up 154), 
Maslow's need hierarchy will provide the organizational framework for analysis. 
Ruth’s arrival awakens in the men desires left dormant since the death of Jessie, 
and the presence of a woman causes them to vie for her attention sexually and to 
induce her to remain with them in England, taking the place of the late Jessie. 
In essence, the men attempt to wrest Ruth from Teddy and her life with him in
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America through an attempted possession of her. The power struggle that results 
from the attempted conquest of Ruth occurs more because of the contempt with 
which Lenny and Max hold women rather than a resistance of Ruth to adopt the 
role of Jessie in the family. Lenny and Max attempt to bludgeon Ruth into a 
submission in accordance with their wills. This, and the resulting defiance of Ruth, 
comprise the battle. Ruth chooses to remain in England, and this choice is 
ultimately one of brutality over sensitivity. The images of this English, old-world 
household are of the blood of butchered animals, the brutal world of boxing and 
demolition, and the self-proclaimed occupation of selling women. The only 
exception to coarseness within this London house is the genteel occupation of 
Sam, the chauffeur. And Sam is more closely linked to the distanced world of 
Teddy, the Doctor of Philosophy, who now resides in America. It is no 
coincidence that Sam is Uncle Sam to the three boys of The Homecoming. The 
caricature "Uncle Sam" represents the personification of the United States of 
America and, although lacking confirmation, the caricature may be based on 
Samuel ("Uncle Sam") Wilson (1766-1854), a meat inspector for a government 
contractor, t hat Max is a former butcher lends irony to Pinter’s choice of the 
character’s names. The gentle temperament of Sam corresponds to the sensitive, 
although intellectually aloof Teddy, who has chosen America as his home. Ruth’s 
decision to remain in old-world England is a reclamation of her life before Teddy, 
comprised of an existence immersed interactively in the sensual aspects of life, 
rejecting the detached intellectualism of Teddy and their new life in America.
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Needs of Men Before Ruth’s Arrival
Max
The first need Max exhibits is on the third level of Maslow’s hierarchy, that 
of Love and Belonging. When Max tells Lenny that there is "an advertisement in 
the paper about flannel vests" and that he "could do with a few of them" (8), Max 
is attempting to engage Lenny in conversation. Pinter follows Max’s speech with 
a pause, during which Max awaits a response. When Max receives none, he asks 
Lenny for a "fag" (8), which is followed by another pause. Max again attempts to 
draw Lenny into conversation when he reminds Lenny that he is asking for a 
cigarette, and again, Lenny remains silent. In this opening scene of The 
Homecoming. Max betrays the need for companions. Toward the end of the first 
act, Max again reveals the desire for companions when he asks Joey to come with 
him "to see a game of football" (38). There is a pause during which Joey does not 
respond, followed by Max reminding Joey that he is talking to him.
Since Max is being ignored, the third level need for identification with a 
group could be inferred. Specifically, along with wanting someone with whom to 
converse and someone with whom to go to a football game, Max is seeking to be 
acknowledged. When Sam enters he and Lenny speak, while Max is ignored. 
Following a pause during which Max may be seeking recognition, he states: "I’m 
here, too, you know." When Sam looks at Max, Max states: "I said I’m here, too. 
I’m sitting here" (12). Max seeks identification within the group, to have his 
existence verified wi hin the family.
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Through his attack on Sam, Max reveals his estimation of the importance 
of a wife and in so doing betrays the need for a family, also on the third level of 
Maslow’s hierarchy. Max mocks Sam by stating that it is "funny that [Sam] never 
got married" (14). That Max castigates Sam by pointing to his bachelorhood shows 
not only that Max desires a wife and family, but also suggests that Max believes 
intimacy with a member of the opposite sex is a measure of esteem. Max 
sarcastically concludes that when Sam finds the right girl, he should let the family 
know, that the family could "take it in turns to give her a walk around the park" 
(15). The need for confidence based on the good opinions of others, an esteem 
need, may also be inferred from Max’s assault on Sam. Max places great value in 
the idea that his family perceives him as being desirable to women, worthy of a 
woman and capable of keeping a woman.
Teddy explains to Ruth that the room in which the action of the play occurs 
was enlarged "to make an open living area" (21) by knocking down a wall. Fie 
concludes: "The structure wasn’t affected, you see. My mother was dead" (21). 
Lucina Gabbard reasons that in the absence of Jessie, and following "this 
renovation, [the men] no longer live in the bosom of the family. The house 
reflects its absence of a nurturing mother" (192). Before Max, Joey and Sam learn 
of Ruth’s presence in the house, Max informs Joey that he hates the open room, 
He tells Joey: "It’s the kitchen I like. It’s nice in there. It’s cozy" (TTomecorning 
37). Max exposes his yearning for a female in the house, and specifically of a 
family unit with a nurturing wife and mother. If the expanded room reflects the
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absence of the boundaries and order espoused by a mother’s influence, then Max’s 
disdain for that room illustrates his need for a family on Maslow’s third level of 
Love and Belonging. That Max finds the kitchen preferable to the large room 
because it is cozy also demonstrates his longing for predictable order created by 
a wife and mother, a second-level safety need of Maslow. Along with the spatial 
metaphor of the contrast between the expanse of the room and the smaller 
kitchen, the idea that the kitchen has traditionally been viewed as the mother’s 
domain establishes further that Max would rather be enclosed in the realm of a 
woman than in the expanse of men.
When Lenny spurns Max’s entreaties in the opening scene, Max complains 
of Lenny: "Look what I’m lumbered with" (8). The family for which Max yearns 
may be traced to the frustration he endured with his family of origin. When Max 
threatens to kick Sam out when he can no longer pay his way, Sam counters that 
the house was their mother’s. Max replies: "One lot after the other. One mess 
after the other" (19). And, when Sam immediately reminds Max that the house 
was also their father’s, Max complains: "Look what I’m lumbered with. One cast- 
iron bunch of crap after another. One flow of stinking pus after another" (19). 
The embittered attacks toward Max’s father and mother most closely correspond 
to an esteem need, specifically either a need for self-worth or self-acceptance. 
That Max is unable to divorce himself from his past and envisions himself as again 
being "lumbered" with a "mess" of a mother and a father likened to a "cast-iron 
bunch of crap" reveals that Max lacks an acceptance of his past family and has
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failed to progress toward self-actualization. Max is rooted in the bitterness of his 
past. His present want of self-worth is tied to the frustration endured as a child.
Max relates a recollection of his father following Sam’s reminder that the 
house also belongs to him. Max states that he "was only that big" when his father 
would look down at him, bend over him, and then pick him up and "dandle" (19) 
him. His father would pass him around from hand to hand and toss him in the air, 
catching him as he came down. To a small child, being handled in this way 
inevitably would produce fear. This fear corresponds to a safety need, the most 
applicable being the need for freedom from danger.
As Lenny needles Max about his cooking, he pointedly refers to Max as 
"Dad." Max responds: "Stop calling me Dad. Just stop all that calling me 
Dad . . ." (17). Here Lenny toys with Max in whether Max is, indeed, his father. 
Max’s suspicions of Jessie’s faithfulness are recurrent through the play and the 
disdain Max portrays in being called Dad corresponds to Maslow’s fulfillment of 
positive self-regard. Max demonstrates the esteem need for self-worth produced 
by the question of his late-wife’s fidelity.
When Max becomes resentful of Sam infringing on his favorite room, the 
kitchen, and suspicious that Sam creates unnecessary noise while cleaning the 
dishes, he reveals the esteem need for respect. Max tells Sam to "get rid of these 
feelings of resentment" (39) Sam has toward him. And, following a castigation that 
Sam was inept in their father’s butcher’s shop, Max says of their father: "I learned 
to carve a carcass at his knee. I commemorated his name in blood" (40). Max
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attempts to bludgeon respect from Sam, and concludes: "I gave birth to three 
grown men! All on my own bat. What have you done?" (40). In revealing his 
need for respect, Max has cited what he believes to be his most admirable 
accomplishments: his expertise in a brutal profession, and in the fathering of 
children.
Max exhibits the esteem need for respect when he threatens to chop off 
Lenny’s spine after Lenny calls him a stupid sod. Max portrays both his desire for 
respect and his twisted view of fatherhood when he protests Lenny’s talking to his 
"lousy filthy father like that" (9). Another example of an esteem need of Max 
occurs when, desiring admiration, Max recounts to Lenny his supposed proficiency 
with horses, particularly with fern !e horses, or "fillies" (10). Of the men, Max 
demonstrates the most need prior to Ruth’s arrival, and although abusive, he is the 
most needing of the men. His caustic nature in part results from the demands he 
makes on others to fulfill his needs.
Sam
When Sam makes his initial entrance, he reveals the esteem need for 
admiration in describing his expertise as a chauffeur. Sam boasts to Max and 
Lenny that customers say he is "the best chauffeur in the firm." Furthering his 
attempt to gain admiration and respect, Sam relates that as a chauffeur, he does 
not "take liberties," is experienced, possessing the ability that makes him truly 
special of knowing "how to pass the time of day when required" (13).
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When Max scorns Sam’s appeal for admiration by observing it curious that 
a man with Sam’s gifts has never married, and goes on to imply that Sam has been 
"banging away at [his] lady customers" (14) in the back of his limousine, Sam 
exhibits the esteem need for self-worth by concurring with Max’s sarcasm that he 
is above that kind of thing. Sam states that he does not "mess up" (15) his car like 
other people. Attempting to establish his sense of self-worth and respect, Sam 
impresses upon Max that he would never sully himself with a bride like Max’s wife, 
Jessie.
Sam also portrays a third level need for love and belonging through being 
a part of the family. Paul Rogers, who played Max in the original production of 
The Homecoming, relates in an interview with John Lahr that he does not "think 
that Sam was a part of the household when [Max and Jessie] were married" 
("Rogers" 159). Although Sam purports that he looked after Jessie when Max was 
away, Rogers implies that Sam had no genuine vitality within the family when 
Jessie was alive. With the death of Jessie, Sam may now become a vital part of 
the household by assuming the role of the mother-figure. When Joey makes his 
initial entrance, he complains that he is hungry. Sam concurs, to which Max 
responds: "Who do you think I am, your mother? . . . Go and find yourself a 
mother" fHomecoming 16). The ritual of meals, cooking, and eating Max attributes 
to a mother, and it appears that Max and Sam share the task of cooking. In the 
opening scene, Lenny comments on Max’s dinner and later Max tells Sam: "You 
resent making my breakfast . . ." (39). That Max cannot be in his favorite room
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because Sam is "always washing up in there, scraping the plates, driving [him] out
of the kitchen" (37), suggests that although Mas cooks dinner, the domain of the
kitchen belongs to Sam. John Normington, the original Sam, agrees in part to
John Lahr’s suggestion that Sam was the "fastidious housewife around the house" \
("Normington" 141) before the death of Jessie. Sam’s affinity with Jessie,
illustrated by Normington’s comment that Sam "looked after her" (141), in
conjunction with the estimation of Max that Sam is engaged in effeminate work,
and particularly that Sam has now assumed control of the kitchen, suggests that
Sam attempts to fill his need for a family by taking on the role of mother.
Lenny
Lenny reveals few needs before Ruth’s arrival and the reason for this may 
be that he is the most guarded. He demands the fourth-level esteem need of 
respect when he tells Max: "You’ll go before me, Dad, if you talk to me in that 
tone of voice" (Homecoming 11).
Lenny displays a need for respect and self-worth when he insidiously 
slanders the American client in whom Sam takes pride. Lenny escalates his use 
of cynical hyperbole in defaming Sam’s fare. After Sam observes that both he and 
the American served in the Second World War, Lenny states that he "was probably 
a colonel, or something, in the American Air Force" (14) and goes on to say that 
he was probably "a navigator, or something like that, in a Flying Fortress. Now 
he’s most likely a high executive in a worldwide group of aeronautical engineers"
(14). When Sam agrees, Lenny darkly concludes: "Yes, I know the kind of man
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you’re talking about" (14). Lenny feels inferior to the American’s conjectured 
success. The idea that this man is an American increases Lenny’s contempt 
because of the position of power America maintains in the world in comparison 
to Lenny’s home, England. That Lenny despises authority and the success of 
ethers reveals that Lenny lacks Maslow’s fulfillment of self-respect or positive self- 
regard required to counteract his feelings of inferiority. Lenny knows the kind of 
man that he, himself, is talking about, and knows that he is not one of them. 
Through negativism, Lenny exposes his need for self-worth.
Joey
Joey operates on a baser level, and exhibits the fundamental, physiological 
need for relief from hunger when he utters his first line: "Feel a bit hungry" (16). 
He attempts identification with a group, specifically the family, when he states: 
"I’ve been training with Bobby Dodd," and, following a pause: "And I had a good 
go at the bag as well." Joey concludes his entreaty to belong when, after another 
pause says: "I wasn’t in bad trim" (17). In this sequence, Joey is more concerned 
with becoming a part of the group than attempting to win the group’s admiration. 
Before this series of statements by Joey, Lenny and Max exchange bitter 
sentiments and Lenny exits. A silence follows. It is possible that Joey is attempting 
to calm the tension, indicating a need for freedom from danger, but his speech is 
preceded by a silence, which is Pinter’s signal for a topic change. And, by 
ingratiating himself within the favor of Max and Sam, by becoming a part of the 
group, he may accomplish similar ends.
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Joey opens the third scene of Act One "doing som e slow limbering-up 
exercises. He stops, com bs his hair, carefully. He then shadowboxes, heavily, 
watching him self in the mirror■" (37). Joey attempts to fulfill the need for self-worth 
by boxing. That he combs his hair before shadow-boxing and watches hinrelf in 
the mirror while boxing reveals that he endeavors to fill the void of self-worth 
through his avocation.
Appendix I on page 185 summarizes the needs of the men prior to Ruth’s 
arrival, utilizing Maslow’s Need Hierarchy (DiCaprio 243). The character’s names 
follow the needs they exhibit, followed by the corresponding page numbers from 
The Homecoming at which point the characters portray these needs. None of the 
men demonstrate that they have progressed toward self-actualization, as all needs 
portrayed are contained within the four lower levels.
Ruth’s Effect on the Needs of the Men 
When Lenny first encounters Ruth he states that he is "very sensitive to 
atmosphere" (Homecoming 32). Lenny is ultimately describing his sensitivity for 
the outward, sensual allure of a woman. He anticipates "with a good deal of 
pleasure . . . the brisk cold bite in the air in the early morning" (32). This 
image is directed toward Ruth’s physical presence, a parallel being drawn between 
the sensual aspect of experiencing the atmosphere, and the physical, sensual aspect 
of Ruth. Lenny claims to be "desensitized" to the "unreasonable demands" (32) 
people m ke on him, and more specifically, that women make on him. In his
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analogy, he describes being approached by an "old lady" who asks him to move her 
"iron mangle" (32), without her "lifting a little finger" (33) to help him. This Lenny 
deems unreasonable and so, instead of giving "her a workover," as was his first 
inclination, because he "was feeling jubilant with the snow-clearing," or with the 
appeal of the sensual, he relates that he "just gave her a short-arm jab to the belly 
and jumped on a bus outside" (33). The aspect of Lenny’s attempted intimidation 
is apparent, but underlying this aggression, Lenny reveals his dual perspective of 
being both attracted to and repulsed by women. Lenny needs or craves the 
sensual aspect of women and yet loathes what he perceives to be the emotionally- 
needing nature of women. Ruth serves to elicit Lenny’s need for a woman who 
can satisfy him physically and who is emotionally bereft, or is as emotionally frozen 
and vindictive as Lenny himself.
Anything Lenny says must always be examined as a possible ploy, but within 
these ploys, particularly with Ruth, portions of Lenny’s needs and character are 
revealed. Lenny removes Ruth’s ashtray after indirectly labeling her "mess" (33), 
and then says:
And now perhaps I’ll relieve you of your glass.
RUTH
I haven’t quite finished.
LENNY





Quite sufficient, in my opinion.
RUTO
Not in mine, Leonard.
Pause.
LENNY




That’s the name my mecher gave me. (33)
Lenny may, indeed, have raised the name of motherhood to shock Ruth with his 
vehemence toward the female gender. But even if shocking Ruth is his sole 
objective, Ruth has revealed in Lenny the hatred he bears women and particularly 
the need of Lenny to attempt the control of women in the image of his mother, 
who make "unreasonable demands" (32) on him. Martin Esslin refers to Ruth as 
"a mother figure" and "a reincarnation of Jessie" ("Case" 176). The presence of
\
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Ruth brings forth in Lenny the deficiency condition of obsession. This deficiency 
of obsession corresponds to the safety need for order. Since the death of his 
mother, Lenny obsessively attempts to extract revenge for the humiliations heaped 
on him by his mother. These vindications are vicarious in that they are directed 
toward women who are emotionally bereft, a trait possessed by Jessie. Lenny, 
then, desires the very thing he despises: a woman who is as cold and unfeeling as 
his late mother, whom he can punish. The irony is that such a woman will not 
allow herself to be punished, nor is she even capable of being punished, as there 
is no realm of emotion in such a woman to torment. The dilemma is that Lenny 
never realizes his objective. Rather, he is in a continual state of being dissatisfied, 
or, "desensitized" (Homecoming 32).
As quickly as Ruth elicits the bitterness Lenny feels toward women, she 
draws out his longing. Ruth suggests to Lenny that instead of Lenny taking her 
glass: "Why don’t I just take you?" After a pause Lenny responds: "You’re 
joking," followed by another pause, and then: "You’re in love, anyway, with 
another man. You’ve had a secret liaison with another man" (34). Lenny is 
testing the water during the pause before speaking and also with the statement: 
"You’re joking." He simultaneously hopes that she is not joking and prays that she 
is. When Lenny receives no clarification of his statement from Ruth, another 
pause ensues during which Lenny feels the weight of both his desire and fear. 
Lenny then falls back on his traditional categorization of women he cannot 
intimidate by suspecting Ruth’s faithfulness to her husband, as he suspected his
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mother’s. In a short period of time, with great economy of language, Ruth 
discovers the needs of Lenny, and in so doing, exposes his weakness.
As Ruth exits, Lenny shouts at her: "What was that supposed to be? Some 
kind of proposal?" (35), furthering his insinuation regarding Ruth’s infidelity. The 
shouting wakes Max, who wants an explanation of the noise, and accuses Lenny 
of "hiding someone" (36). This gives Lenny the opportunity to vent his frustration 
on Max by inquiring into the background of "that night with Mum" (36) when he 
was conceived. Lenny plagues Max, and in so doing kills two birds with one stone; 
he sullies the image of his mother and unloads the humiliation heaped upon him 
by Ruth. That Lenny used the memory of his "dear mother" (37) to vent the 
frustration caused by Ruth indicates the similar characteristics Lenny chooses to 
see in both Ruth and his mother, and perhaps Lenny is unknowingly 
foreshadowing the eventual role of Ruth in the house. Regardless, Ruth has 
elicited in Lenny the contempt he holds for his mother and becomes the target of 
that hate.
After Lenny finishes his second speech, curious as to the details of Max and 
his mother "al it" (36), and following a pause, Max states: "You’ll drown in your 
own blood" (36). Paul Rogers believes this line may suggest that Lenny’s "own 
loathing will be [his] destruction" ("Rogers" 168). Taken a step further, Lenny’s 
own blood may suggest the legitimacy of the birth of Lenny, as, in the original, 
handwritten manuscript, Pinter wrote: "’Drown in your own bastard blood’" ("Art" 
12). The flowing of blood may be associated with birth and a woman’s
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reproductive cycle, and while Pinter may have originally intended to question 
Lenny’s legitimacy, the process of Jessie giving birth to Lenny may also be 
suggested. In that Lenny has demonstrated his hatred for his mother, and through 
transference has come to hate all women, this revulsion may embitter him to such 
a degree that he will father only illegitimate children. Through experience with 
his parents, Lenny loathes the institution of marriage. And while it is possible that 
Lenny may marry to torture a wife and children, Max’s prediction that Lenny will 
drown in his own blood may imply that Lenny will die alone, without heirs or the 
comfort of a woman, as a result of his loathing. Ruth, then, has served to bring 
out the need of Lenny for a conciliatory maternal influence.
The presence of Ruth creates in Max the need for a family. He speculates 
as to what his late wife, Jessie, would say if she were alive to see Teddy with his 
wife, Ruth, drinking coffee with her three sons. Max goes on to say: "The only 
shame is her grandchildren aren’t here" (Homecoming 45). Max relates that Jessie 
would . . have petted them and cooed over them, wouldn’t she, Sam? She’d 
have fussed over them and played with them, told them stories, tickled them - 
. . ." (45). This first portion of Max’s speech which opens Act Two transfers the 
role of mother now occupied by Sam to Ruth. Max pines: "If only your mother 
was alive. Eh, what do you say, Sam?" (45). Ruth’s arrival provides Max an 
opportunity to replace Sam, to give him "the boot" (19) now that Sam is no longer 
needed to fill the role of Jessie. Ruth has awakened in Max the need, or perhaps, 
the opportunity to replace the family’s mother figure with a woman who not only
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can tend to the needs of the boys, but can also provide for Max’s sexual needs. 
The presence of Ruth causes Max to reminisce fondly of the pleasures of a family 
unit, complete with a mother. Ruth elicits the romanticism of Max in idealizing 
the family unit when Jessie was alive and the boys were young. When Max states: 
"The only shame is her grandchildren aren’t here" (45), he resurrects the image of 
Jessie. Max gives birth to this memory and feeds it with what Jessie would have 
done were she alive, directing his reminiscence toward Sam, the mother substitute 
of the household. Max then turns to a romantic reminiscence of the family when 
Jessie was alive, pointing out to Ruth that he was a generous man to Jessie, never 
leaving her "short of a few bob" (46). The presence of Ruth creates in Max the 
need to recapture the idealized family unit he chooses to remember: " . . .  I tell 
you, it was like Christmas" (46). Even as Ruth jolts Max into reality by inquiring 
into the memory of "the group of butchers" (46) that began his rhapsody, Max 
ultimately turns the wrath of unsavory reality onto Sam. The attack on Sam takes 
the form of a domestic squabble between husband and wife as Max asks Sam: 
"What are you trying to do, humiliate me?" (47). During his harangue, Max states: 
". . . - don’t talk to me about the pain of childbirth - I’ve suffered the pain, I’ve 
still got the pangs - . . ." (47). Max describes both his extended and nuclear 
family before relating the pain of his childbirth: "A crippled family, three bastard 
sons, a slutbitch of a wife - . . ." (47). In bemoaning his fate, Max has melded 
his own pain of being born with that of giving birth: He still has the pangs, and 
this convolution occurs immediately after he lumps his family of origin with the
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family of his own making. Max’s bitter melding of his dichotomous families is 
directed to Ruth until Max resumes the domestic quarrel with Sam. Thus, Ruth 
has affected the memories of Max, causing him to utter his regret of both families, 
and by her presence offers the opportunity of another chance for a family with a 
woman who is both mother and wife. Later in the scene, Max asks Teddy: 
. . you don’t think I disapprove of marriage, do you?" (49). This ambiguous 
affirmation of marriage occurs after Max describes his marital state with images 
of "three bastard sons" and "a slutbitch of a wife" (47). Max’s ingratiation to Teddy 
is elicited by Ruth and is for her benefit, as his next line of communication is 
delivered to Ruth: "I’ve been begging my two youngsters for years to find a nice 
feminine girl with proper credentials - it makes life worth living" (49). Max’s 
response encompasses both a need elicited by Ruth and an attempted possession 
of Ruth by Max. Ruth has created in Max the need to begin courting her, making 
her aware of the desire she has inspired, assuring her that she could make his life 
worth living.
Joey enters with a "coffee tray, follow ed by RUTH" (45) at the beginning of 
Act Two. The significance of this action is that Joey has found someone who can 
provide him with the prospect of order and a predictable future. Joey lacks a 
mother, a woman who will come to his defense when Max tells him his only 
trouble as a boxer is that he does not know how to defend himself or how to 
attack (17). Sam makes no attempt to defend Joey after Max’s statement, whereas 
Ruth may possess the strength to protect him and to provide a sense of security.
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Ruth gives Joey a sense of importance by allowing him to help her with the coffee. 
Joey implores Ruth’s acceptance by telling her that he is a boxer, and hopes "to 
be full time, when [he] gets more bouts" (51).
When Joey emerges after being alone with Ruth, he reveals that he "didn’t 
get all the way" (66). Prodded by Lenny, Joey relates to Teddy a story of how the 
two younger brothers usurped the dates of "two geezers" and then "had" (67) the 
girls. Lenny goads Joey into this recollection to impress upon Teddy the prowess 
of Joey with women and the injustice done Joey by Ruth’s supposed teasing. But 
Joey reveals a tender perception of Ruth when he contradicts: "I’ve been the 
whole hog plenty of times. Sometimes . .  . you can be happy . . .  and not go the 
whole hog. Now and again . . .  you can be happy. . .  without going any hog" (68). 
The idea that Joey does not deem it necessary to engage in intercourse with Ruth 
in order to be happy does not exclusively mean that Joey viewed her as his 
mother, and so requires a maternal influence. Although this interpretation has 
some credence, the concept that Joey is in need of a companion who possesses 
both maternal and sexual capacities is more comprehensive.
An example of how Ruth produces in Joey the need for intimacy with a 
member of the opposite sex occurs following Ruth’s speech in which she captures 
the attention of Max, Lenny and Joey by directing their observation to her moving 
leg and lips. Following a silence, Max and Lenny stand, emerging from their 
Ruth-induced trances, but even after Max attempts to dislodge Joey from Ruth’s 
magnetism, Joey remains seated and mesmerized, "looking at RUTH" (53).
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Intimacy with a member of the opposite sex need not be limited to a sexual 
closeness, and Joey’s satisfaction in not going the whole hog indicates the need 
elicited by Ruth of non-sexual intimacy. But as Joey and Max enter when Lenny 
and Ruth are dancing, and Joey then sees Lenny and Ruth kissing, Joey views 
Ruth as a "tart" (58), the need for sex being aroused. Joey takes Lenny’s place 
with Ruth. Joey and Ruth then sit on the sofa and begin kissing; Joey "leans her 
back until she lies beneath h im ” continues to embrace and kiss her, and finally"lies 
heavily on RUTH" (59). In this scene, Ruth triggers in Joey the need for sex, a 
basic physiological need. Later, when Ruth teaches Joey about intimacy without 
sex, he is receptive. however, it is doubtful that Joey perceives the distinction 
between physiological sex and sexual intimacy. But that Ruth has introduced him 
to a non-sexual closeness with a member of the opposite sex reflects that Ruth has 
created in Joey the awareness of a third-level love and belonging need, taking him 
beyond the desire for sex, a first-level physiological need.
The main need Ruth produces in Sam is the need for a family, growing 
from the fear that she may replace him as the family’s mother. Sam appeals to 
Teddy for belonging when it becomes clear to him that Max, Lenny and Joey have 
succumbed to Ruth’s influence. Sam tells Teddy: ". . . you were always my 
favourite, of the lads" (62), and a few iines later tells him: "You were always your 
mother’s favourite" (63). The link between Sam and Jessie both holding Teddy as 
their favorite reinforces the idea in Sam’s mind that he is the more appropriate 
matron for the family, unlike Ruth, who spurns Teddy in the previous scene by
capering with Lenny and Joey and taunting his critical works (58-61). Sam desires 
to feel needed, having been ostracized by Max, Lenny and Joey, and attempts to 
establish an ally in Teddy. Sam tells Teddy how 'Very touched" (62) he was to get 
his letter, and that he never told Max he received it. Subtly, Sam attempts to 
create a bond of secret comradeship with Teddy. Sam asks Teddy to "stay for a 
couple more weeks" (63) at the end of this short scene between the two, signalling 
his fear of being left alone, excluded from the family without a confidant.
Attempted Possession of Ruth
When Lenny first meets Ruth, almost immediately he foreshadows the 
eventual possession of Ruth by th * family. He asks her if she would like a 
"[Refreshment of some kind" (28), and, after Ruth refuses, Lenny is apparently 
relieved as he states: "We haven’t got a drink, in the house. Mind you, I’d soon 
get some in, if we had a party or something like that. Some kind of celebration 
. . . you know" (28). Lenny downplays the homecoming of Teddy and Ruth by 
sarcastically implying that their arrival is not worthy of a celebration. Later in the 
scene Lenny subtly attempts sexual possession of Ruth using a symbol. Lenny 
offers:







In Pinter’s writing, seemingly inconsequential moments with properties have great 
importance. In a 1968 television interview, Pinter said of these actions: "The 
moments are very exact and even very small, perhaps even trivial - as when a glass 
is moved from there to there. Now, in my terms I feel that this is a very big 
moment, a very important moment" ('Territorial" 39). Lenny’s offering Ruth a 
glass of water holds more significance than an amiable gesture on Lenny’s behalf 
to provide Ruth with water to quench her thirst. The glass of water may act as a 
symbol. Considering the theory that all life originated from water, or the seas, and 
that human beings are composed primarily of water, the sperm being encased in 
fluid, its journey to the ovum occurring through liquid, it is possible that the glass 
of water may represent life and reproduction. After Ruth sips as Lenny watches, 
he observes: "Isn’t it funny? I’ve got my pajamas on and you’re fully dressed?" 
(Homecoming 29); then, after pouring himself a glass, asks: "Mind if I have one?" 
(29). The pointed observation of Lenny that is in pajamas while Ruth is fully 
dressed presents the image of a mother and son and can be perceived as Oedipal 
with Lenny offering Ruth water, or symbolically, sex, and then asking Ruth if he 
may partake of the symbol: water. There are no stage directions as to whether 
Lenny does or does not drink the water, as there are for Ruth: "She takes it, sips 
. . (29). Lenny attempts to usurp the subtly and quickly established taboo of
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sex with a mother-image and ultimately attempts to possess the aspects of Ruth 
as mother and lover.
Because Lenny views Ruth maternally and sexually, the ambiguity of 
whether he drinks may suggest that Lenny attempts to quench Ruth’s sex drive 
with the water in order to isolate Ruth’s maternal qualities. If Ruth’s sexuality is 
dulled, Lenny may then gain an advantage in the power struggle to follow by 
negating Ruth’s power of sexual allure and attacking her solely as a mother figure, 
able to focus on the hate he feels for Jessie. If Lenny does attempt to nullify 
Ruth’s sensual power through the quenching of her sexual appetite, the strategy 
is unsuccessful, as Ruth’s desire is whetted, "and the rest of the play continues to 
reveal the depths of that thirst . . ." (Burkman 100).




RUTH walks towards him.
RUTH
Yes?







How many you got?
RUTH
Three.
H e turns to  TEDDY.
MAX
All yours, Teu /Homecoming 431
This gentle inquiry is preceded by a blistering attack on Ruth by Max, and he now 
attempts to soothe and woo her. His slight toward Teddy questions both Teddy’s 
appeal as a lover and Ruth’s faithfulness, but also mirrors Max’s own suspicions 
of his late wife’s fidelity. In likening Ruth to Jessie, Max is positioning himself 
toward playing the role of husband with Ruth. That Ruth has three children and 
that Jessie had three boys lends further credence to the idea that Max is beginning 
a usurpation of the role of Teddy as Ruth’s husband. Max then attempts to force 
Teddy from his position of husband back to the role of child. After questioning 
Teddy’s faculty as a lover, he asks: "Teddy, why don’t we have a nice cuddle and
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kiss, eh? Like the old days?" Max subjugates Teddy to the role of child, while 
Max stresses himself as the father: "You want to kiss your old father? Want a 
cuddle with your old father?", "You still love your old Dad, eh?” When finally 
Teddy submits, and relinquishes his role of father, he relents: "Come on, Dad. 
I’m ready for the cuddle." Max then senses victory, "{begins to chuckle, gurgling 
. . . turns to the fam ily and addresses them .) He still loves his father!" (43-4). 
Teddy has given the role of the father of Ruth’s children to Max by calling him 
"Dad," and takes his place as one of the children by submitting to Max’s treating 
him as a child when Max asks him for a nice cuddle and kiss. Max’s chuckling 
signals his triumph, and that he turns to the family is an indication that Max is, 
indeed, turning to his newly complete family with Max as the father and Ruth as 
the mother.
The celebration to which Lenny alludes seems to be occurring at the top 
of Act Two, as "MAX, TEDDY, LENNY and  SAM are about the stage, lighting 
cigars" (45). The smoking of a cigar is typically associated with celebration, and, 
more specifically, the birth of a child. Joey is absent during this ritual and it may 
be that symbolically, the men are celebrating the arrival of a mother for Joey, but 
if this is the case, it. is indeed, an unconscious celebration. The given is that the 
men are simply celebrating the homecoming of Teddy with his bride, Ruth, and 
it is possible that Lenny and Max are celebrating the presence of a woman in the 
house. And, although it is unclear whether Lenny and Max are conscious of their
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premature celebration, the outcome of whether the old-world family will wrest 
Ruth from Teddy and their life in America adopts an aura of predestination.
Ruth compliments Max on the lunch he prepared, to which Max responds, 
"(To RUTH.) Well, I put my heart and soul into it, I can tell you" (45). As Max 
associates cooking with a wife, or mother, he is, in essence, wooing Ruth by 
conning her into believing that he puts his heart and soul into the woman of the 
house, that he admires and respects this task of a mother. After Max compliments 
Ruth on her coffee, he states:
MAX




No, I’ve got the feeling you’re a number one cook. 
Am I right, Teddy?
TEDDY
Yes, she’s a very good cook. (45)
The obvious slang connotation of cooking is associated with sex, and although this 
meaning is certainly present and cannot be dismissed, Max’s intimidation, again 
perhaps on a subconscious level, goes beyond sexual aptitude, encompassing all 
roles and aspects of women as Max sees them. Max is complimenting not only
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Ruth’s sexual prowess as a lover, but also Ruth as a wife and mother. During his 
courting of Ruth, Max even acknowledges the supposed obstacle of his efforts by 
asking Teddy to confirm his suspicious that Ruth is a first-rate cook. By asking 
Teddy if he is right, Max also serves to humiliate his competition, Teddy, in the 
eyes of Ruth.
If Sam is the mother-figure of the family in the absence of Jessie, Max 
shows Ruth his disdain for Sam by venting his rage on him and questioning his 
loyalty and fidelity. Sam states that he "can only drive one car" (48), and that the 
customers "can’t all have [him] at the same lime" (48). Max then suggests to Sam: 
"Anyone could have you at the same time. You’d bend over for half a dollar on 
Blackfriars Bridge" (48). In this section, Max stmts his verbal fighting ability to 
impress Ruth while showing her that Sam is an inadequate mother-figure. Max 
accuses the family’s surrogate-mother, Sam, of being sodomized for money, while 
the question of Jessie’s fidelity is the most tender aspect of the marriage of Max. 
He reveals to Ruth Lis contempt for whores while displaying his verbal brutality 
in an attempt to gain favor from, or possess Ruth.
Max finds it curious that Ruth has three boys and that he has three. That 
Max finds it strange that both he and Ruth have three boys can go even further, 
in that Max finds the coincidence ominous. Max capitalizes on this by first 
observing that Joey "speaks so easily to his sister-in-law," and then attempting to 
charm Ruth by adding: "That’s because she’s an intelligent and sympathetic 
woman." Max then "leans to her” and says: "Eh, tell me, do you think the children
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are missing their mother?" (51). In response to this question, Pinter gives a rare 
stage direction, instructing Ruth to look at Max. There is ambiguity in Max’s 
question in that it is unclear to which children Max is referring: the three boys in 
America or the three boys in England. Max attempts to confuse Ruth, but also 
inherent in the question is the insinuation that perhaps Ruth need not return to 
America if the boys in England have missed her with equal fervor.
Later in Act Two, Lenny says to Ruth: "Winter’ll soon be upon us. Time 
to renew one’s wardrobe" (56). Lenny may be attempting to persuade Ruth to 
renew her wardrobe by opting to remain with Teddy’s family in the darkness of 
winter that is the old-country, England. After a pause, Ruth responds: "That’s a 
good thing to do" (56). "If she will shed last year’s apparel, what of last year’s 
relationships?" (Lahr, "Pinter’s Language" 128). Lenny immediately asks "What?" 
(Homecoming 56). This question serves as a challenge for Ruth to articulate 
Lenny’s subtle suggestion that it is time for her to change her environment from 
life with Teddy in America to a life with Lenny in England.
Lenny again attempts an almost subliminal influence upon Ruth when he 
describes a hat he once "bought a girl.” Lenny describes the hat as having "a 
bunch of daffodils on it, tied with a black satin bow" and that "it was covered with 
a cloche of black veiling" (57). A black veil traditionally suggests a widow and if 
Lenny is using the hat as a metaphor for Ruth, his comparison could reveal his 
desire for Ruth to view her life with Teddy in America as being dead. That Lenny 
desciibes the black veiling as being a cloche likens the veiling to a hat in itself.
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The hat may represent Ruth’s life with Teddy in America, while the veil could 
represent Ruth’s newly found widowed existence in the old-country with the old- 
family. Lenny stresses his use of cloche and then indirectly places Ruth in the 
metaphor. "A cloche. I’m telling you. She was made for it" (57). These three 
short sentences by Lenny weave Ruth into the story. It is questionable; whether 
the girl k  Lenny’s story actually exists and even more doubtful that Lenny would 
buy a girl a hat. Lenny places the directive to Ruth between the other sentences: 
"A cloche. Fm telling you. She was made for it" (my emphasis). ILte "you" 
referring to Ruth immediately proceeds the "she" of Lenny’s story. Because of the 
proximity of "you" and "she," it is feasible that Lenny is attempting to draw Ruth 
into the story, that the entire story was fabricated to affect Ruth, and that Ruth 
is the girl in Lenny’s concocted story.
Power Struggle
Ruth demonstrates her spirit in resisting the wishes of Teddy, when, during 
their first scene Teddy suggests they go to bed so they can rise early to avoid being 
found in bed together. After a pause, Ruth asserts: "I think I’ll have a breath of 
air" (23). Ruth is resisting not only Teddy and his fear of his father, but also the 
growing strength of the entire family. Ruth eventually dismisses Teddy’s child-like: 
"But what am I going to do?" with: "Why don’t you go to bed?" (24). Placing 
herself in a position of power and control, she speaks to Teddy as if she were his
mother.
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The initial scene between Ruth and Lenny is almost wholly power struggle 
during which Lenny attempts to intimidate Ruth, while Ruth seldom speaks and 
ultimately crushes Lenny. Lenny begins with a sexual innuendo, asking if Ruth is 
”[c]old?" (28). After Ruth responds with a simple "[n]o," Lenny foreshadows his 
observance that "[w]inter’ll soon be upon us" (56), with: "It’s been a wonderful 
summer . . ." (28). The symbolic significance of summer may reflect Ruth’s 
experience of a rebirth, or fresh life with Teddy in America. By implying that 
summer is over, Lenny may be consciously or unconsciously commenting that it is 
now time for Ruth to return to her old life in the old world. Lenny then asks 
Ruth if she would like an aperitif, signaling that some kind of entree is to follow, 
the main course being the battle for power between Lenny and Ruth.
Lenny ignores Ruth when she tells him she is Teddy’s wife.
LENNY
. . .  You must be connected with my brother in 




Eh listen, I wonder if you can advise me. I’ve been 
having a bit of a rough time with this clock. . . . (28)
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By ignoring Ruth’s marital status, Lenny may be leaving himself an opening in 
attempting sexual possession of Ruth, but this attempted possession is 
amalgamated within the power struggle. Lenny, immediately after ignoring Ruth’s 
statement that she is Teddy’s wife, relates that he believes the tick of his clock has 
been keeping him up. He then launches into a verbose theorization that the clock 
may not be the source of his insomnia, but rather, he may be kept awake by 
objects that give him no trouble during the day, "[b]ut in the night any given one 
of a number of them is liable to start letting out a bit of a tick" (28). Again, 
Lenny is employing multiple objectives simultaneously in his quest to conquer 
Ruth. The first, most obvious objective may be to bedazzle Ruth with his word 
play and hidden logic before presenting Ruth with water. It is a coherent ploy, 
when hearing Ruth’s declaration that she is Teddy’s wife, to disarm her before 
offering his sexual services through the symbol of procreation: water. Consistent 
with this objective of disarming Ruth, Lenny’s speech about his inability to sleep 
is filled with images of mysterious ticking in the night and objects that transform 
in the black of night into troublesome entities. Lenny even resorts to a 
stereotypical level in attempting to frighten Ruth by mentioning "mice" (28). 
Beneath the surface of these objectives are metaphors that cannot be ignored.
The ticking of a clock may be associated with a heartbeat, as . . docks 
and women are connected by their biologically determined cyclical nature" (Jiji 
104), and Lenny may be likening the things which tick in the night to women in 
a veiled sexual sense. Lenny likens women to objects that are commonplace and
that give you no trouble in the day, but in the night any one of them is liable to 
start letting out a bit of a tick. Lenny may be implying that women come alive 
during the night, and, as the night is associated with sexual activity, it is during 
these activities that women begin to make trouble. In an adversarial sense, Lenny 
attempts to negate his opponent’s strength by saying that women are as meek and 
"quiet as mice during the daytime" (28), and that the only weapon women bring 
to battle is sexuality, which ticks during the night. With Lenny’s conclusion that 
it may not have been "the clock that woke" (28) him, he insinuates that it may 
have been the presence of a woman in the house whose ticking, or pulsing 
sexuality, roused him from his slumber.
Lenny again expresses the contempt he feels for marriage and Ruth’s 
marriage to Teddy with his line: "What, you sort of live with him over there, do 
you?" (29). Ruth responds: "We’re married" (29), and again Lenny chooses to 
ignore Ruth’s pronouncement by inquiring into Teddy’s and Ruth’s visit to Europe. 
Lenny then announces:











Lenny heard Ruth’s initial response and yet challenges her with his question. This 
brief exchange illustrates the battle of wills in which Lenny engages Ruth.
After having told Lenny that she and Teddy had been in Venice, Lenny 
relates: ". . . if I’d been a soldier in the last war - say in the Italian campaign - 
I’d probably have found myself in Venice" (30). There are associations between 
Venice as the city of water-filled canals and the symbol of life in the glass of water 
Lenny offered Ruth, along with Venice being known as a romantic city for lovers. 
In the midst of the symbolism of romantic, fertile Venice, Lenny paints himself as 
a soldier, as one bent on warring. Lenny’s supposition of his action in Italy in the 
past, surrounded by fertile Venice, mirrors the present war Lenny wages on the 
marriage of Ruth and Teddy. Symbolically, Lenny intertwines the marriage of 
Teddy and Ruth with that of Max and Jessie by explaining that the reason he had 
not gone through Venice with his "battalion" was because he "was too young to 
serve," "only a child," and "was too small" (30). By coupling the concepts of 
himself as a soldier in Venice to that of being a child during the war, Lenny’s 
childhood is likened to war, and his disdain of marriage is linked to his upbringing 
within the marriage of his parents. It is difficult for him to distinguish between 
Ruth’s and Jessie’s marriages and consequently interchanges Ruth and Jessie.
Within the realm of Lenny as a child aimed toward destruction, Lenny asks 
Ruth if she minds if he holds her hand. Ruth asks: "Why," to which Lenny 
responds: "Just a touch," "stands and goes to her," and then says: "Just a tickle" 
(30). Initially, Lenny’s request of holding Ruth’s hand sounds as if it may be the 
request of a child to its mother, or a young lover on a first date. But when Ruth 
neither refuses nor accepts the entreaty, Lenny becomes aggressive, subtly 
questioning Ruth’s loyalty to marriage by implying a touch or tickle reflects the 
inherent flirtatious nature of Ruth. Lenny then tells Ruth "why" by example of a 
story that describes a lady who "had been searching for [Lenny] for days," who, 
upon finding him, issues a "proposal" to which Lenny normally would have 
"subscribed." Lenny relates that the "only trouble was she was falling apart with 
the pox. .So [he] turned it down." Lenny goes on to say that "this lady was very 
insistent and started taking liberties with" him, and as this could not be tolerated, 
he "clumped her one" (30-1). The circumstances were favorable for killing her, 
and it was on his "mind at the time," but Lenny decided against it because of the 
bother of "getting rid of the corpse . . . getting [him]self into a state of tension," 
so he "just gave her another belt in the nose and a couple of turns of the boot and 
sort of left it at that" (31). It is apparent that Lenny is attempting to intimidate 
and frighten Ruth within the context of their power struggle. He continues the 
analogy of his Italian campaign and the bothersome objects that tick in the night 
by suggesting, as in war, he is not above physical violence, even "killing" (31), when 
confronted with an insistent, pox-ridden woman. That Lenny derived this analogy
of the w om an fulling apart with the pox from his asking for a touch or tickle came 
not only from  the rage of his being ambivalently rejected, but also from his 
perceiving himself a child at the time he asked for the touch. Ruth’s presence has 
instilled in Lenny the memory of his mother, Jessie. When Lenny decimates 
Venice with his thought, and then regresses chronologically to the age of a child, 
without pause he asks to hold Ruth’s hand. By asking why, Ruth begins to bring 
Lenny back to the relationship of him and Ruth as brother id sister-in-law; and 
Ixnny’s explanation of why he wanted to hold Ruth’s hand as just a touch or tickle 
takes the form of a threat that infidelity in marriage may be likened to falling 
apart with the pox, which in Lenny’s view, is worthy of death. In this warning to 
Ruth it is clear that Lenny can never wholly rid himself of the similarities between 
other women and his mother. It also reflects a paradoxical duality in Lenny in 
that he is obsessed with destroying marriage, justifying nis hatred by reasoning that 
all women are whores, and yet yearns for the woman who is pure, who will be 
content with a holding of hands, with just a touch or tickle.
It is possible that the "certain lady" (30) in Lenny’s story is, indeed, his 
mother. Lenny relates: "Her chauffeur, who had located me for her, he’d popped 
round the corner," and later, in assuring Ruth that the "chauffeur would never have 
spoken," states: "He was an old friend of the family" (31). Uncle Sam, the 
chauffeur of the family, earlier in the play tells Max: "I want to make something 
clear about Jessie, Max. . . . When I took her out in the cab, round the town, 
I was taking care of her, for you. . . .  I was showing her the West End" (18).
And as Lenny describes the surroundings as being favorable for killing this lady, 
he states that all was "quiet on the Western Front" (31). Certainly the association 
between this lady’s chauffeur and Sam arc evident, and that Sam speaks of 
showing her the West End, while Lenny’s location at the time of the meeting was 
the Western Front is further evidence that this "lady" was Jessie. Also, Ruth 
characterizes the pox-ridden woman as being "diseased" (31), while Max describes 
his mother as being "bedridden" (47). Max relates:
. . . (To RUTH.) I worked as a butcher all my 
life . . .  to keep my family in luxury. Two families!
My mother was; bedridden, my brothers were all 
invalids. I had to earn the money for the leading 
psychiatrists. I had to read books! I had to study the 
disease, so that I could cope with an emergency at 
every stage. A crippled family, three bastard sons, a 
slutbitch of a wife -don’t talk to me about the pain of 
childbirth - 1 suffered the pain, I’ve still got the pangs 
- . . .  (47)
It is unclear whether in Max’s reference to the psychiatrists and disease he is 
referring to his mother or his wife, as Max introduces the concept of two families 
before directly mentioning his mother as being bedridden. After the only direct 
mention of his mother, Max then generically complains of having to pay for 
psychiatrists and having to study the disease, while the first overt labeling of Jessie
is as a slutbitch of a wife after the allusion to psychiatrists and disease. The given 
is that Max’s mother was bedridden and Jessie was a slutbitch of a wife; between 
these two direct references, someone in the two families was in need of a 
psychiatrist and Max was forced to study the disease, although the nature of the 
disease in never clarified. By leaving ambiguous the references to the one who is 
need of a psychiatrist and to the one who has a disease, this state of sickness is 
cast toward all members of both families. And yet, since Max’s mother and Jessie 
are at the farthermost poles surrounding the characterization, the suspicion of 
sickness falls most on them, as they enclose Max’s description of psychological 
illness. The inference is that the revulsion Lenny shows women because of their 
inherent sickness was inherited from Max, stemming from the genealogical disease 
of the women in line of M a x , . . [tjhus the determining matrix extends back 
through time" (Fjelde 104). Ruth, then, may be perceived by Lenny to be the 
next woman "falling apart with the pox" (Homecoming 30) in the family of Max, 
as she is the wife of Teddy, Max’s son.
Following Lenny’s story, Ruth asks: "How did you know she was diseased?" 
(31). After restating the question, there is a "Pause," followed by Lenny’s 
response: "I decided she was." Lenny’s response is followed by "Silence," after 
which Lenny finally acknowledges that Ruth is married to Teddy by stating: "You 
and my brother are newly-weds, are you?" (31). L^nny intertwines Jessie and Ruth 
in his mind when he restates: "How did I know?" (31), and then during the 
following pause, thinks better of disclosing the lady as his mother. Instead, he opts
for an explanation that may frighten Ruth with its illogical finality, revealing his 
predestined judgment that Ruth, too, is diseased. The silence leaves Lenny no 
other route but to concede Ruth’s marriage to Teddy, producing the inevitable 
coupling of the marriage of Ruth to that of Jessie.
The culmination of this power struggle between Ruth and Lenny begins 
when Lenny likens Ruth to "mess," removes the ashtray and attempts to relieve 
Ruth of her glass. Ruth assumes complete control by toying with the delusions of 
Lenny. She taunts him, utilizing the symbol, water, when she teases Lenny sexually 
by suggesting: "Have a sip from my glass," and then adopts a motherly invitation: 
"Sit on my lap" (34). Again, she alternates between a sexual and motherly 
invitation by inviting: 'Take a long cool sip" and then immediately patting "her 
lap." Having thoroughly unnerved Lenny, Ruth becomes the aggressor, "moves to 
him with the glass" and directs: "Put your head back and open your mouth," while 
Lenny reacts by stating: "Take that glass away from me." Ruth persists, and 
commands: "Lie on the floor. Go on. I’ll put it down your throat" (34). Ruth has 
perceived the weakness of Lenny and, after Lenny’s initiation of a resolve to the 
hatred he feels, Ruth uses this knowledge to dissemble Lenny. Lenny reiterates 
the horror he perceives in Ruth’s incestual advances by asking: "What are you 
doing, making me some kind of proposal?", to which Ruth "laughs shortly, . . . 
drains the glass" and states: "Oh, I was thirsty" (34-5). In this laugh Ruth 
acknowledges her victory in maintaining possession of the glass, and in drinking 
the water emphasizes that the power of life, or reproduction, is hers alone.
When Max first sees Ruth toward the close of Act One, his instantaneous 
judgment of her may be drawn under the guise of power-struggle in that his 
indirect attack on Ruth may serve to intimidate Ruth, whether intimidation is a 
cognizant objective of Max or not. He reveals his vulnerabilities to her, which 
mirror those of Lenny. Max greets Ruth with a whistle and a laugh and then grills 
Teddy with: "Who asked you to bring tarts in here," followed by: "Who asked you 
to bring dirty tarts intG this house?" From tarts and dirty tarts, Max progresses to 
calling Ruth a "smelly scrubber," and then a "stinking pox-ridden slut" (41). That 
the lady of Lenny’s earlier story "was falling apart with the pox" (30), and that Max 
chooses the same pox-ridden characterization in vilifying Ruth must register in 
Ruth’s mind. And when Max claims that there has never been "a whore under this 
roof . . . since your mother died" (42), the idea that the lady of Lenny’s story 
was Lenny’s mother is given further credence, providing Ruth a clearer 
understanding of the family within which she now operates.
What inspires Max’s comment that he had never had a whore under his 
roof since Teddy’s mother died is Teddy’s declaration: "She’s my wife! We’re 
married!" (42). Max utilizes a pause before making the association between Jessie 
and Ruth in labeling them both whores. It is after this association of marriage 
that in referring to Ruth, Max tells Teddy to "[t]ake that disease away from me" 
(42). After the indirect acknowledgment of Max that Ruth and Teddy me 
married, Max uses the same term, "disease," that Ruth used to characterize the 
lady of Lenny’s story who was falling apart with the pox. The inevitability of the
fate of Ruth is suggested here in that the influence of Ruth’s aura of power has 
prompted Max to use the term, "disease," that Ruth used before meeting Max. 
Also, Max refers to Jessie as being Teddy’s mother before mimicking Ruth’s term: 
disease. And by pointing to the association between Jessie and Teddy, a 
subliminal link gives Teddy significance in procuring the next wife in the 
genealogical progression of marriage, dating back through Max’s family tree. The 
power exuded by Ruth in this scene is not portrayed by what she says or does, but 
by her presence and the inexorable vacuum created by the absence of Jessie.
In the second act, Lenny attempts to humiliate Teddy by mocking his 
Doctorship of Philosophy. When Lenny asks: "Bui you’re a philosopher. . .
What do you make of all this business of being and not being?" (52), Ruth asserts 
her power in silencing Lenny. Lenny uses a table as a deriding example of a 
shallow existentialism. He asks: "All right, I say, take it, take a table, but once 
you’ve taken it, what you going to do with it?" Lenny laughs at Joey’s response: 
"Chop it up for firewood." The initial objective of Ruth, as she contradicts: "Don’t 
be too sure though. You’ve forgotten something" appears to be to rescue Teddy 
and Joey in silencing Lenny. But as she continues, commanding: "Look at me," 
she places her body in the stead of the table and observes: "I . .  . move my leg. 
That’s all it is. But I wear . . . underwear . . . which moves with me . , . it . . . 
captures your attention" (52-3). Ruth has effectively silenced Lenny and in 
mesmerizing the family with her presence, has assumed control of the moment.
But in rescuing Teddy and Joey, Ruth also captures them, holding them in the 
sensual power of her corporeality.
Ruth makes a veiled allusion to her own dual nature as a sexual being and 
as heir to the role of mother of the family when she states: "My lips move. Why 
don’t you restrict. . .  your observations to that? Perhaps the fact that they move 
is more significant. . .  than the words which come through them" (53). Ruth’s lips 
moving entices the men, sexually. And by Ruth suggesting that the men restrict 
their observations, she is inviting the submission of the men to their lust. She 
suggests that the moving of the lips, or the capturing of the men is more 
insignificant than the words, or the essence and reality of the woman speaking 
them. Ultimately, she invites the men to be content with the idea that she is a 
woman who can fulfill the roles both of sexual being and mother, even though the 
essence, or reality of Ruth is dissimilar to the substance, or words which would 
have been spoken by Jessie.
In the second act, Lenny asks Ruth for "one dance before" (58) leaving with 
Teddy. Ruth accepts, and as they begin to kiss after dancing, Joey and Max enter. 
Joey takes Lenny’s place with Ruth and the two then sit on the sofa. Joey and 
Ruth embrace and kiss. Joey leans Ruth back on the sofa and lies on top of her 
until they roll "off the sofa on to the floor" (60). When Ruth "suddenly pushes 
JOEY away" (60), she assumes complete control of the household, a position of 
power which she does not relinquish. Ruth demands the record be put off, 
something to eat and "fw]hiskey” (60). Lenny produces the whiskey, anticipating
the "celebration" (28) he referred to earlier, and is willing to accept Ruth’s 
"unreasonable demands" (32) when she complains that she "can’t drink out o f  (60) 
the glass given her and orders Lenny to put the whiskey "in a tumbler" (61). 
Ruth’s last slight of Lenny before turning to Teddy occurs when Lenny asks Ruth 
is she wants her drink ”[o]n the rocks?" (61). Ruth responds: "Rocks? What do 
you know about rocks?" (61). "’Rocks’ - the colloquial term for gonads - . , 
(Lahr, "Pinter’s Language" 127) refers to the manhood of Lenny, in his inability to 
realize the fruition of his ideals and the warped ineptitude in his conception of and 
dealings with women. Lenny’s picture of dealing with unreasonable women with 
a "belt in the nose" (Homecoming 31), "a short-arm jab to the belly" (33) and a 
threat of murder dissipates into: "We’ve got rocks. But they’re frozen stiff in the 
fridge" (61). In attempting to slight Ruth by attributing the frozen manhood of the 
family to Ruth being a cold bitch, Ienny acknowledges her power. Lenny 
concedes that Ruth has power to freeze the courage of the men through the fear 
that they will displease her, as evidenced by their compliance to her ordering them 
about. Also, in reference to the more literal slang interpretation of rocks as 
reproductive organs, if this woman withholds sex, it will be impossible for the men 
to assist in reproduction. Another implication of Ruth questioning Lenny’s 
knowledge of "rocks" corresponds to Max’s statement that Lenny will "drown in 
[his] own blood" (36). If Max’s statement implies that Lenny’s hatred will be his 
demise, that his contempt for women will prevent him from legitimately fathering 
a child, then Ruth’s reference to rocks as a slang slight of Lenny’s reproductive
organs, questioning his reproductive capabilities, may mirror Max’s earlier 
statement. As Ruth took triumph in draining the glass of water serving as a 
symbol of life, she asserted her domain of power in the ability to give life as a 
mother. In questioning Lenny’s knowledge of his reproductive organs, she is again 
asserting her own reproductive prowess and casting a doubt that Lenny will ever 
assist in reproduction.
While Max articulates the notion to "keep" (69) Ruth, and Lenny 
conceptualizes the marvelous idea of putting Ruth "on the game" so that she can 
"earn the money" (72) required to feed the "extra mouth" and clothe the "extra 
body" (70), it must be realized that all of this planning on the part of Max and 
Lenny is merely hypothetical speculation in the absence of Ruth. Ruth agrees to 
stay with the family in England and to take a flat in town, but in negotiating the 
terms, is in complete control. Ruth demands that the flat have "three rooms and 
a bathroom" (76), and although Lenny resists the demand initially, he eventually 
concedes. Ruth asserts her power by demanding all "conveniences" and a 
"personal maid," and usurps Lenny’s idea that she will reimburse the men’s 
financing, stating: "You would have to regard your original outlay simply as a 
capital investment." Ruth goes on to insure that her "wardrobe" and absolutely 
everything she will need will be supplied. Before hinting that "it might prove a 
workable arrangement," Ruth demands that "an inventory of everything [she] would 
need" be drawn up, requiring the men’s "signatures in the presence of witnesses," 
and that "[a]ll aspects of the agreement and conditions of employment would have
to be clarified to [their] mutual satisfaction before [they] finalized the contract" 
(77-8), The rancorous speculation of the men before Ruth enters is in definitive 
contrast to what actually occurs during the course of negotiations. The idea of 
prostitution is never directly mentioned when Ruth is present. The indirect 
reference occurs when Lenny suggests that Ruth could "pop up to the flat a couple 
hours a night" in order to "make enough money to keep [her] going . . (76).
Ruth never acknowledges this implication, rather, after a pause, inquires as to how 
many rooms the flat would have. The only time she acknowledges that she will 
be performing work in this flat is when she mentions that the "conditions of 
employment would have to be clarified" (78). Lhtimately, Ruth does not consent 
to prostitution in this flat, and with her proviso that the "conditions of employment 
would have to be clarified" (my emphasis), there is a suggestion that what the men 
expect and what will transpire differ. In an interview, Pinter discloses:
She’s misinterpreted deliberately and used by this 
family. But eventually she comes back at them with 
a whip. She says ’if you want to play this game I can 
play it as well as you.’ She does not become a harlot.
At the end of the play she’s in possession of a certain 
kind of freedom. She can do what she wants, and it 
is not at all certain she will go off to Greek Street.
But even if she did, she would not be a harlot in her 
own mind. ("Probing" 58)
Regardless of whether Ruth will or will not prostitute herself for a few hours a 
night near Greek Street, she has assumed control of the men in the course of the 
power struggle. She has secured a Hat with "three rooms and a bathroom" where 
she can escape the confines of the family, along with a written contract 
guaranteeing everything she will need or want. The idea that Ruth will exist to 
satisfy the needs of the men lies only in the minds of the men. Pinter states that 
Ruth is “misinterpreted deliberately" by the men. The men choose to paint Ruth 
in the likeness of what best serves them, but the distinction between fantasy and 
reality is illustrated in the action involving Ruth, as evidenced by her complete 
victory in negotiating the conditions of remaining in England.
Ruth’s Choice of Brutality Over Sensitivity 
Ruth’s choice of the brutality of the old-world family over the sensitivity of 
Teddy and their life in the new-world, America, may not be a wholly conscious 
decision. In Ruth’s first scene she tells Teddy that she is tired, and following a 
pause, Teddy says: "Then sit down" (Homecoming 20). During the pause, Teddy 
may be incredulous as to why Ruth would not simply sit if she were tired, but his 
hesitation may also reflect his reluctance to invite Ruth into the "bosom of the 
family" (76). Ruth must sense the implications of sitting down, as, after Teddy 
says: "Sit down," Pinter indicates that ”[s]he does not move" (20). Ruth sits 
immediately after Teddy states: "My mother was dead" (21). Ruth’s being tired 
may be interpreted two ways. The obvious choice is simply a physical weariness
from her journey, but taken a step farther, its travel can make one tired, coming 
home can alleviate the fatigue. Ruth has traveled from (England to America with 
Teddy, ami back again through Venice to her native home, England. At first 
glance it may be assumed that The Homecoming, the play's title, is directed 
toward the homecoming of Teddy, who brings with him his wife. As Ruth sits 
upon hearing that the family is bereft of a mother, Teddy asks: Tired?*, to which 
Ruth responds: ‘Just a little** (21). The fatigue has lifted slightly, as Ruth 
experiences the relief of coming home after a long journey, destined to fill the role 
of mother vacated by Jessie in the environment suiting her intrinsic nature, which 
Teddy attempted to alter in America.
Ruth asks: "Do you want to stay?” of Teddy, to which Teddy responds: 
"Stay?", and, after a pause: “We’ve come to stay. We’re bound to stay . . .  for a 
few days" (21-2). Teddy may be considering all implications of Ruth’s question 
during the pause following his restatement, and may be deliberating as to his role 
in his family of origin. Teddy foreshadows the plight of Ruth, as he states that 
within the guise of Teddy’s homecoming, Ruth has come to stay. The "come" of 
Teddy’s pronouncement corresponds to the "come" in The Homecoming in that 
Ruth has come home to a place which is more akin to her innate nature. Through 
her marriage with Teddy and the need created by the absence of Jessie, Ruth has 
come home to fill the void of the mother of Teddy’s family. When Teddy states 
that they are bound to stay, he is lending credence to the idea that through the 
confines of the family they have no choice in the decision. Teddy quickly softens
his pronouncement by qualifying: . .  for a few days" (22). The initial notion of 
Teddy softening so as not to frighten Ruth may also be interpreted in that Teddy 
is referring to himself: that he also will be staying for a few days. Ruth then 
betrays a genuine reservation to staying too long when she states: ”1 think . . .  the 
children . . .  might be missing us* (22). Here is proof that Ruth has not entered 
this house with a trance-like acceptance of her fate to remain. But even in 
expressing an objection to staying too long, she encompasses the role of a caring 
mother of which this family in London is in dire need.
When Ruth first betrays a sense of her life before Teddy, she states to Max: 
"I think (T ddy) wond 4 whether you would be pleased with me" (49). After 
Max assures her Shat .mds her "a charming woman" (49), there is a pause, zjid  
Ruth begins: "I was . . (50). Max, desiring Ruth to continue, or not hearing,
asks: "What?" Following another pause, Max asks: "What did she say?", and then 
Max, Teddy, Lenny and Joey look at Ruth. Finally Ruth says: "I was . . .  different 
. . .  when I met Teddy . . .  first." Ruth reveals that in her mind, she has changed 
since meeting Teddy. Teddy immediately asserts: "No you weren’t. You were the 
same" (50). An immediate reaction is that Teddy is assuring Ruth and the family 
that Ruth was the same chaste woman before they met as she is now. But another 
implication of Teddy’s statement is that however different Ruth perceived herself 
to be upon first meeting Teddy, Ruth has not changed, but indeed is "the same" 
(50). Max’s reassuring suggestion to Ruth to "live in the present" (50) may be a 
suggestion for Ruth to consider her present state rather than her past before
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meeting TedUy, but may also be an attempt to persuade Ruth to dismiss her life 
in th e past with Teddy in America, resurrecting the natural essence of her life in 
the old-world. If Teddy does view Ruth as the same now as when he met her, it 
d oes not follow that he is displeased with what Ruth was and is. Throughout the 
attempted wresting o f Ruth from him, Teddy resists in varying degrees, and 
although Teddy succumbs to Max’s efforts to reduce him to the stature of a child 
at the close of Act One, this does not mean Teddy has given up the fight. Sensing 
Max’s subtle dismissal of Ruth’s life "in the past" in America, Teddy defends their 
"great life, at the University" as having "a very stimulating environment" (50).
After Ruth silences Lenny’s philosophical cynicism, she again establishes 
her past by stating: "I was born quite near here" (53). Ruth may be beginning to 
pine for her past existence, when she was "different" (50), as she describes America 
as being "all rock" and "sand." Ruth further describes America as stretching ".. . 
so far . . . everywhere you look. And there’s lots of insects there" (53). Ruth’s 
images are uncomplimentary toward her new life in America. A barren, lifeless 
environment is portrayed by her use of rock and sand, while insects may reveal 
that, from her perspective, the predominant form of life in America is of an 
insidiously annoying nature. Ruth repeats her statement: ". . . there’s lots of 
insects there" (53). The emphasis may imply that Ruth is likening the people of 
America, or, more specifically of the "University," to insects. This characterization 
may or may not include Teddy. Revealing that her life in America has been 
empty, Ruth has begun to gravitate more toward her old life in England.
Teddy asks Ruth if they should go home, to which Ruth responds: "Why? 
Don’t you like it here?" (54). Ruth has become swayed with the memory of her 
life in England and begins defending it. When Teddy brings up the question of 
Ruth’s children, she asks him: "Don’t you like your family?" Teddy responds: 
"Which family?" Ruth replies: "Your family here" (54). Beginning the choice of 
the old-world and old-family over the new, Ruth’s sympathies are now beginning 
to focus on the boys and family of Max and Jessie rather than on the children of 
her marriage with Teddy.
As Teddy attempts to convince Ruth to return to America, he paints a 
picture of the boys "at the pool," swimming. He goes on to describe America as 
being "so clean," and Ruth confronts this idea with: "Is it dirty here?" (54). The 
symbol of water is again utilized, this time by Teddy, who describes the purity of 
the swimming pool and of their boys in relation to their life in America. Ruth 
resists this sullying of her increasing resolve to renew her old life in England, and 
while retreating temporarily from the notion that he finds it dirty in England, 
Teddy attempts to persuade Ruth to leave by suggesting they "can bathe til! 
October" (55) in America. Again, Teddy uses the symbol of life, water, in 
depicting the cleanliness and purity of their life in America, but condemns the 
decadence of England by complaining that in London: ". . . there’s nowhere to 
bathe, except the swimming bath down the road. . . . It’s like a urinal. A filthy 
urinal!" (55). After a pause, Teddy continues along the vein of the water-symbol, 
asking Ruth whether she liked Venice, reminding her that he took her there.
Teddy is attempting to woo Ruth by resurrecting the image of their trip to the 
romantic city of canals after again resorting to a denouncement of the sordid 
quality of the London baths and Ruth’s existence before Teddy. Ruth responds 
by stating: "But if I’d been a nurse in the Italian Campaign I would have been 
there before” (55). Ruth has gleaned Lenny’s usage of his hypothetical allusion 
of serving in Venice in the Italian campaign. She acquiesces to the brutality of 
Lenny’s view of Venice because Teddy blackens the image of her old life in her 
native England. Essentially Ruth is finding that she was more satisfied with her 
way of life before Teddy, and that her past is very much a part of her present. 
Teddy, in condemning the moral filth of his old-world family and the unsanitary 
conditions of England’s baths as symbol of the very process of the reproduction of 
life, is judging not only Ruth’s existence before meeting Teddy, but also her 
existence in the moment.
When Teddy exits the scene, R uth"closes her eyes" (56). Lenny then enters. 
From Ruth’s perspective, when she opens her eyes, Lenny appears where Teddy 
once was. The significance of this transfiguration is emphasized with a silence. 
Lenny has mystically appeared before Ruth’s eyes immediately after she donned 
his perspective of Venice as ravaged by war in the Italian campaign. Her decision 
to embrace her former existence in its environment has been accentuated by the 
appearance of the embodiment of debauchery of her old life. The initial scenes 
of Ruth and Teddy, followed by Ruth and Lenny, illustrate in part Ruth’s choice 
of the brutality inherent in Lenny’s nature over the more sensitive, doting quality
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of Teddy. Lenny, in his attempted intimidation of Ruth by relieving her of her 
glass, represents the antagonistic aspect of the old-world family of Max in decadent 
England. Ruth responds as one accustomed to existing within a brutal world, 
while Teddy’s caring quality is met with resistance. Teddy’s suggestion that he and 
Ruth "should go to bed" (23) is spurned by Ruth in favor of "a stroll" (24). Ruth 
exhibits disdain with Teddy’s cautious affection and exerts her will by frustrating 
him, not unlike the frustration Lenny experiences when she refuses to give Lenny 
the glass.
Ruth begins a dream-like reminiscence which she introduces by stating that 
she was a "photographic model for the body . . . before [she] had . . .  all [her] 
children" (57). Rather than a bitter-sweet regret that having children forced Ruth 
from her romanticized past, Ruth expresses a pride in the motherhood of her boys 
in America and possibly in the adopted family she will inherit. She goes on to 
describe that once or twice she modeled "in the country" and that in traveling "by 
train" to "this house," they "used to pass a . . .  a large white water tower" (57). 
Ruth’s recollection of the water-image of England is quite different than Teddy’s 
earlier assessment. The picture of a large white water tower suggests purity in that 
the color white may be associated with chastity, while a water tower suggests that 
the water is clean enough for people to drink. These connotations are in sharp 
contrast to Teddy’s view of the London swimming baths being like a "filthy urinal" 
(55). Ruth also recalls that the models used "to change and walk down towards 
the lake . . . down a path . . .  on stones . . ." (57), and also recalls that there
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were trees at this location. Ruth remembers a lake, a body of water associated 
with leisure and affluence in symbolizing her England in contrast to the filth of 
Teddy’s metaphor. Another contrast exists within the perception of Ruth in that 
she describes America as being ". . . all rock. And sand" (53), while recalling 
the path of "stones" (57) in her romantic memory of the English house in the 
country. There may be some significance in the idea that while rock may appear 
too large to get "hold of' (52) and sand too small, stones may appear to Ruth 
more amenable to her control. While a model in England, Ruth was able to 
control her surroundings, the people with whom she dealt, and her sustenance. In 
attempting to convince Ruth to return with him to America, Teddy offers: "You 
can help me with my lectures when we get back" (55). Ruth recalls her 
independence and control in the metaphor of the manageable stones while the 
prospect of returning to the rock and sand of America seems as abyss. Ruth’s past 
appears to her as a nostalgic beacon in a shimmering dream as she recalls going 
back to the house by the lake just "before [she] went to America," that there "were 
lights on" as she "stood in the drive" and that "the house was very light" (57-8). 
The light of Ruth’s memory serves as a positive symbol and also exhibits the 
reluctance she felt in leaving and the yearning she now feels for her old life. A 
radiant house in the distance within the cloud of memory and reminiscence 
portrays Ruth’s longing to be as she was.
In the next scene, Ruth portrays her choice of the brutal, vulgar world of 
the old-family over Teddy. Teddy enters, accusing Lenny of "saying" (58)
something to Ruth, causing her trance of reminiscence. Teddy attempts to get 
Ruth into her coat so they may leave, as Lenny "puts on a record o f  slow ja zz" and 
asks Ruth for "one dance, with her brother-in-law, before she goes" (58). in 
bending to Ruth, Lenny entreats: "Madam?" Ruth then stands, and "[t]hey darice, 
slowly" (58), Lenny’s use of "Madam" with its implications of the female head of 
a house of prostitution may have significance in the debate of whether Lenny is 
a pimp, whether Ruth was more than a "photographic model for the body," or 
whether she will become a prostitute in her flat, but its primary importance lies 
in Ruth’s decision to acquiesce to the libertinism of Lenny, and to dance with him 
after his use of the word. Lenny begins kissing Ruth as Joey and Max enter. Joey 
then "embraces and kisses her" and "leans her back until she lies beneath him" (59). 
When "JOEY and RUTH roll o ff the sofa on to the floor," Lenny "moves to stand  
above t h e m and "touches Ruth gently with his foot." "RUTH suddenly pushes 
JOEY away," stands, and begins to control the proceedings, demanding "something 
to eat" (60). Teddy himself foreshadows the character of his family when he tells 
Ruth "[tjhey’re not ogres" (23) in their first scene. Ruth has embraced the 
depravity of the family both in allowing herself to be mauled under the gaze of 
Teddy and in her aptitude to arrest the flow of events when she deems fit. The 
sensual reveling with Lenny and then Joey is a carnal brutality in which Ruth 
becomes immersed. But Ruth’s being on the floor with Lenny looking dawn on 
her, and then his touching her gently with his foot is a position of submission 
coupled with a gesture of humiliation that Ruth will not endure.
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After Ruth wrests control of the situation, she taunts Teddy by asking if his 
family has "read [his] critical works" (61). Teddy responds that his family would 
be lost in understanding his works, that understanding involves "a way of being 
able to look at the world," that it is "a question of how far you can operate on 
things and not in things" (61).
Teddy goes on to explain to his family:
You’re just objects. You just . . .  move about. I can 
observe it. I can see what you do. It’s the same as I 
do. But you’re lost in it. You won’t get me 
being . . .  I won’t be lost in it. (62)
Teddy has exemplified the indoctrination of Ruth into the old family. Ruth’s 
dissatisfaction with having to operate "on things" with Teddy in America rather 
than "in things," as she was able to do in her old-life, causes her to move toward 
a renewed existence in England. Remaining intellectually aloof, as Teddy vows, 
appears as repulsive to Ruth as a barren, emotionally detached world of rock and 
sand. Ruth demonstrates her desire to move in things, allowing herself to feel and 
become emotionally immersed in her confrontations of will with Lenny and in 
allowing herself to be used as an object, moving about with both Lenny and Joey. 
During her grappling with Lenny and Joey, Ruth demonstrates that she acts on 
impulse rather than in the deliberating intellectualism espoused by Teddy. Also 
inherent in Ruth’s speech as she "captures [the] attention" of the men, stating that 
"[pjerhaps the fact that [her lips] move is more significant . . . than the words
which come through them" (53), is the idea that to "move about," as her lips move, 
is more significant to Ruth than the "intellectual equilibrium" (62) condoned by 
Teddy. Ruth is stating that the old-world, characterized by impulse, is perhaps 
more significant than the detachment of the new world. Divorcing herself from 
the realm of the mind and gravitating toward a more emotionally involved, sensual 
nature, Ruth has come home, finding an environment suited to her predilections.
Lenny ironically characterizes Teddy as being "a very sensitive man" (31) 
during his and Ruth’s first scene. It is ironic because while Teddy may be attuned 
to the feelings of others, he has chosen to distance himself from his own emotions, 
preferring to be immersed in the cognitive. Teddy may be more sensitive than his 
family in that he chooses not to knowingly attempt to intimidate or hurt Ruth, but 
in his choice not to be lost in the guttural maze of the fulfillment of physical 
needs, his conscious distancing creates a chasm between Ruth and Teddy that 
leaves Ruth cold. Intellectually aware, Teddy is sensitive in that he treats Ruth 
with respect, but he is not sensory, choosing not to become immersed in the 
baseness of the corporeal. In a scene between Lenny and Teddy, Lenny asserts 
that "during the last six years" Teddy has grown a "bit sulk}'," a "bit inner" and a 
"bit less forthcoming" (64). Toward the end of a sarcastic indictment against 
Teddy and his life in America, Lenny tells him that Teddy’s family expected "a bit 
of liberality of spirit, to reassure [them]" (65). Lenny has seized upon what most 
disturbs Ruth regarding Teddy, in that he has grown a bit inner, or has pulled 
back, not allowing his spirit to generously intermix with those around him.
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Ruth betrays that Teddy may have been pretentious in courting her by 
attempting to portray himself as being one who is immersed in the process of 
living when Ruth refers to Teddy as "Eddie" (80) as he leaves for America. The 
man whom Pinter most respects and trusts as a director, and the original director 
of The Homecoming. Peter Hall, said in an interview that Eddie "is obviously the 
intimate and familiar name" (52) Ruth uses with Teddy. The choice of Pinter to 
use Teddy, a nickname for Theodore, and Eddie, a nickname for Edward, conveys 
the distinction between the function of Teddy in bringing his wife to his family of 
origin and in leaving for his home in America without her. Theodore is of Greek 
origin, meaning "divine gift." When Teddy comes home after his sLx-year absence, 
he brings with him the divine gift of Ruth for his family. Edward is from Old 
English, meaning "happy guardian." There is irony in that Teddy will return to 
America and that Ruth refers to him as Eddie, from Old English. But Teddy, who 
is in function now Eddie, returns to his home in America to become the guardian 
of Ruth’s three boys, happy to return to his stale world of the intellect, and 
perhaps happy to be relieved of Ruth, whose realm of desire differs from Teddy’s. 
Ruth reveals through her use of the nickname that Teddy may in the past, or 
currently during certain circumstances, expose an aspect of his nature that is 
forthcoming. After stopping Teddy with "Eddie," Ruth tells him: "Don’t become 
a stranger" (Homecoming 80). Ruth is suggesting that this hidden nature of 
Teddy’s impetuosity Teddy should take care not to allow to disappear completely. 
Or, as Christopher Hudgins puts it: ". . . the line suggests an implicit criticism
of Teddy’s failure to react in a more ’balanced,’ more emotional fashion, as he 
perhaps has in the past, in his ’Eddie’ incarnation" (114).
Teddy also hints that he may possess at least a tolerance for the more 
brutal aspect of life when Sam asks him if he rem em bers MacGregor, Max's 
brawling buddy. When Sam asks what Teddy thought of him, Teddy responds 
. . 1 liked him" ( Homecoming 62). That Teddy liked the coarse MacGregor 
reveals that Teddy can find affection for people who are divorced from the 
intellect, and possibly that he is attracted to the sensual. Teddy’s estimation o f  
MacGregor may provide insight into Teddy’s attraction to Ruth, and his possible 
attempts with Ruth to allow himself to flow from the confines of his mind into his 
emotion and sensuality. The question of whether Teddy has grown reticent during 
his six year absence, or whether he has always been different than the family is in 
part answered when Sam tells him: "You were always your mother’s favourite. 
She told me. It’s true. You were always the . . .  you were always the main object 
of her love" (63). In attempting to comfort Teddy, Sam reveals an ironic paradox. 
If Teddy was, indeed, the main object of his mother’s love, then something in him 
must have distinguished him from the others. It is safe to assume that Teddy was 
more sensitive to his and the feelings of others and as a result of this awareness, 
drew into himself. It is convenient to judge Teddy’s intellectual equilibrium as 
being callous and pedantic, but when Teddy dismisses his family as being objects, 
he has just witnessed his wife being kissed and fondled by his brothers. And 
although tnis philosophy espoused by Teddy must be taken more literally than as
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just a defense, it is undeniable that Teddy is more concerned with Ruth’s needs 
than the family, and that he has treated her with veneration. The irony lies in the 
idea that the same sensitivity which caused Teddy to be the main object of his 
mother's love has alienated him from Ruth, causing Ruth to reject him. Lucina 
Gabbard asserts that "Jessie is absent only physically," that her "spirit lives" and 
"blends with Ruth," and that "{»|he two women become one" (203). The paradox 
exists in the idea that while Teddy was the main "object" of Jessie’s love, he views 
and rejects his family as "objects" existing in a world of brutality, and it is within 
the domain of these "objects" that Ruth chooses to remain.
While comforting Teddy, Sam, himself, is continuing in the role of mother- 
figure of the family. As Sam relates that Teddy was the main object of Jessie's 
love, it is apparent that Teddy is the main object of Sam’s love, also, in that Sam 
asks Teddy to "stay for a couple more weeks" (Homecoming 63). It is also ironic 
that Sam and Teddy, both of a sensitive nature, are similar in temperament, and 
that it is Sam who is the mother-figure, Teddy who was viewed as Jessie’s favorite, 
and yet the sensitivity of Sam is crushed under Max’s brutality, while Teddy’s 
sensitivity is spurned by Ruth. It is fitting that Teddy will return to America to 
become both father and mother to Ruth’s children, as Teddy is similar to Sam, and 
Sam acted as the family’s mother before Ruth’s homecoming.
Before Sam "croaks am i collapses” (78), he acknowledges his betrayal of the 
trust of Max by uttering: "MacGregor had Jessie in the back of my cab as I drove 
them along" (78). In stating the suspicions and probable convictions of Max and
Lenny, Sam has avenged the abuse of Max in articulating the infidelity of Jessie, 
but even more in shattering the image of Mux’s idol, MacGregor, the 
quintessential incarnation of brutality. With his revelation of Jessie’s 
unfaithfulness, Sam asserts subconsciously that, though berated by Max, he as the 
mother-figure never betrayed the family through sexual infidelity.
With Sam as the mother-figure of the family removed, Ruth rnay now 
assume her role of mother, replacing the surrogate as the female successor to 
Jessie, In becoming the mother of the oid-world house, Ruth has inherited three 
boys in juxtaposition to her three boys abandoned in America. With Sam 
disposed, there is Joey, Lenny and Max. And at the play’s close, Ruth assumes a 
regal, matriarchal position, seated "in fm. chair* (my emphasis). Joey"kneels at her 
chair’' and ’puts his head in her lap ” while Lenny "stands stilP (80). The question 
of whether Max will serve in this newly established family as husband or as Ruth’s 
third son is answered during his closing monologue when he "falls to his knees, 
whimpers, [and] begins to moan and sob." Max then "stops sobbing, [and] crawls 
past SAM’s body round her chair, to the other side of' (82) Ruth. Max has regressed 
into a moaning, sobbing baby, crawling around the chair of his mother, in vivid 
contrast to the chuckling, gurgling man who "turns to the family" at the close of Act 
One, proclaiming of Teddy: "He still loves his father!" (44). At the end of The 
Homecoming. Ruth sits in ultimate control of her "sons," having chosen the 
brutality of life in the old-world family over the detached sensitivity of Teddy and 
life in the desolate new-world.
V,
CHAE3E&JHBEE
KATE OF OLD TIMES
The action of Harold Pinter’s Old Times occurs in a converted farmhouse, 
the home of Deeley and Kate, a married couple. Deeley suggests that he and 
Kate have known one another for twenty years (Old Times 36). When the play 
opens, Deeley and Kate expect an old friend of Kate’s to arrive. Again, it is 
Deeley who implies that Kate hasn’t seen her friend, Anna, "for twenty years" (14). 
While Deeley presses Kate for details of Anna and the relationship between Anna 
and Kate, Anna stands in the same room "at the window, looking out" (7). Anna 
remains standing at the window in shadow during the opening dialogue between 
Deeley and Kate until she "turns from the window, speaking, and m oves” (17) 
toward them. In an interview with Mel Gussow regarding his treatment of Anna 
at the beginning of the play, Pinter stated: ". . . in "Old Times" the woman is 
there, but not there, which pleased me when I managed to do that, when that 
came through to me" ("Conversation" 43). That Anna is present in the house of 
Deeley and Kate before they acknowledge her physical presence serves to sketch 
an immediate enigma of Anna’s ubiquity existing in the consciousness of Deeley 
and Kate. Anna neither enters the set nor does she exit: She is continually 
present during the entire action of Old Times. Immediately suggestive of Anna’s
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omnipresence on the set, and thus in the minds of Deeley and Kate, is the idea 
that Anna exists only in the memory of Kate, and perhaps is the symbolic 
incarnation o f Kate’s memory and past, which Deeley needs to perceive and 
possess. While this idea is present, it is impossible to negate the given 
circumstances that Deeley and Kate are married, live "in the country" (Old Times 
21) in a "converted farmhouse" (6) by "the sea" (20) and that Anna has "flown from 
Rome to see [her] oldest friend, after twenty years, and to meet her husband" (67). 
Numerous critics propose varying possibilities as to the substantive legitimacy of 
one or all of the characters in Old Times. Steven Gale is representative of this 
speculation, theorizing that "[o]ne of the possibilities suggested by the action taking 
place on stage is that one or more of the characters is imaginary" ("Deadly" 124). 
However, Gale begins his essay by asserting: ". . . we may conclude that there 
are actually three people involved" ("Deadly" 112-13). Both the given 
circumstances and the concept of Anna as the incarnation of Kate’s past and 
memory coexist. As Deeley attempts to possess and manipulate the past of Kate, 
Anna resists, and a power struggle ensues. Both Deeley and Anna need to have 
their conceptions of their role in Kate’s past confirmed, requiring validation of the 
significance of their existence through Kate’s acceptance and nurturing.
Although there will be some cross-over, the organizational groupings used 
in analyzing Kate will be: Kate’s elicitation and fulfillment of the needs of Deeley 
and his attempted possession of her; Kate’s elicitation and fulfillment of the needs 
of Anna and Anna’s attempted possession of her; Deeley and Anna’s attempted
possession of Kate and the resulting power struggle; and Kate’s power and lack of 
need.
Kate’s Elicitation and Fulfillment of the Needs of Deeley 
and His Attempted Possession of Her 
In the opening sequence between Deeley and Kate before Anna steps into 
scene, Deeley attempts to gain some perspective regarding Kate’s expected friend. 
Deeley asks if Anna was Kate’s best friend. Kate resists Deeley’s categorization, 
and he asks if Kate thought of Anna as her best friend. Kate replies that Anna 
was her only friend, to which Deeley attempts to establish his premise by asserting 
that Anna was her best and only. Kate replies: "My one and only" (Old Times 9). 
After a pause, Kate explains that "if you have only one of something you can’t say 
it’s the best of anything" (9). Deeley asks if that is because there is nothing with 
which to compare it, to which Kate murmurs. Following a pause, Pinter directs 
Deeley to smile as he states: "She was incomparable" (9). Throughout this 
dialogue, Deeley attempts to mold the relationship of Kate and Anna into a 
perspective that he can understand. He does not relent in attempting to 
characterize the friendship of Kate and Anna toward his viewpoint. Even in the 
humorous word-play of labeling Anna incomparable, Deeley seizes an opportunity 
to manipulate Kate’s resistance to his end. A friend who is without compare must 
certainly be the best.
Deeley is curious as to Kate’s past. When Kate relates that Anna "used to 
steal things," Deeley inquires from whom, and when Kate admits from herself, 
Deeley asks: "What things?" (10). Deeley betrays insecurity in needing to know 
specifics of Kate’s life before him, evidenced again when Kate states that she is 
not looking forward to seeing Anna. Deeley asserts that he "shall be very 
interested." "In what," Kate asks to winch Deeley replies: "In you. I’ll be 
watching you" (11). Although Deeley claims that he will watch Kate to see if 
Anna is the same person, his motive may lie in gleaning a part of Kate that wsis 
until now unattainable. As Deeley speculates about Anna’s supposed husband, 
Kate shows no interest. Deeley then misdirects his own desire to comprehend 
Kate’s past when he asks her: "Haven’t you any curiosity?" (14). Deeley 
contradicts himself when he asks Kate whether An. a had many friends. Kate 
responds: "Oh . . . the normal amount, I suppose," to which Deeley retorts: 
"Normal? What’s normal? You had none" (15). Although Deeley again directs 
an accusatory implication toward Kate, his own judgment betrays him. Deeley’s 
faulty logic implies that Kate’s having had no friends is not normal, and therefore 
whatever number of friends Anna had cannot be normal. Deeley has proposed 
a dilemma of abnormality in attempting to discredit Anna’s validity. When Kate 
corrects Deeley by telling him she had one friend, Deeley returns to his initial 
premise by stating: "Is that normal?" (15) Frustrated in his attempt to discover 
Kate’s history, Deeley includes Kate in his negation, evidenced by his attempted 
apology following a pause: "She . . . had quite a lot of friends, did she?" (15).
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Deeley betrays his jealousy of Kate’s relationship with Anna, as Pinter gives 
Deeley the stage direction"abruptly" in delivering: "You lived together?" (16). His 
desire to possess the Kate he did not know is exhibited, as: "I knew you had 
shared with someone at one time . . .  /P a u se / But I didn’t know it was her" (17). 
Kate does not share her thoughts and feelings with Deeley, and the idea that there 
must have been someone with whom Kate revealed part of herself may be present 
in Deeley’s rationale.
As Anna turns from the window and moves toward Deeley and Kate, she 
offers a reminiscence of the life of the young Kate and Anna. At one point, she 
recalls a fragmented memory of the youthful Kate and Anna "both giggling and 
chattering" (17). As Deeley listens, the image of young women giggling and 
chattering may remind him of instances in his past when he witnessed secretive 
intimacy of women. His realization that the someone with whom Kate shared was 
a female may instill an urgency in that he, as a man, cannot penetrate the intimacy 
of two giggling and chattering women. The gender bond between Anna and Kate 
appears to Deeley as a realm of cohesion that as a man seems impenetrable.
Deeley returns to the self-preservation tactic of accusing Kate of lacking 
"curiosity" (23), this time to Anna. In what might be construed as a manifestation 
of Maslow’s esteem need of self-acceptance, Deeley cannot accept that Kate has 
not seized the opportunity to make "friends" (23), that Kate is different from him. 
Kate does not require the discovery of every aspect of Deeley’s past, lacks the
need to possess the whole of Deeley, and Deeley, in attempting to accept his 
insecurity, resorts to judging Kate as lacking curiosity.
Deeley expresses his frustration with Kate’s reticence after losing his temper 
when Anna comforts Kate. He articulates his inadequacy in infiltrating what he 
perceives to be the mystique of Kate, belittling her by characterizing her as a "slip 
of a girl not long out of her swaddling clothes" (35) when they first met. Self- 
worth, another of Maslow’s esteem needs, seems to be evoked by Kate in Deeley, 
as he attempts to shift the onus from his own insecurity to finding fault with Kate. 
He goes on to describe Kate as she appeared to him when he was a student as one 
"whose only claim to virtue was silence . . ." (35). Deeley indirectly questions 
the morality of Kate. Virtue can connote a commendable quality, particularly of 
a moral nature, or it may suggest sexual promiscuity. The obvious is that Deeley 
proclaims the only redeeming quality of Kate was her silence. But virtue as 
morality may reveal that Deeley is suspicious of Kate’s sexual past and that Kate 
offers no enlightenment in silence. This interpretation of jealousy is reinforced by 
Deeley’s statement that he knew Kate "had shared with someone at one time . . 
." (17). Deeley goes on to berate Kate as one "who lacked any sense of fixedness, 
and sense of decisiveness, but was compliant only to the shifting winds, with which 
she went . . ." (35). Deeley describes the qualities in Kate which intrigued arid 
drew him to her, and then discloses the frustration of his inability to reveal and 
consume Kate, continuing: "but not the winds, and certainly not my winds, such 
as they are, but I suppose winds that only she understood, and that of course with
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no understanding whatsoever . . (35*6). Deeley professes to have at least an
understanding of what is normal, as he emphasizes that Kate’s winds of compliance 
were not ihe winds. He cannot understand Kate’s absence of need and resorts to 
calling her shallow in lacking understanding.
Throughout his speech, Deeley shifts the perspective of time. After Deeley 
characterizes Kate as having had no understanding, he adds: ". . . at least as I 
understand the word, at least that’s the way I figured it" (36). In the context of the 
reminiscence, Kate is always referred to as in the past. However, Deeley places 
himself both in the present and in the past of the story. Deeley says "as I 
understand" (my emphasis), not: as I understood. He the l catches himself, 
shifting to the past in stating "at least that’s the way I figured it." As Deeley 
laments Kate’s winds being different from his, he states "certainly not my winds, 
such as they are" (my emphasis). In his final blow toward Kate, Deeley states: "A 
classic female figure, I said to myself, or is it a classic female posture, one way or 
the other long outworn" (36). In this sentence, Deeley concedes having been 
attracted to Kate’s reticence in that he recognized the female figure, having said 
it to himself. He then shifts to the present tense in questioning himself: "or h  it 
a classic female posture" (my emphasis). What once intrigued him has been long 
outworn, which involves the passing of time. Through the marriage of Deeley and 
Kate, Deeley believes he has progressed while Kate has remained constant. 
Although Deeley vents his irritation through this speech, by keeping Kate in the 
past while slipping from past to present with himself, he betrays his belief that
through her inaccessibility, Kate remains locked in the past. From Deeley’s 
perspective, Kate has not changed since they first met, having not allowed Deelcy 
entrance to her thoughts and feelings. Therefore, the present Kate is 
interchangeable with the Kate Deeley knew, and the Kate of Deeley’s memory is 
the same as the woman who now sits before him. Deeley attempts to save himself 
from the disfavor of Kate, but also reinforces the idea that his past and present 
with Kate are one when, after a pause, he Mates: 'That’s the position as I saw it 
then. I mean, that is my categorical pronouncement on the position as I saw it 
then. Twenty years ago" (36). If the classic female posture is long outworn, it 
follows that time has to have passed within the framework of Deeley’s reasoning, 
and by emphasizing that this position was taken twenty years ago accentuates his 
conception that Kate has remained constant.
At the beginning of Act Two, there is a scene between Deeley and Anna 
during which Kate is not present. Deeley opens the act by preparing Anna’s 
coffee, remembering her preference of taking both "white and sugar" (48) in her 
coffee from Kate’s preparation in the first act when Kate added "milk and sugar1' 
(18) to Anna’s coffee. Gleaning a clue of Kate’s past through the behavior of 
Anna, Deeley makes a bold stride by stating that he remembers Anna "quite 
clearly from the Wayfarers" (48), a tavern. Deeley contests that he bought Anna 
drinks in this pub, adding that it occurred "[tjwenty years ago . . .  or so" (50). 
Although frustrated by the classic female posture of Kate, Deeley does not relent 
in his pursuit to discover Kate, and now pursues her past through Anna. If the
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past and present Kate are as one to Deeley, it follows that in attempting to unveil 
and p ossess her, the manipulation of her previous existence will serve as well as 
trying to discover her in the moment. If Anna represents a portion of Kate’s past, 
it is through Anna that Deeley may attempt to invade and dictate Kate’s memory. 
It may appear to Deeley that Kate’s privacy is due to her being immersed in 
memory, and if Deeley indeed makes this assumption, his attempting to unravel 
Kate’s past through Anna appears logical. Deeley’s categorical pronouncement of 
Kate as he saw her twenty years ago juxtaposes his assertion that he clearly 
remembers Ann from twenty years earlier in that the chronological framework 
coincides in the time Kate and Anna were roommates and the time frame when 
Deeley first met Kate. But Deeley’s referring to both Kate and Anna as existing 
in his present consciousness as they were twenty years ago belies a casual 
correspondence. His adding the phrase, "or so," to his buying Anna drinks twenty 
years earlier along with his insistence that he remembers her "quite clearly" seems 
an incongruity. Although images, and even vivid recollections may occur to one 
from twenty years in the past, Deeley leaves an escape for himself by adding "or 
so." Also implicit in the phrase is an assumption that he knows the kind of woman 
Anna is, and that at one time or another she consented to having drinks provided 
her, whether in the Wayfarers twenty years prior, or another such bar, give or take 
a few years. Deeley attempts to sully the image of Anna in Kate’s past, striving 
to discredit Anna’s influence on Kate through the manipulation of memory.
In D eeley ’s pursuit of the possession of Kate, lie mocks Anna’s hold on the 
past of Kate. Continuing his recollection, Dec ley tells Anna that after leaving the 
pub; . , we all went to a party" (51). He states to Anna: "You sat on a very 
low sofa, I sat opposite and looked up your skirt. Your black stockings were very 
black because your thighs were so white" (51). Deeley illustrates how vivid a 
memory may appear through the clarity of contrast between Anna’s black stockings 
and white thighs. But also present in his memory is the idea implied through 
remembering something of Anna that is not colorful, but black and white, Anna’s 
claim to Kate exists in the past. And Deeley, while believing he must compete for 
the past of Kate also realizes that Kate exists in the present within the context of 
their marriage. With the idea that Anna is without color, or without reality in the 
past, Deeley implies that the past may be molded into what one wants to believe 
through the expression, black and white. Events and impressions may be either-or, 
good-or-bad, or black-or-white when they are clouded by time and arranged into 
what may best suit the person remembering. Deeley offers Anna the sharpness 
of an image recalled and the absolutes that may be imposed upon it. After his 
line regarding the black stockings and white thighs of Anna, Deeley says of the 
memory: "That’s something that’s all over now, of course, isn’t it, nothing like the 
same palpable profit in it now, it’s all over. But it was worthwhile then. It was 
worthwhile that night" (51). Deeley stresses that he no longer lives in the past, 
and that the relationship of Anna and Kate is finished. And yet, in pure Pinter 
ambiguity, Deeley’s phrase of "all over now" may also be interpreted as now being
everywhere. ! Us returning to the significance of the past event by stating that it 
was worthwhile then and worthwhile that night may lead credence to the phrase’s 
ambiguity, as it does not appear that he wishes to dismiss it entirely. Il is 
consistent for Deeley to lament Anna’s advent into the arena of Kate’s past while 
attempting to dismiss its significance as no longer being palpable.
Before Kate enters in Act Two, Deeley says of Anna: “You should be 
about forty, I should think, by now," and following a pause, continues: "If I walked 
into the Wayfarers Tavern now, and saw you sitting in the corner, I wouldn’t 
recognize you" (57). Although the sincerity of Deeley’s reminiscence may be 
questioned by this statement, in relation to Deeley’s goal of obtaining Kate, he 
attempts to illumine Anna's stronghold of memory and the past as faded. He 
begins by drawing attention to Anna’s age: that years have passed since she and 
Kate shared their time together, and goes on to imply that Anna has changed. 
Earlier in his speech characterizing Kate as the classic female figure, it may be 
inferred that Deeley perceives that Kate has not changed. Deeley attempts to 
discredit Anna’s ir<r,uence by suggesting that she has no hold on Kate, as Anna is 
unrecognizable now as her former self, and she would not be recognized were the 
present-day Anna to appear in the past at the Wayfarers. In essence, Deeley 
attempts to alienate Anna from both the present and past realm of Kate.
Toward the play’s end, Deeley abandons the facade of civility toward Anna, 
and, motivated by his jealousy of the bond between the two women, verbally 
attacks Anna. Kate swiftly silences Deeley’s tirade toward Anna, stating: "If you
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don’t like it go,- After a pause, Deeley responds: "Go? Where can 1 go?" (67). 
if Anna's perpetual presence in the home o f Deeley and Kate gives credence to 
the notion that Anna never ceases to exist in the life of the married couple, at 
least through the memory of Kate and Deeley’s quest to become one with Kate’s 
past, Deeley’s line may suggest that Deeley exists only in the memory of Kate. If 
Deeley has nowhere to go, he may be enveloped within the past of Kate, and the 
character, Deeley, becomes a manifestation of Kate’s memory. Even if the given 
circumstances are recognized, if Deeley and Kate are married and Deeley exists 
in the flesh, he may still in spirit, thought and emotion be forced to live in Kate’s 
past, without escape. Whether or not Deeley is truly trapped is irrelevant. In his 
cognitive and affective realms he is obsessed with Kate, her detachment drawing 
him, his own need for emotional admiration craving reciprocal attention from 
Kate.
When Anna lays claim to Kate, stating that she "found her" (69), Deeley is 
specifically instructed by Pinter to deliver the line, "We’ve met before, you know. 
Anna and I" (69), to Kate. Pinter then directs Kate to look at Deeley before he 
delivers a speech during which he, himself, becomes disassociated with the present, 
and through his own yearning is immersed in the past. His usage and rhythm are 
different in this speech than his language in any other part of the play. Deeley 
begins:
Yes, we met in the Wayfarers Tavern. In the corner.
She took a fancy to me. Of course I was slimhipped
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in those days. Pretty nifty. A bit squinky, quite 
honestly. Curly hair. The lot. We had a scene 
together. She freaked out. She didn't have any 
bread, so I bought her a drink. . . . (69)
'Ove sentences are very short in this section and continue to be throughout the 
speech. The primary effect of this clipped speech is that Deeley appears strained 
and desperate in his final plea toward winning Kate. But there is also the 
possibility that if Deeley is, in spirit, twenty years younger, his speech may possess 
the more energetic quality of youth which may manifest in the need to express 
many ideas in a short period of time, resulting in shorter sentences. Also, Deeley 
does not use slang expressions such as "nifty," "squinky,” "had a scene together,” 
"freaked out” and "bread" except in this speech. Examination of these expressions 
may lend credence to the idea that Deeley attempts to revert to the past for effect, 
as Old Times was first performed in 1971 and slang such as "scene," "freaked” and 
"bread" were in the vernacular of the 1960s. While his usage of "nifty" and 
"squinky" would place him in the 1950s, a consistent time frame of twenty years 
before his immediacy with Kate and Anna, an individual living through twenty 
years who cognitively reverts may glean phrases he has since learned in his 
regressive state. Whether or not Deeley is premeditated in his reversion, his 
appeal to Kate in being willing to place himself in the past rather than solely 
pursuing hers is significant. Later in his speech, Deeley appears to reestablish 
himself in the present, as he recalls: :’We went to a party. . . . Not a bad bunch.
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. . . Nice lot. Haven’t seen any of them for years. Old friends. . . . Those are 
the people 1 miss. . . (69). Deeley reveals that he longs for the past, and
perhaps that his obsession to infiltrate Kate’s past is derived more from his 
entrapment in the past than from Kate’s.
Also in the speech, Deeley talks of meeting Anna at the Wayfarers. He 
tells Kate that "[s]he was pretending to be you at the time" (69). Deeley ends the 
speech by telling Kate of Anna: "She thought she was you, said little, so little. 
Maybe she was you. Maybe it was you, having coffee with me, saying little, so 
little" (69). Deeley’s confusion as to whether it was Anna or Kate may be a result 
of time clouding memory. However, if Anna represents more than a friend from 
Kate’s past, if Anna is the personification of Kate’s existence before the "now," 
Deeley’s confusion may result from an inability to distinguish between the former 
and present Kate. As Deeley is struggling within his own memory in muddling a 
cognitive manifestation of Kate then and now, he may be unable to connect what 
he perceives to be his memory of Kate to the Kate he sees before him. He may 
be indirectly questioning whether one’s past is indicative of one’s present self. The 
simultaneous polarities of Deeley’s melding and disassociating the present and past 
Kate are consistent boti with the ambiguity of Pinter and with Deeley’s speech in 
which he confuses Kate of the past and present, ultimately implying she has not 
changed: that she vas then and is now a "classic female figure" (36).
Kate acknowledges Deeley* agonizing excursion into the past, assuring him 
that Anna V as repared to extend herself to" him, and that Anna "fell in love
with" him. Kate’s first line after the close of Deeley’s speech is: "What do you 
think attracted her to you?" (70), and she continues speaking for Anna until Anna 
interrupts. There is the possibility that Kate knows her old friend well enough to 
speak for her, or that Kate uses Anna’s voice to avoid direct affirmation because 
of her shyness. But it is Kate who fell in love with Deeley and married him, and 
at one point Kate includes herself in the recollection, stating: "We knew men who 
were brutish, crass" (71) (my emphasis). Also, earlier in the play when Anna and 
Kate go beyond reminiscing and begin behaving as though they are actually in the 
past, Kate suggests they as roommates should invite Christy to their flat because 
she finds him "so gentle" and "sensitive" (63). Kate’s expressing her preference for 
a gentle man when speaking as herself in the past corresponds to her deploring 
brutish, crass men, and calming Deeley by telling him he was "so unlike the others" 
(71), that his face was "very sensitive, vulnerable" (70). Because of this, it may be 
inferred that not only is Kate speaking for herself through Anna, but another 
connection exists in that when Kate does slip and include herself in using "we," she 
is speaking of a past event, characterizing men. And, the correspondence to her 
inclination toward gentle men having occurred when she was living in the past 
gives credence to the idea that Anna is the incarnation of Kate’s past. Regardless, 
Deeley’s need of reassurance within the context of Kate’s past is temporarily 
fulfilled by Kate. Deeley’s tremulous excursion into the past finally prompts Kate 
to calm him, assuring that his place in her past is secure, how ever confused his 
perceptions may appear.
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Kate’s Elicitation and Fulfillment of the Needs of Anna 
and Anna’s Attempted Possession of Her 
With Pinter, absolutes are nonexistent. A play that concerns itself with 
confusion between what is past and present, with infinite variables of existence 
measured by the only available barometer, finite time, will by the nature of its 
topic, provide contradiction. In the world of Old Times. Anna may be an old 
friend of Kate’s come to visit and the incarnate manifestation of Kate’s past, 
having never existed as a separate entity. Or, as Arthur Ganz asserts: "Anna is 
both a real character and a symbolic presence; indeed, she can be both at the 
same time" (173). Between these polarities are vague similarities and subtle 
shadings which Pinter deliberately offers for impression with a play immersed in 
memory.
When Anna initially walks into the scene, she enters with a monologue that 
is entirely reminiscence, asking at the end of her first sentence: "do you 
remember?" (Old Times 17). Within her monologue are the phrases "to look 
back" and "you haven’t forgotten?" (17). As Anna appears, she may be simply 
bringing up the good old days, but that she does not emerge from the shadows 
until she presents Kate with a memory may symbolize that Anna, as memory, 
comes forward when Kate thinks of the past. However viewed, Anna possesses the 
need to retain a part of Kate, to be revered and not forgotten. Anna closes her 
speech with the question: ". . . and does it still exist I wonder? Do you know? 
Can you tell me?" (18). Anna may be questioning whether "all those cafes" of her
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reminiscence are operational today and whether "all those people" (18) are still 
alive, but she also poses the question of whether the past can be thought of as 
existing in the present. Anna is also asking Kate whether or not their existence 
in the past can be validated.
Anna recalls that she and Kate "every so often dished up an incredibly 
enormous stew, guzzled the lot, and then more often than not sat up half the night 
reading Yeats." Then, following a pause, Pinter suggests that Anna’s follow-up: 
"Yes, every so often, more often than not" be spoken to herself. Anna then walks 
to the window and states: "And the sky is so still." Following a pause, she adds: 
"Can you see that tiny ribbon of light? Is that the sea? Is that the horizon?" (22). 
Anna needs to take Kate with her as she recaptures the past. She becomes lost 
in the prospect of possibilities and the uncertainty of memory. In an attempt to 
order and distinguish eating stew and reading Yeats, she qualifies the frequency 
of the two activities with the phrases "every so often" and "more often than not." 
The affirmation to herself following the pause, and then the repetition of the 
phrases may suggest that she is clarifying the events for her own benefit. Also, the 
line may promote the impression that a single occurrence in the past may only 
appear to have happened on numerous occasions, because not all is remembered, 
and those instances that are retained are so rare, their sentimental significance 
magnifies and multiplies them. When Anna walks to the window, she temporarily 
returns to the position at which she opened the play. She states: "And the sky is 
so still" (my emphasis), as if continuing her train of thought. The past ceases as
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she puzzles as to what occurred "every so often" opposed to "more often than not," 
and the motionlessness of the past, represented by the still sky, startles her. The 
hazy quality of memory is illustrated through her, as she articulates the tiny ribbon 
of light being indistinguishable as the sea or horizon.
When Deeley says that Kate lacks curiosity, Anna counters: "Perhaps she’s 
happy." Anna continues by stating that Kate "was always a dreamer" (23), and 
repeats this characterization shortly thereafter before relating a story. Sometimes, 
when she and Kate were walking in the park, Anna would turn to her and 
say: " . . . you’re dreaming, you’re dreaming, wake up, what are you dreaming?" 
(24). Anna recalls that Kate would then look at her as if she "were part of her 
dream" (25). In contradicting Deeley’s assessment that Kate lacks curiosity, Anna 
provides a positive alternative that helps her to secure a portion of Kate’s sphere. 
In that Kate may be happy in dreaming, Anna may need to reassure herself that 
she as a part of Kate’s past will be included in Kate’s dreams. In her story, Anna 
helps to reinforce this idea by telling of Kate looking at her as if she were a part 
of her dream. Following a pause, Anna continues:
One day she said to me, I’ve slept through Friday. No 
you haven’t, I said, what do you mean? I’ve slept 
right through Friday, she said. But today is Friday, I 
said, it’s been Friday all day, it’s now Friday night, you 
haven’t slept through Friday. Yes, I have, she said,
I’ve slept right through it, today is Saturday. (25)
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Anna uses this story to illustrate her presence in the past of Kate. If the past of 
an individual is inescapable, Anna remains vital in the life of the present Kate. 
As Anna’s perspective differs from Kate’s belief that she lost a day, Anna may 
construe that Kate interacted with her for a day in the present, believed by Kate 
to be the past. Their relationship from that point forward existed in the past. If 
symbolically Kate existed in the past even during the most vital period of their 
relationship, then although their main bond now exists in memory, there is little 
distinction in the significance of their relationship then and now. Anna also 
relates this story to illustrate that she exists in the present daydreams of Kate and 
that Kate’s dreaming insures her place in Kate’s favor.
Anna attempts to manipulate the image of Kate pursuant to memory. In 
describing Kate’s decision to marry, Anna uses the metaphor of testing the water 
by throwing a stone into the river and waiting for the ripples. Anna explains to 
Deeley:
And I knew that Katey would always wait not just for 
the first emergence of ripples but for the ripples to 
pervade and pervade the surface, for of course as you 
know ripples on the surface indicate a shimmering in 
depth down through every particle of water down to 
the river bed, but even when she felt that happen, 
when she was assured it was happening, she might not 
jump. (36-7)
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Although there are elem en ts of power struggle in Anna’s speech, also of 
significance is the desire Anna portrays to place the present Kate in her 
stronghold, the past. Anna utilizes the metaphor of a river to illustrate not only 
Kate’s decision to many, but also Kate’s future with Deeley. Though in sketching 
the testing of the water for Kate’s future, Anna uses dream-like images suggestive 
of memory. Shimmering can as easily symbolize a distant memory as it can the 
prospect of a promising future, while the unseen river bed can symbolize the 
murky past as well as the unknown future. And in that the ripples on the su rface 
which indicate a shimmering through every particle of water may correspond to 
every aspect of Deeley proving suitable for marriage, the thorough shimmering 
may also represent the vibrant past of Kate available to Deeley only in wavering 
glints. Anna speculates on a decision made by Kate that occurred in the past, 
which regarded Kate’s future. As Anna is such an integral part of Kate’s past:, she 
attempts to impose herself through an ambiguous analogy within the marriage of 
Deeley and Kate.
Anna exhibits Maslow’s esteem need for admiration in the second act 
shortly after Kate enters. Kate says the "only nice thing about a big city is that 
when it rains it blurs everything . . ." (59). Earlier in this speech Kate mentions 
London and, as Kate and Anna "were girls together" (20) in London, Anna may 
infer that Kate is questioning the quality of their time together as girls. Anna 
responds: 'That’s not the only nice thing. You can have a nice room and a nice 
gas fire and a warm dressing gown and a nice hot drink, all waiting for you when
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you com e in" (59), Anna’s conjuring images of a gas fire, warm dressing gown, and 
a hot drink in attempting to sway Kate’s opinion of their past corresponds to the 
desire Kate expresses in her previous speech: "to go to the East, or somewhere like 
that, somewhere very hot . . (59). Anna craves Kate’s affirmation, and here
attempts to gain her favor within an existence now past.
Anna reveals a defense similar to Deeley’s when she states to Kate: 
"You’re still shy, aren’t you?" (64). In a stage direction following Anna’s line, 
Pinter instructs Kate to stare at Anna. Kate’s decision to neither confirm nor deny 
Anna’s characterization by simply staring may provide a clue in understanding 
their relationship. In this instance, Anna forms Kate into a creature who was "as 
shy as a fawn" (64) when they first met. Kate’s stare may suggest incredulity in 
being labeled, and it does not necessarily follow that a reticent person is shy. 
Kate’s reluctance to share of herself with Anna causes Anna to label her shy as 
a form of self-preservation. If Anna views Kate as shy, Anna may rationalize that 
Kate’s withdrawing from her is a result of a defect in Kate, rather than of being 
rejected by Kate. Anna’s estimation is similar to Deeley’s assertion that Kate lacks 
curiosity. Both avoid the possibility that Kate does not want or need to share of 
herself or to accept their offerings. Deeley and Anna need interactive 
relationships with whom they are most close, and Kate is unwilling and perhaps 
incapable of intimacy.
Toward the play’s end, Anna tells Deeley that she came "not to disrupt but 
to celebrate." Following a pause, she continues: "To celebrate a very old and
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treasured friendship, something that was forged between us long before you knew 
of our existence" (68). Anna attem pts to establish that Kate and she are 
inseparable, which may correspond to Maslow's safety needs for freedom from 
danger and security. Anna fights as an individual to remain foremost in Kate’s 
memory. She needs security in the knowledge that she will never be forgotten. 
Another possibility, along with the given circumstances and idea that Anna is the 
symbolic embodiment of Kate’s past, is that Anna exists only as a memory of Kate. 
With this additional speculation, it is possible for Anna to be overshadowed, and, 
ultimately, eradicated completely. Her desire for freedom from danger, then, 
involves not only seeking the reverence of Kate, but also the contingency that her 
existence is threatened.
Deeley and Anna’s Attempted Possession of Kate and 
the Resulting Power Struggle
In the strujole between Deeley and Anna for Kate’s favor, Deeley employs 
a variety of tactics. He first minimizes Anna’s past association with Kate. Anna 
enters the action with her reminiscent speech of life with Kate in London, asking 
"do you remember?” (17). After her speech and following a slight pause, Deeley 
states: "We rarely get to London" (18). Deeley attempts to dash Anna’s entreaty 
to Kate by reinforcing the idea that Kate’s life now involves him and that the 
experiences of London are past. Kate establishes the presence of Anna when she 
pours coffee, remembering Anna takes milk and sugar, and says: "Yes, I
remember" ( IK). Deeley rebels by immediately offering brandy, and the tension 
between Deeley and Kate is noted by Anna in her line; "Listen, What silence, 
Is it always this silent?* (19). Anna mocks the animosity between the two and 
Dee ley’s supposed hold on Kate in the present. She becomes less veiled in her 
sardonic indictment when she states: ", . . how sensible and courageous of you 
both to stay permanently in such a silence* (19).
Deeley resorts to mocking Anna’s choice of words hut in so doing stresses 
that her importance in Kate’s life was in the past. The first instance occurs after 
Deeley relates that his work takes him away but Kate stays at the house in 
response to Anna’s commending them for staying permanently in silence:
ANNA
No one who lived here would want to go far. I would 
not want to go far, I would be afraid of going far, lest 






The word lest. Haven’t heard it for a long time. (19)
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ITtie pennant tu silence which Anna describes may suggest a lack of communication 
bctweeu Deeley and Kate. But Anna attempts to include herself within the silence 
and solitude of Kate, suggesting that someday Deeley will return to find the house 
and Kate gone. Including herself by saying jibs* would not want to go far, Anna's 
residence within the house is subliminally suggested, yet camouflaged through her 
use of the modal, "would." With the fear Anna attempts to instill that Kate may 
be gone after a business trip is the implication that Deeley may exist only in the 
memory of Kate. If the house represents Kate’s mind, too many ventures from her 
cognizance may eliminate him completely from her memory. Deeley’s existence 
as merely a competing memory for Kate’s recognition in this play of time and 
perspective latitudes may also be viewed in the way Kale perceives time. The past 
becomes such in an instant. In that Kate is viewed as lacking curiosity, a dreamer 
and having thought she slept through an entire day, it is conceivable that the 
corporeality of the present is irrelevant to her, while her present is perpetually 
past. Given this idea, the given circumstances need not be discarded, as Deeley 
returns to them when he reminds Anna through her use of the archaic word "lest" 
that it is she whose influence on Kate is most prevalent in the past.
Deeley again scorns Anna's usage when she remembers listening to old 
songs with Kate "late at night, lying on the floor" (26). Anna recalls: "I’d look at 
her face, but she was quite unaware of my gaze." Deeley repeats: "Gaze?”, to 
which Anna asks: "What?" (26), and Deeley states: "The word gaze. Don’t hear 
it very often" (26). Again, Deeley attempts to negate the .elevancy of Anna by
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equating her choice of the word, gaze, to her person in that both are not heard 
very often.
Deeley and Anna begin a form of competition as they begin to alternate in 
singing passages from the old songs. The first indication that there is more to 
their choice of lyrics than the serenading of Kate occurs when Deeley sings: "Blue 
moon, I see you standing alone. . ( 2 7 )  from the song by Rodgers and Hart. The 
inference is that Deeley prefers to see Kate alone, without the hindrance of Anna. 
Anna then begins what appears to be a passage from 'They Can’t Take That A way 
From Me" by Ira and George Gershwin, singing: T h e  way you comb your 
h a ir . . . "  (27). These lyrics do not appear, however, in the song. Anna has taken 
the liberty to alter the word? in achieving the intimacy she desires, as she displays 
a thorough knowledge of the lyrics to this song in Act Two. Regardless, Deeley 
preempts her with: "Oh no they can’t take that away from me . .  ." (27), leaving 
the less than subtle message that Anna will not take Kate from him through 
memory. Deeley again cuts off Anna when she begins singing: "You are the 
promised kiss of springtime . . Deeley finishes: "And someday I’ll know that 
moment divine, /  When all the things you are, are mine!" (27) from the song by 
Kern and Hammerstein. The underlying message here involves Deeley’s desire to 
possess every aspect of Kate, including her past in which Anna is so firmly 
entrenched. Deeley again Finishes the sequence begun by Anna in the song, "I Get 
A Kick Out of You," by Cole Porter. Thea as Anna sings the first few measures 
of a song by Kern and Harbach, Deeley again interrupts by singing: "When a
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lovely flame dies . . but Anna interposes in turn, finishing: "Smoke gets in your 
eyes" (28). Anna’s implication is that the cloudy past of Kate will remain 
inaccessible to Deeley and will continue to be her domain. Deeley and Anna then 
begin snatching phrases from "These Foolish Things" by Marvell, Strachey and 
Link, at first haltingly, but as it accelerates, it climaxes with Deeley singing: "Oh, 
how the ghost of you clings . . A pause follows the sung passage, after which 
Deeley states: "They don’t make them like that anymore" (29). A silence follows 
the line and the singing ends. The interpretation of these final lyrics is contingent 
upon to whom Deeley directs the phrase. If directed toward Anna, the given 
circumstances remain intact in that Deeley may simply be implying that it: is 
difficult to rid his existence with Kate of the memory of Anna. If it is the ghost 
of Kate which clings, Anna represents the ghost, consistent with the idea that Anna 
is the incarnation of Kate’s past. Both views are present, neither to be dismissed.
Deeley then relates a story which he begins by stating: " What happened to 
me was this" (29), involving how he first met Kate. He describes seeing the movie, 
"Odd Man Out," in a fleapit cinema. He recalls it was in that neighborhood his 
father bought him his first and only "tricycle" (29). In the foyer of the cinema 
were two usherettes, one of whom "was stroking her breasts and the other one was 
saying ’dirty bitch’ . . .". The usherette who was "stroking her breasts was saying 
’mmnnn’ with a very sensual relish and smiling at her fellow usherette . . ." (29). 
In leaving the cinema, Deeley mentions only one of the usherettes in that she 
"appeared to be utterly exhausted," and then recalls once outside the cinema that
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"this girl came out." Deeley remembers telling the girl that he thought Robert 
Newton was fantastic in "Odd Man Out," and, later at a caf6, he recalls her telling 
him "she thought Robert Newton was remarkable." He concludes the stoiy by 
saying: "So it was Robert Newton who brought us together and it is only Robert 
Newton who can tear us apart" (30). The culmination of the story relates to the 
beginning. The film’s title, "Odd Man Out," is indie .live of the struggle between 
Deeley and Anna to maintain the favor of Kate and to avoid becoming tne ousted 
member of the trio. The tricycle is significant in that it has three wheels, lending 
itself to a symbolic representation of a three person odd-man-out concept, arid in 
that the only tricycle Deeley ever possessed was purchased in the neighborhood 
in which he met Kate and thereby became burdened with a third wheel: Anna. 
Deeley notices two usherettes in the entrance hallway. The two may be 
representative of Anna and Kate before Deeley enters their lives. The usherette 
stroking her breasts may correspond to Anna. Early in the play, Kate claims that 
Anna used to steal her underwear. Toward the play’s end, Anna confesses 
borrowing Kate’s underwear on one occasion "to go to a party" (65), but then 
claims that "from that night [Kate] insisted, from time to time, that [she] borrow 
her underwear . . (65). Anna continues by saying that when she returned after
her evening in Kate’s underwear, "when there was anything to tell her, . . . 
anything of interest to tell her, I told her" (65), and although Kate "preferred to 
be told in the dark," "it was never completely dark," and "so she listened and I 
watched her listening" (66). Kate’s use of the word "steal" carries a differing
connotation than Anna’s "borrow." Anna’s version would alm ost suggest that Kate 
represents the usherette stroking her breasts, while Anna represents the usherette 
saying "dirty bitch" in that Anna’s voyeurism in the semi-darkness is similar to the 
vicarious role of the observing usherette. However, it was Anna who, in her first 
theft of Kate’s underwear, admits that "a man at the party had spent the whole 
evening looking up [her] skirt" (65). In that Anna allowed the actual suggestive 
action, an inverse point could be made that Kate may have been thinking "dirty 
bitch" as Anna related her stories of interest. While an argument could be made 
for both interpretations, the confusion is consistent in that through Anna’s stories, 
Kate relived experiences that had already occurred, or, that were in the past. 
Anna acted as an incarnate vocalization of Kate’s memory. In Deeley’s story, 
when he leaves the foyer and enters the cinema, there is only one girl. He leaves 
behind the manifestation of Kate and her past in the foyer and enters the present 
in which there is only Kate. As Deeley leaves the cinema, he mentions seeing only 
the sensual usherette, which represents the third wheel of the odd-man-out 
tricycle: the past of Kate. Having been in the presence of Kate during the movie, 
there exists a past between Deeley and Kate. As he exits the cinema, his 
recognition of the symbolic Anna in the foyer serves as a reminder that Kate’s past 
exists beyond his own involvement.
Deeley impresses upon Anna his domain of the sensual aspect of Kate 
when he recalls that after meeting Kate at the cinema: "at a slightly later stage 
our naked bodies met, hers cool, warm, highly agreeable . . ." (31). Anna wryly
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dismisses Deeley’s assertion that only Robert Newton can tear him from Kate, 
observing that "F.J. McCormick was good too" (30). Deeley persists with his 
allusion when he postulates as to what Robert Newton would have thought as he 
"touched [Kate] profoundly all over" (31). He then directs the hypothetical 
question of Robert Newton’s opinion to Anna, both mocking her negation and 
flaunting his role in the immediate, sexual realm of Kate. Anna progresses from 
a mild ridiculing of Deeley’s condition of separation from Kate to casting suspicion 
on the validity of Deeley’s entire reminiscence when she responds:
I never met Robert Newton but I do know I know 
what you mean. There are some things one 
remembers even though they may never have 
happened. There are things I remember which may 
never have happened but as I recall them so they take 
place. (31-2)
She then continues with a different version of the past sensuality between Deeley 
and Kate in this struggle of memory. Anna remembers coming home late at night 
to find a man "sobbing, his hand over his face, sitting in the armchair" (32) of 
Kate’s and her room. Kate was sitting on the bed with a mug of coffee, and no 
one spoke or looked up. Anna relates that she got into bed, that after a time the 
crying suddenly ceased, and then the "man came over to [her], quickly, looked 
down at [her], but [she] would have absolutely nothing to do with him, nothing" 
(32). After a pause, Anna corrects herself by saying the man moved very slowly,
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stopped in the center of the room , looked at both Anna and Kate, looked at both 
their beds, turned toward Anna, approached her bed and bent down over her. 
Anna concludes her revision by again emphasizing: "But I would have nothing to 
do with him, absolutely nothing." Following a pause, Deeley asks: "What kind of 
man was he?" (32), but Anna ignores the question and continues her memory. She 
recalls that "after a while [she] heard him go out," "heard the front door dose, and 
footsteps in the street, then silence, then the footsteps fade away, and then 
silence." Later in the night she awoke to see two shapes across Kate’s bed, that 
he "was lying across her lap on her bed." She remarks: "But then in the early 
morning . . .  he had gone," and concludes: "It was as if he had never been" (33). 
If the man of Anna’s story is Deeley, her rendition of the sexual encounter 
between Deeley and Kate presents a pathetic image compared to Deeley’s 
profundity. Deeley attempts to force Anna into describing the man in the middle 
of her story and again at the conclusion. Deeley asks: "What did he look like, this 
fellow?" Anna responds. "Oh, I never saw his face clearly. I don’t know." When 
Deeley persists by beginning: "But was he - ?" (34), Kate silences him with her 
movement of standing. Debating whether the man in Anna’s story was Deeley 
proves ludicrous. Anna’s story follows her statement implying that Deeley’s 
recollection may not have occurred. She toys with how vague the perceptions of 
memory may be, offering an alternative scenario. Deeley’s pressing Anna for a 
physical description of the man betrays his inexperience in conflict of past 
perceptions. It is irrelevant to Anna what the man looked like because in the
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realm of memory, the tangible world has ceased. Through his persistence to 
substantiate, Deeley has succumbed to Anna’s attempt to suggest an alternative 
and to envelope Deeley within it. At one point of her reminiscence, Anna slips 
into the present tense in her phrase, "then the footsteps fade away." Pinter may 
have chosen the present tense of "fade" for the reading of the line to flow more 
smoothly. Also, the meaning of the present-tense verb, to fade, suggests the past 
as occurring in the present. But the intended effect of this shift to the present is 
to impress upon Deeley that he, as the man in the story, physically faded, and will 
fade away as to being of import to Kate. Anna nullifies the being of the man in 
her line: "It was as if he had never been." She suggests through association that 
like the man, Deeley possesses no power in insuring that he as memory will be 
retained by either .Anna or Kate. She asserts her dominance in the sphere of the 
past.
Anna makes a more direct infringement into Deeley’s memory when she 
recalls that one Sunday, Kate urged Anna to accompany her "to some totally 
obscure, some totally unfamiliar district and, almost alone, saw a wonderful film 
called Odd Man Out" (38). What appears to be a partial confirmation of Deeley’s 
story also offers a contradiction in that Anna claims to have been with Kate during 
the film. Taken from a literal perspective, either Deeley or Anna is not telling the 
truth. But three interrelated variables exist. The first is the concept that Anna is 
a non-substantive manifestation of Kate’s memory, the second that the passing of 
time distorts memory and one arranges the past to best suit oneself. The third is
that within the struggle between Anna and Deeley, Anna is attempting to insert 
herself within Deeley’s memory in striving to control his perception of history with 
Kate.
Earlier in Act One, when Anna wonders whether a tiny ribbon of light is 
the sea or the horizon, Deeley responds by stating: "You live on a very different 
coast." Anna concurs: "Oh, very different. I live on a volcanic island." Deeley 
professes that he knows it, and following Anna’s: "Oh, do you?" (22), Deeley 
states: "I’ve been there" (22). Later in the act, Anna describes her husband as 
"something of a gourmet," and continues: "We live in a rather fine villa and have 
done so for many years. It’s very high up, on the cliffs." One line removed, 
Deeley states: "Yes, I know' Sicily slightly. Just slightly. Taormina. Do you live 
in Taormina?" Anna responds: "Just outside" (40). Shortly thereafter, in 
response to Deeley’s question of whether in returning she finds England damp, 
Anna comments: "Rather beguiling so" (41). Up to this point in the play, these 
exchanges between Deeley and Anna contain the only dialogue concerning Anna’s 
home. Kate offers Deeley no clue as to Anna’s residence in their opening 
dialogue. There is an element of wry verbal bantering in the discussion between 
Deeley and Anna which casts suspicion as to the validity of its content. Anna’s 
first line claiming she lives on a volcanic island is abrupt, uttered to impress upon 
Deeley that her background is forbidding and inaccessible. Deeley’s iine stating: 
"I know it" (22), is an attempt to resist the fear of Anna’s analogy. Anna’s 
skeptical response prompts Deeley to assert himself as capable of entering the
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uncertainty of the past and that he has a position, himself, in the past of Kate. 
Anna does not state that her villa on the cliffs is in Sicily, yet when Deeley seizes 
upon the idea and narrows his postulation to Taormina, Anna, almost as if in an 
improvisation, accepts Deeley’s premise, adding the comic twist: "Just outside." 
Anna’s response to Deeley’s question of whether she finds England damp in 
returning suggests that Anna’s existence in Sicily is a deception. Her phrase, 
"rather beguilingly so," refers more to "in returning," than to the dampness of 
England. The implication is that the deceit lies in the idea that she has returned, 
whereas in truth, she has never left. Anna’s earlier statements that her husband 
is something of a gourmet and that her home is in a fine villa, high on the cliffs, 
connotes something of a romanticized life. When Kate begins asking questions 
about Anna’s lifestyle in Sicily, Kate is enthralled with the romance and, 
essentially, provides the content. Kate begins by asking whether Anna has marble 
floors. Anna’s response is positive, after which Kate asks if she walks in bare feet 
on them. Anna answers: "Yes. But I wear sandals on the terrace, because it can 
be rather severe on the soles" (42). This is the only instance in which Anna 
contributes content to this line of questioning, and it occurs only after a positive 
response. Again, Anna is fed a premise which she expands. Kate clarifies Anna’s 
expansion by stating: "The sun, you mean? The heat" (42), to which Anna 
concurs. After an interruption by Deeley in response to the attention shown Anna 
by Kate, Kate asks Anna: "Do you drink orange juice on your terrace in the 
morning, and builshots at sunset, and look down at the sea?" Anna answers:
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"Som etim es, yes" (42), and following another attem pted intrusion by Deeley, Kate 
asks if Anna likes the Sicilian people. Deeley then attempts to thwart what he 
perceives to be occurring between Kate and Anna, stating: "I’ve been there. 
There’s nothing more to  investigate, nothing. There’s nothing more in Sicily to 
investigate" (43). Also, in saying "I’ve been there," he maintains that as a partner 
with whom to fantasize, he is as capable as Anna. It is the precise sentence he 
used earlier in the play to challenge Anna’s symbol of living on a volcanic island, 
corresponding to the assertion that he is able to venture into the past. Kate 
restates her question. Pinter then gives Anna the stage direction to stare at Kate, 
and a silence follows. Anna is supplied by both Kate and Deeley with the specifics 
of her purported life in Sicily. If Anna is perceived as the memory of Kate, 
memory may blend with fantasy in that Kate may create an idealized lifestyle. 
Kate may have fantasized in the past about her ideal marriage, living in an ideal 
location. And, although Kate may never have lived in Sicily, in that her past 
dreams may intrude within her present recollections, the entire fabrication of 
Anna’s lifestyle may emanate from Kate’s memory.
After the silence, a sequence occurs in which Kate and Anna behave as 
though they are in the past, when they were together in London. During this 
exchange, Deeley interrupts only once. When Anna asks if Kate is hungry, Deeley 
interjects: "Hungry? After that casserole?" (44). His choice of the word 
"casserole" is ironic. Before Anna enters, while questioning Kate as to whether 
Anna has a husband, he concludes the inquiry: "At least the casserole is big
enough for four* (14). A short time later, Anna tells Deeley: "You have a 
wonderful casserole* (20), then corrects herself in that she meant Deeley has a 
wonderful wife. She further clarifies: "1 was referring to the casserole. 1 was 
referring to your wife’s cooking* (21), Anna speaks as though the three have 
partaken of the casserole, yet there is no further evidence of the three eating, 
Pinter may be utilizing dramatic license in omitting the dinner scene, or, in a play 
concerned with time, a lapse in its traditional sense of progression is possible, 
Yet, given the idea that Anna, - a symbol of Kate’s past is never absent, 
preparing a casserole for her is absurd. If Anna is, indeed, the manifestation of 
Kate’s past, she would now be privy to Deeley’s allusions to the casserole and her 
speculative husband. And Anna’s confusing the casserole with the wife of Deeley 
may be an attempt to equate the fictitious husband of Anna as proposed by 
Deeley to the idea that Kate is the fictitious wife of Deeley. Anna lays claim to 
a portion of Kate, implying that Kate’s existence as the wife of Deeley is not 
Kate’s primary focus. As Anna and Kate escape into memory at the close of Act 
One, Deeley both laments the inevitability of Kate’s excursion with Anna and 
acquiesces that for now, Kate’s attention is not focused toward her husband or the 
casserole.
The action of the second act moves from a room in the converted 
farmhouse containing spare modern furniture, two sofas and an armchair to the 
bedroom. In the bedroom, the "divans and armchair are disposed in precisely the 
same relation to each other as the furniture in the first act, hut in reversed positions"
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(47), Kale is not present at the beginning of the second act. When she does enter 
after taking a hath, she continues to behave as in the past, as at the close of Act 
One. Anna contributes to Kate's altered perception of time. And it is ironic thru 
within the bedroom, which may be viewed as a realm of sacred intimacy between 
husband and wife, the reversed positions of the divans may symbolize a reversal 
of time perspectives to Anna’s most private period with Kate, At the beginning 
of Act Two, Deeley attempts to preempt the realm of the bedroom when he 
elucidates at length the role of the divans as beds, and the varying positions the 
beds may occupy because of the castors.
Deeley then invades Anna’s past. He asserts remembering her from 
Wayfarers Tavern, that she “sat in a corner, quite often, sometimes alone, 
sometimes with others" (4°). bi Anna’s opening speech of the play, she speaks of 
the almost private cafes she and Kate found "where artists and writers and 
sometimes actors collected, and others with dancers . . (18). There is a
similarity between Anna’s use of "others with dancers" and Deeley's "sometimes 
with others." Deeley describes the people in the tavern its "poets, stunt men, 
jockeys, stand-up comedians, that kind of setup" (49). The only direct 
correspondence in the two scenarios is the word, "poets." Deeley uses this word 
as a hook for Anna’s sentimentality, yet alters the setting from a cafe to a tavern 
in an attempt to sully Anna through her reminiscence. The differing associations 
between the artists, writers and actors of Anna’s memory and the stunt men,
Jockeys and stand'll p com edians o f  D e e  ley’s are intended to m inim ize and mock 
Anna's rem iniscence.
In relating how he looked up Anna's skirt at a party, Deeley tells Anna: 
"1 simply sat sipping my light ale and gazed . .  . gazed up your skirt" (51). Dee ley’s 
use of “gaze" is calculated in corresponding to Anna’s earlier usage of the word. 
In Act One he draws attention to Anna’s choice of "gaze" and comments that it is 
not heard "very often" (26). What is not heard very often are examinations of 
memory. And this borrowing is an assertion by Deeley that he possesses both the 
courage to delve into the past, and the cunning to impose his will in rearranging 
it. Anna responds: "I was aware of your gaze, was I?" (51).
Later in his speech, Deeley recalls that a girlfriend of Anna’s came to the 
party and sat with her on the sofa. He remembers: " . . .  I settled lower to gaze 
at you both, at both your thighs, squealing and hissing, you aware, she 
unaware . . (51). The friend of Anna’s may have been Kate. If Anna
represents the past of Kate, it is logical that in memory Deeley would remember 
the person as she existed in the past. Also, Deeley neither confirms nor denies 
recognition of the girlfriend. Toward the play’s end, in an attempt to wrest Kate 
from Anna, he tells Kate that he and Anna "met in the Wayfarers Tavern," that 
she "was pretending to be you at the time. Did it pretty well. Wearing your 
underwear she was too, at the time. Amiably allowed me a gander. Trueblue 
generosity. Admirable in a woman. We went to a party" (69). Here, Deeley 
speaks of his confusion in differentiating Anna from Kate, yet, he maintains that
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he could distinguish the two, confirming in his mind that Anna borrowed Kate’s 
underwear. He was permitted a gander of Anna wearing a veil for the most 
intimate aspect of Kate’s sexuality. The symbolism of Anna as a manifestation of 
Kate’s past wearing such an intimate, yet forbidding article of Kate’s clothing 
serves to illustrate Deeley’s frustration. The past of Kate, and in particular, her 
past sexual exploits remain hidden to Deeley. His sarcasm in relating how he was 
generously allowed only a glimpse betrays his unwilling ignorance. Toward the 
end of the speech, he becomes more confused.
On the way to the party I took her into a caf6, bought 
her a cup of coffee, beards with faces. She thought 
she was you, said little, so little. Maybe she was you.
Maybe it was you, having coffee with me, saying little, 
so little. (69)
Deeley begins to have difficulty in determining when his past with Kate 
transformed into a present consciousness. Also, although Deeley entered into the 
present realm of Kate when meeting Anna, these events occurred in the past. 
When reminiscing of his past with Kate, Deeley never specifically differentiates 
Kate from Anna. In his story of meeting a girl in the cinema, he breaks into the 
present tense, but returns to the past. "And there was only one other person in 
the cinema . . . and there she is. And there she was . . . ' (29-30). Pinter 
offers no stage directions to Deeley in indicating who the present "she" is. While
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it may be inferred that Deeley refers to Kate in the present, the possibility exists 
that Anna is representative of the past "she."
In closing his reminiscence of the party at the beginning of Act Two, Deeley 
tells Anna: "I never saw you again. You disappeared from the area. Perhaps you 
moved out." Anna denies this, and Deeley continues: "I never saw you in the 
Wayfarers Tavern again. Where were you?" (52). Anna responds: "Oh, at 
concerts, I should think, or the ballet" (53). The contrast between Deeley’s 
expectation of Anna at the Wayfarers and Anna’s response of frequenting the 
ballet contains the crux of the struggle between the two. At this point in the play 
Deeley is confident in his ability to separate Kate from Anna. Speaking to Anna, 
Deeley attests: ". . . nobody but you had the thighs which kissed" (51). 
According to Deeley, Anna was aware of his gaze and allowed his voyeurism. In 
essence, he is suggesting that Anna is a whore, which corresponds to the image of 
the lustful usherette in his earlier story. His estimation of Anna represents 
Deeley’s suspicion of Kate’s past. Anna, as a manifestation of Kate’s past, is 
suspected by Deeley of frequenting taverns and parties. Anna remembers the 
ballet and "others with dancers." Between these extremes lies what actually 
occurred. If Deeley’s speech toward the end of the second act approaches the 
truth, Anna and Kate went to both taverns and cafes. That Anna was no longer 
visible to Deeley at the Wayfarers implies that after meeting Anna, the past of 
Kate was no longer perceptible because Deeley became engaged in the present 
Kate. Espoused by Anna, Kate’s infatuation with cafes where artists, actors,
writers and others with dancers collected suggests an idealized past, much as the 
romantic fantasy of a life married to a gourmet, living in a fine Sicilian villa high 
on the cliffs, overlooking the sea. These ideal moldings of memory by Kate 
ostracize Deeley, who, in the past, sits at the Wayfarers having glimpsed Kate’s 
underwear worn by Anna, remembering "nobody but you had the thighs which 
kissed" (51). In the present, Deeley metaphorically remains at the tavern, jealous 
of Kate’s past, suspicious of her absence, and bewildered as to why a fictitious 
Sicilian gourmet should be chosen by Kate as one of the "others" with dancers, and 
not he.
Anna and Deeley discuss Kate and her bath before Kate enters in Act Two, 
Deeley says of Kate that "she does emerge as clean as a new pin" (53). He may 
be implying that Kate washes the past dirt from her, but in that, Kate’s 
etherealness is a result of her capacity to shed the past and day-dream in the 
present. His apparent attack of disparaging Anna’s realm of the past in holding 
Kate is paradoxical, as he, himself, is mired in the past. After Deeley stresses that 
Kate emerges from the bath without a "speck" or "tidemark," Anna counters his 
earlier mimicry of the word, gaze. She agrees: "Yes, a kind of floating" (54). 
When describing Kate’s aloof quality in Act One, Deeley tells Anna that he at 
times takes Kate’s face in his hands, and then lets go to "leave it floating" (24). 
Anna takes revenge in borrowing Deeley’s description, and explains that Kate 
"floats from the bath. Like a dream. Unaware of anyone standing . . . waiting 
for her . . ." (54). Her use of "dream" is consistent with her earlier
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characterization culminated by her story in which Kate believed she lost a day. 
Hie suggestion here is that Kate is unaware of Deeley, that she does not need 
him, and that although Anna’s claim to Kate resides in the past, Deeley’s proposed 
claim to Kate is, in actuality, as tangible as a dream. Anna implies that Kate may 
appear unconcerned with the past, but Deeley’s position in attempting to possess 
a dream is no less futile than hers.
The discussion turns toward the subject of who should dry Kate after her 
bath. Deeley initiates the topic, claiming Kate is incompetent at drying herself, 
and Anna suggests that Deeley do it himself. Deeley later proposes that Anna dry 
Kate, that as a woman she would "know how and where and in what density 
moisture collects on women’s bodies" (56). Anna contradicts: "No two women are 
the same" (56). The irony in Anna’s statement that Kate and Anna compose 
differing time perspectives of the same woman is compounded by the implication 
that Deeley is becoming jealous discussing a projected invasion of the physical 
realm of Kate by a woman who represents an aspect of Kate herself. Although 
the fear of Kate’s sexual past is justified to Deeley, Anna mocks him in his 
insecurity.
When Kate enters Act Two after taking a bath, as at the close of the first 
act, she continues to speak as if in the past. Deeley intervenes. He first breaks 
the s6ance-like exchange between Kate and Anna by asking Kate if she "dried 
herself properly . . ." (60). Later in the scene, Kate and Anna discuss men they 
may invite to their flat.
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Kate reveals her favorite:








He’s so gentle, isn’t he? And his humor. Hasn’t he 
got a lovely sense of humor? And I think he’s . . .  so 
sensitive. Why don’t you ask him round.
DEELEY
He can’t make it. He’s out of town.
KATE
Oh, what a pity.
Silence. (63)
Deeley’s exclusion from the apparent regression of Kate and Anna causes his 
petulance. He halts the exchange between the women. Kate does not speak until 
she silences Deeley’s tantrum deprecating Anna and her life in the Mediterranean,
\
four pages later. Yet, the characteristics Kate uses to describe Christy are
indicative of Deeley. Earlier, Deeley makes Kate smile after interrupting the
reverie of the women by telling her: "I don’t want you sitting here damply all over \
the place" (61). Deeley’s display of wit corresponds to Christy’s lovely sense of
humor. And toward the end of Old Times. Kate tells Deeley that Anna "found
[his] face very sensitive, vulnerable" (70). Deeley appears not to be cognizant that
Kate, or Anna, finds him sensitive until the play’s close. Yet, even if he could see
a similarity between Christy and himself, his jealousy of these men in Kate’s past
would overshadow the idea that he may represent Christy.
Deeley then asks Anna if she intends to visit anyone else while in England.
Anna replies: "No. I know no one. Except Kate" (64). This statement is 
contradictory to Kate’s earlier assertion that Anna had "the normal amount" (15) 
of friends. And although Anna may be lying to prevent Deeley from suggesting 
she visit someone else, the unequivocal exclusion of her statement is more than 
required. Anna states that she "knows no one" except Kate. This isolation from 
all but Kate includes her purported husband. Taken at face value, her declaration 
lends credence to the idea that Anna exists only as an aspect of Kate. Shortly 
thereafter, she attests that a man at a party "had spent the whole evening looking 
up [her] skirt" (65); ~nd through the course of this particular evening, she was 
wearing Kate’s underwear. She does not specify that the man was Deeley. Earlier 
in the act, Anna denies ever having met Deeley and comments only that she has 
"rarely heard a sadder story" (52) in reference to his peering up the skirts of Anna
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and her girlfriend at a party and later returning to the sofa to discover them gone 
as he "gazed at the indentations of four buttocks" (52). Here, Anna uses the same 
ploy in describing the discovery of a man in Kate’s and her flat, in not 
distinguishing the man as Deeley. She refuses to allow him a foothold from which 
to counterattack. If the men in her stories are not necessarily Deeley, he may not 
attempt to refute her interpretation of the past, as he is excluded from the 
memory.
Deeley begins a progression of jealousy when Anna states that she 
remembers Kate’s first blush. Deeley asks: "What? What was it? I mean why 
was it?" (65). Anna proceeds with her story of borrowing Kate’s underwear to 
later watch her as she listened to a review of the evening’s activities. Deeley 
reacts to her reminiscence by observing: "Sounds a perfect marriage," and .Anna 
immediately replies: "We were great friends" (66). Straining to hear of Kate’s first 
blush, Deeley becomes indignant upon learning of Anna’s intrusion of intimacy 
toward his wife. Following a pause, Deeley refers to Anna’s earlier statement that 
she believed Kate was Bronte in secrecy but not in passion. He asks Anna what 
Kate was in passion. Anna reverses the question by stating: "I feel that is your 
province" (66), insinuating that if Deeley needs to ask her of the physical realm of 
Kate, his province is tentative. Deeley takes offense and asks if he is "alone in 
beginning to find all this distasteful?" (66). After Anna asks what it is that worries 
Deeley, Deeley begins a heated remonstration of Anna’s life in Sicily. Kate 
silences him with: "if you don’t like it go" (67), with Pinter indicating the line be
delivered swiftly. This indication by Pinter is in contrast to the otherwise serene 
nature of Kate. There are hints within Dec ley’s assail on Anna’s husband and her 
life in the Mediterranean that the attack is also directed toward Anna’s life as the 
fantasy of Kate. Deeley characterizes Anna’s husband as alone,
. . . waiting for a speedboat, waiting for a speedboat 
to spill out beautiful people, at least. Beautiful 
Mediterranean people. Waiting for all that, a kind of 
elegance we know nothing about, a slim-bellied Cote 
d’ Azur thing we know absolutely nothing about, a 
lobster and lobster sauce ideology we know fuck all 
about, the longest legs in the world, the most 
phenomenally soft voices. I can hear them 
now. . . . (67)
The use of "waiting" corresponds to the expectation of escape within Kate’s 
fantasy, through the guise of Anna’s fictitious husband. Deeley condemns the 
quixotic imaginings of Kate as abstracts which to Kate and him are not real, which 
they know absolutely nothing about. The soft voices which Deeley hears now may 
be in reference to the retrogressive pattern of Kate and Anna. Deeley has thus 
linked the fantasy of Anna and her husband with the excursions of Kate to the 
past. He closes the speech by complaining that he has more experience with 
international cultures, insinuating that if he is content in his domesticity with Kate, 
why should she require fanciful digressions. "I mean let’s put it on the table, I
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have my eye on a number of pulses, pulses all around the globe, deprivations and 
insults, why should i waste valuable space listening to two - " (67). Deeley’s 
sudden shift toward the offensive, beginning with the self-piteous "deprivations and 
insults," and climaxing in tin apparent attempt to call Kate a name prompts Kate’s 
swift reprisal. Gabbard suggests that Deeley "almost accuses Anna and Kate: of 
lesbianism - . . ."(239). This is a possibility. Deeley’s jealousy of Kate’s sexual 
past may include a paranoia of the extent of the women’s sharing, or in ultimate 
frustration he may resort to categorizing the two as the kind of women who are 
to him unattainable and heinous. However, more substantive themes than of a 
man’s suspicion of his wife’s sexual preference are explored in Old Times. Deeley 
does not finish his sentence. He may intend to utter any number of unsavory 
names to deprecate the women, none of which have anything to do with 
lesbianism. What prompts Kate to swiftly silence Deeley is not the outrage of 
possibly being called a lesbian, but the ferocity with which Deeley attacks her 
fantasy. Granted. Kate decides to act when the attack becomes more directly 
focused toward Anna and her, but the ultimate motivation comes from the 
cumulative effect of Deeley’s harangue, not from what Deeley may say.
Deeley is stunned when Kate tells him to go if he does not like it. He asks: 
"Go? Where can I go?" (Old Times 67). Kate taunts him in suggesting China or 
Sicily, implying that he might finger a global pulse elsewhere if he cannot tolerate 
her daydreams. Anna offers that they may both come to Sicily any time as her 
guests, which is followed by a silence, and then Pinter directs Kate and Deeley to
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stare a! her. Anna uses this opportunity to cast one last claim to Kate, first 
feigning reconciliation, then stating: "l found her" (69). She revives the memory 
of eaf&s with artists, writers, sometimes actors and others with dancers to establish 
her version of the past and to confound Dec ley. ‘Pits represents the last 
manifestation of the power struggle between Anna and Deeley before Kate 
intercedes.
Kate’s Power and Lack of Need
Kate begins the dialogue of Old Times with the line: "Dark” (7), which 
Pinter precedes with the stage direction, reflectively. The immediate context of 
this statement appears to be in reference to Anna, as Deeley’s next line asks: "Fat 
or thin?" (7). But Kate’s statement may also refer to her difficulty in searching the 
past, in that a synonymous cross-reference of dark is ignorance. Another 
connotation is that of secrecy, which is consistent with a definition of Pinter's stage 
direction, reflectively, or, to reflect: to give back a likeness or image of as a 
mirror. That Kate is hesitant in the following scene to reveal specifics of Anna 
corresponds to the idea that Anna represents Kate’s past, and in disclosing Anna, 
Kate would be unveiling herself.
When Deeley asks if Anna was Kate’s best friend, Kate asks what that 
means. She clarifies: "The word friend . .  . when you look back . . .  all that time"; 
Deeley responds: "Can’t you remember what you felt?" (8). There is a contrast 
between Deeley’s curiosity and Kate’s reticence. Kate resists being known to the
point of displaying panic when Derby tells her: "111 be watching you" (11), "ftJo 
see if she's the sam e person* (12). Presumably, "she* refers to Anna, yet the use 
of pronouns rather than proper names is nut accidental. At the play’s beginning, 
Derby's two lines are similar to a line he delivers near the play’s dose: "Looking 
up .your skirt in h a  underwear* (65). D erby appears to be at least partially 
cognizant even at the beginning of the play that there is an element of symbiosis 
between Kate and Anna. After Deeley affirms he will discover whether Anna has 
changed by watching Kate, Kate takes a pause before stating: "I hardly remember 
her, Pve totally forgotten her" (12). Her evasion is repeated when Deeley first 
asks why Anna is not married and then changes the question to: *'[ W]hy isn’t she 
bringing her husband?" (12). Kate responds by telling Deeley to ask h a . to which 
Deeley complains as to whether he has to ask her everything. Kate returns: "Do 
you want me to ask your questions for you?” (13). Kate then trivializes marriage 
in subtle retribution to Deeley’s prying. Kate states: "Of course she’s married." 
When Deeley asks how Kate knows, she replies: "Everyone’s married" (13). 
Along with the objective of minimizing her marriage to Deeley, Kate suggests 
through her faulty logic that it is she who is constructing Anna’s present existence. 
Her absolute surety in spite of Anna not mentioning a "husband in her letter" (13), 
in conjunction with Deeley’s acceptance of Kate’s flawed argument promotes the 
idea that Kate and Deeley are engaged in a game which may have occurred 
before. The game is initiated by Deeiey. Motivated by need and suspicion, he 
begins to delve into Kate’s past. Kate resists, but through Deeley’s insistence, the
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incarnation of Kate’s past, Anna, r ors, When Dedey asks what kind of man 
Anna would have married, Kate h 'no idea." Dedey asks: "Haven’t you any 
curiosity?', to which Kate replies: "You forget. 1 know her'* (14). Here is a \
contradiction to Kate’s earlier assertion that she has almost totally forgotten Anna.
The motivation behind Deeley’s accusation that Kate “lacks curiosity" (23) begins 
u> be unraveled. Kate does not have the need to uncover or possess her past 
because it is hers; she knows it. Deeley objects in that Kate has not seen Anna 
for twenty years. Kate counters: "You’ve never seen her. There’s a difference”
(14), Deeley persists that Kate must have some curiosity regarding her own past 
in that there is much that may have been forgotten or left unanalyzed. The need 
to sift through the past to reveal and analyze is absent in Kate. She purports that 
Deeley cannot understand anyone having an agenda dissimilar to his own.
After Anna emerges from the shadows, Kate displays that she is the only 
character in the play immersed in the active present. Deeley and Anna discuss 
food and cooking, and after a pause, Kate states: "Yes, I quite like those kind of 
tilings, doing it” (21). Although Kate’s statement follows a pause, which does not 
signal a complete topic change, the meaning that may be inferred transcends food.
Inherent in her declaration is that the activity is secondary to the doing of it.
.Anna asks: "What kind of things?"; Kate responds: "Oh, you know, that sort of 
thing." Anna is interested in defining the activity which may give her a topic 
through which she may reminisce. After a pause, Deeley asks: "Do you mean 
cooking?"; Kate replies: "All that thing" (21). Deeley’s intention may be linked
to the sexual connotations of "doing it" and "cooking." He attempts to arrange 
Kate’s preferences toward his own predilection. Anna counters by launching into 
a memory involving the past cooking practices of Kate and her. Both Deeley and 
Anna attempt to draw Kate toward their areas of predominance, gleaning from her 
statement what will best suit them in their pursuit of Kate. They ignore, or are 
ignorant of Kate’s inclination toward action. More important than her disregard 
for a specific activity is her refusal to engage in the contest of possession in which 
Deeley and Anna participate. Kate does not need Deeley or Anna. She may 
enjoy their presence, but in Kate the need to possess and consume the past of her 
friend or spouse is bereft, as her joy is derived from the present.
Deeley speaks of Kate as lacking curiosity, while Anna comments that 
perhaps Kate is happy, and, following a pause, Kate inquires: "Are you talking 
about me?" Deeley answers affirmatively and Anna states: "She was always a 
dreamer" (23). While Kate’s question may appear to stem from being 
disassociated, it actually arises from the incredulity of being labeled in terms which 
best suit Deeley and Anna, which to her appear absurd. Kate’s response to 
Deeley’s recollection of taking Kate’s face in his hands and letting it go to leave 
it floating is: "My head is quite fixed. I have it on" (24). Kate’s statement is 
indicative of her focus toward the present and involvement in the moment. Deeley 
ignores her statement, repeating to Anna that her head just floats away, and Anna 
reiterates that Kate was always a dreamer. Anna chooses to view Kate from the 
perspective most advantageous to her: the past. She then reminisces of walking
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in the park with Kate, saying to her: , . you’re dreaming, wake up, what tire
you dreaming?" (24). Anna gives herself away in asking what Kate is dreaming. 
Kate does not include Anna within her active perception to the satisfaction of 
Anna. Kate does not need to be acknowledged and therefore is puzzled and 
irritated with such needs in others. Anna’s story illustrates Kate’s penchant for 
getting on with life. Whoever was correct in their version of the passing of time 
is not as important as Kate’s alarm in having lost a day.
Following Deeley’s story of meeting Kate at the cinema and Anna’s 
memory of coming home to find a man in the girls’ flat, Kate looks down at Anna 
and states: "You talk of me as if I were dead" (34). Anna and Deeley then 
engage in competitive reassurance that Kate was never dead, yet in so doing, refer 
to Kate in the past tense. Kate then corrects: "I said you talk about me as if I am 
dead. Now" (35). Her expression of displeasure in being referred to as not 
existing in the present reveals her strength. Secure in a perception of 
instantaneity, Kate does not need to engage in the attempted reconstruction of the 
past, as do Anna and Deeley. Kate’s disregard for the past is further illustrated 
when Anna speaks of her pleasure in Kate finding a man like Deeley. Anna 
states: "And later when I found out the kind of man you were I was doubly 
delighted because I knew Katey had always been interested in the arts." Kate 
responds: "I was interested once in the arts, but I can’t remember now which ones 
they were" (37). A hasty judgment which may be gleaned from Kate’s line is that 
she is not very bright, that she, indeed, lacks curiosity and is a dreamer. But, Kate
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is unperplexed by her memory lapse, and there is a strength in her peace. Deeley 
is slighted through the association between him as a man supposedly involved in 
the arts and Kate’s forgetting in which of the arts she was interested. Or, taking 
the juxtaposition a step further, Kate now cannot remember which qualities in 
Deeley she found intriguing. Anna is not exempt from Kate’s disengagement, as 
she immediately follows Kate’s statement with reminiscence imploring Kate to 
remember their excursions to galleries, theatres, concerts and the old churches and 
buildings of London.
Kate again demonstrates her progressive inclination when Deeley explains 
that he travels the globe in his job. Anna asks what Kate does when Dee ley’s 
away, to which Kate states: "Oh, I continue" (39). This simple sentence is 
indicative of Kate’s focus. Much as the present becomes the past in a moment, 
the future is only a moment away. And while it is impossible to exist in the future, 
if one’s perspective becomes retrogressive even for an instant, the "now" is lost. 
Kate’s being is centered in the present, and she maintains this position by looking 
forward, by continuing. Anna then asks whether Deeley is away for long periods. 
Kate responds: "I think, sometimes. Are you?" (39). Again, Kate is uncertain 
regarding the past, but more significant is the idea that Kate is unaffected by the 
absence of Deeley. Through this line she reveals her self-sufficiency.
Kate reveals her interest in the tangible when she asks Anna whether she 
has marble floors, followed by the question of whether Anna walks in bare feet on 
them. Kate’s sensory appreciation for experiences gathered in the present is
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further illustrated through Kate’s question of whether Anna drinks orange juice on 
the terrace in the morning and bullshots at sunset, while looking down at the sea. 
Earlier discussion has implied that these images emulate from Kate, and perhaps 
are entirely the result of her fantasy. Important here is what Kate deems to be 
worthy of consideration within her inquiry into Anna’s lifestyle. Her questions 
involve identification with perceptible objects, and when she does question ;\nna 
as to something human, she asks not about an individual, but rather asks Anna 
whether she likes "the Sicilian people" (43), an abstract generalization. Kate exists 
within a temporal plane of the senses, and although through frustration Deeley 
may characterize her as shallow, or "with no understanding whatsoever" (36), Kate 
continues, without the crutch of a relationship enmeshed in reciprocal need.
While Deeley becomes frustrated with Kate’s disengagement, Anna 
demonstrates fascination with Kate’s seeming simplicity. Earlier, when Kate 
objects to being spoken of as if she were dead, Anna attempts to calm her by 
flattering the aspect of Kate which Deeley articulates as being "a classic female 
posture." Anna coos: "How can you say that, when I’m looking at you now, seeing 
you so shyly poised over me, looking down at me." Deeley silences Anna with a 
heated "Stop that!" (35). A surface-level reading may yield a seeming insight that 
Deeley’s anger stems from a suggestion of lesbianism in Anna’s speech, yet his 
display of temper goes beyond a jealousy of possible physical intimacy between the 
women. Anna condones Kate’s classic female posture which Deeley so abhors. 
His speech which deprecates this quality in Kate immediately follows his outburst.
It is also evidenced later in the play that Anna has emulated Kate's pose. In 
Deeley’s climactic speech toward the end of Old Times, while explaining to Kate 
that he had met Anna before, he relates that Anna was pretending to be Kate at 
the time, that she looked at him with big eyes, "shy, all that bit" (69). Anna not 
only encourages Kate’s female posture, but utilizing the posturings, has attempted 
to deceive him into believing that she was Kate. And, as Deeley closes his speech 
with the riddle of: "Maybe she was you" (69), Anna has, at the least, succeeded 
in confusing him. A more inclusive interpretation of Deeley’s anger rests in the 
difficulty he encounters in differentiating the women, his jealousy aroused more 
from a behavioral symbiosis than from a sexual suspicion. During Kate’s closing 
speech of the play, she relates to Anna: "When you woke my eyes were above 
you, staring down at you. You tried to do my little trick, one of my tricks you had 
borrowed, my little slow smile, my little slow shy smile, my bend of the head, my 
half closing of the eyes, that we knew so well . . ." (72). Kate reinforces 
Deeley’s observations. Anna imitates Kate’s outward manifestations because she 
reveres Kate and has no idea what goes on inside Kate. This is Anna’s attempt 
toward intimacy with a woman who offers no feeling or thought, only action. It 
would be convenient to assume that Kate is fulfilled through this temporal 
spectrum, but Kate does not strive toward fulfillment as do Deeley and Anna; 
Kate simply continues to exist. If Kate does have a preference in her perpetuity, 
it is in not being bothered by people who expect her to fulfill their needs.
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In the second act, shortly after Kate emerges from her bath, she utilizes 
imagery in symbolizing her propensity for freedom. She begins by expressing her 
preference for the soft water of the country to the hard water of London. 
"Everything’s softer. The water, the light, the shapes, the sounds. There aren’t 
such edges here" (59). Kate extols the country as an environment in which she 
may exist without the burden of unreasonable demands. She desires a serenity 
uninterrupted by the incessant desires of Deeley and Anna. Initially it may appear 
that Kate is merely minimizing her life with Anna in London in favor of her 
present existence with Deeley in the country. But Deeley knew Kate for a time 
in London, and when Deeley leaves Kate alone in the country because of his work, 
she does not know the extent of his absence. It may be argued then, that she does 
not know the extent of his presence. Regardless, although there is a element of 
Kate negating Anna’s hold on her and her past by downgrading London, Deeley 
is included in her ostracism. She does not include Deeley in her praise of the 
country. Kate continues by saying that she also enjoys living close to the sea. 
"You can’t say where it begins or ends. That appeals to me. I don’t care for harsh 
lines. I deplore that kind of urgency" (59). Kate’s resistance to absolutes may be 
applied specifically to Deeley’s persistence in discovering the truth of Kate’s past. 
His inquisition before Anna enters represents his urgency in reducing the mystery 
of Kate’s memory to a metaphorical set of distinct black-and-white lines which he 
can arrange to understand and possess. Kate resists this intrusion, particularly 
since she herself finds it unnecessary to turn from the immediate. Kate goes on
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to say that she would "like to go to the East, or somewhere like that, somewhere 
very hot, where you can lie under a mosquito net and breathe quite 
slowly, . . . somewhere where you can look through the flap of a tent and see 
sand, that kind of thing" (59). The images Kate evokes are of death. A mosquito 
net may symbolize a shroud, and the tent a tomb. Heat causes metabolism to 
slow, and Kate’s wish of breathing quite slowly betrays her wish to withdraw from 
the frenetic process of life in which Deeley and Anna attempt to engage her. 
What Kate would like to see from her prone position in the tent is sand, which 
may be associated with desert, an environment characterized by its absence of life. 
An immediate inference from these death images is that Kate may be dead, that 
she exists only in the memory of Deeley and Anna. Deeley and Anna, then, 
compete for prominence in their past associations with Kate, arranging the past 
into what best suits their cause in gaining Kate’s favor. In this play immersed in 
myriad possibilities, this option cannot be discounted, particularly at this specific 
point in time within the play. In toying with memory, Pinter utilizes varying 
perspectives as to the question of who exists within whose memory at any given 
moment. This is why the given circumstances may coexist with the idea that any 
character may exist only as memory within the perspective of any other character 
at any given moment of the play. The question of whether one exists in the 
consciousness of another if that other is actively engaged in perceiving one as in 
the past is a central issue of Old Times. Kate elucidates it when she asserts to 
Anna: "I said you talk about me as if I am dead. Now" (35). It appears
paradoxical that Kate yearns for the solitude which she complained of experiencing 
in being referred to as dead, or past. Yet the barrenness of the desert yields a 
serenity bereft of the chatter of the past in which Deeley and Anna engage. What 
appears to be a lifeless scenario is to Kate the ideal. She operates on a level that 
does not require human interaction, and the scene she describes is not wholly void 
of life, as she, alone, is present.
Kate’s next thought in her speech is that the "only nice thing about a big 
city is that when it rains it blurs everything . . . and blurs your eyes . . ." (59). 
She does not want to see the past, and while Deeley’s judgment that Kate lacks 
curiosity may appear accurate in this instance, what Deeley either fails to realize 
or chooses not to see is that Kate does not need to see. 'There’s a difference" 
(14). In the opening scene between Deeley and Kate, Deeley asks Kate whether 
she is looking forward to seeing Amia. Kate responds: "No" (11). On a more 
literal level, Kate welcomes the rain because "it blurs the lights from the cars" (59), 
and ultimately enables her to escape from the frenzied activity associated with a 
big city. Behind the insidious lights of the cars are people, and a large population 
of potentially inquisitive individuals Kate would rather do without. Her preference 
of solitary sensory experience over interaction with people she again illuminates: 
". . . and you have rain on your lashes. That’s the only nice thing about a big 
city" (59).
Just prior to Kate’s speech, Kate enters from the bathroom after having 
taken her bath, walks to the window and looks out into the night as Deeley and
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A nna watch her. Deeley "begins to sing s o f t l y 'T h e way you wear your h a t . .  
and Anna, too, sings softly: T he  way you sip your tea . . ( 5 7 ) .  The competition 
of the singing in the first act is not present in the second act, as both Deeley and 
Anna complement the initiated phrase by singing from the same song the 
sequential phrase. Kate continues to look into the night as Deeley sings: "The 
memory of all t hat . . and Anna concludes: "No, no, they can’t take that away 
from me . . ( 5 8 ) .  Kate looking into the nothingness of black night while Deeley 
clings to a memory cf Kate provides a significant juxtaposition. Deeley’s hope to 
possess Kate is futile in that her inclinations approach nothingness, or at the least, 
tend toward isolation. The futility is increased by his effort to reach into Kate’s 
past to gain insight into an individual who may best be characterized as a blank 
slate. If the darkness of night is equatable to death, the picture of Kate standing 
at the window looking into the night while Anna and Deeley sing that memory 
may not be taken from them lends itself symbolically to the concept that Kate 
exists at this moment only in memory. As discussed earlier, another connotation 
of darkness is secrecy. And in that Kate is so wholly private, the symbolism may 
reflect that Deeley and Anna have only past clues from which to construct her 
image.
Kate turns from the window to look at them; Deeley and Anna alternately 
sing another verse from 'They Can’t Take That Away From Me." Kate walks 
toward them and smiles. Anna and Deeley "sing again, faster on cue, and more 
perfunctorily" (58). Pinter’s stage direction of Anna and Deeley to sing
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perfunctorily may signal their resignation in realizing the inaccessibility of Kate. 
It is only at this point of the play that the competition between Deeley and Anna 
lulls, and it is preceded by Kate walking directly from the bathroom to the window 
after merely acknowledging the presence of the two. Kate’s preference of the 
night over the company of Deeley and Anna is evident to them. Also, Kate's 
treating Deeley and Anna as though they were part of the furniture lends credence 
to the inverse idea that they exist only within Kate’s memory. Kate does not need 
to recognize them, as they are always there, trapped and competing for 
prominence in her memory. The final verse sung by Deeley and Anna is 
performed merely as a duty, as they begin to perceive the futility of their 
endeavors.
Toward the end of Act Two, Anna confirms that it was her skirt into which 
Deeley was looking. Pinter offers the stage direction that Anna deliver her line 
in a cold manner, and Anna finishes her line by saying she remembers Deeley’s 
"look . . . very well," and that she remembers Deeley well. Kate then states to 
Anna: "But, I remember you. I remember you dead" (71). Although Kate’s 
pronouncement obviously is intended as more than a defense of Deeley, the timing 
of Anna’s death in the perspective of Kate coincides with Deeley’s emergence. 
Although Kate’s statement regards a specific instance in the past, the proximity of 
the words, "remember" and "dead," reveals in Kate a more comprehensive 
significance. Following her statement, Kate begins to describe her observance of 
Anna’s death. Anna lay in her bed as Kate watched her. Kate states: "You lay
dead, your face scrawled with din, till kinds of earnest inscriptions, but unblotted, 
so that they had run, all over your face, down to your throat" (71-2), Through the 
death-image of the dirt on Anna's face, Kate recognizes an appeal etched in the 
dirt. An. inscription may be an engraving of a lasting record, dedicated to 
someone. These earnest, or grave inscriptions are an appeal by Anna to not be 
forgotten. A definition of the verb form "inscribe* is to impress or to stamp 
deeply, particularly on the memory'. Upon Kate's memory, any pretense of 
impression by Anna was washed away, as the inscriptions had run, becoming 
undecipherable. Much as Kate’s choice of an ideal existence involves the death 
of a  desert, Kate chooses to remember her past with Anna as dead. Kate’s 
predilection is to be unencumbered by nagging questions of decisions made and 
possible regret associated with reviewing the past. Although a remembrance is not 
equivalent to memory as a whole, Kate chooses to regard her memory as dead.
lire  idea that Anna existed only as a part of Kate arises in Kate’s relation 
of her pleasure upon discovering that Anna’s corpse lay in immaculate sheets. 
Kate states to Anna that had Anna lain in an unwholesome sheet, it: . . would 
have been graceless. I mean as far as 1 was concerned. As far as my room was 
concerned. After ali, you were dead in my room" (72). Kate refers to the room 
shared by herself and Anna as being he.r room. While this may relate directly to 
the idea that if Anna is dead, she is no longer capable of joint possession, this 
reasoning reverts back to Kate’s power in having deemed Anna dead. From 
Kate’s perspective, the room belonged to her and no one else. Kate proceeds by
m
relating that when Anna woke, her eyes were above Anna, staring down at her, 
and it was then that Anna tried to do Kate’s trick of the little slow, shy smile, the 
bending of the head, and half closing of the eyes, which Anna had borrowed. 
There is a similarity between Kate’s memory and the scenario in Act One when 
Kate complains of being spoken of as if dead, to which Anna reassures: "How can 
you say that, when I’m looking at you now, seeing you so shyly poised over me, 
looking down at me (35). The differences are that in Act One it is Kate, not 
Anna, who is perceived dead, and it is Kate, not Anna, who dons the shy pose. 
The occurrence in Act One is Anna’s attempt to manipulate the past, to alter her 
banishment from Kate’s sphere. Kate’s relation of Anna mimicking her posings 
betrays an attempt by Anna to inexorably link herself to Kate.
Kate goes on to describe Anna in vivid images of decay, concluding that 
despite this, all was peaceful. "There was no suffering. It had all happened 
elsewhere" (72). Anna’s death occurred when Anna met Deeley. If Anna is the 
embodiment of Kate’s past, from Kate’s perspective, as soon as Deeley made 
contact with Anna, he was dealing with Kate. Kate has decided that her past be 
dead in relation to Deeley. The three characters are contingent upon one another, 
continually immersed in the game of odd-man-out. Kate then relates she felt that 
Anna had acted with proper decorum by dying alone and dirty, and that: "It was 
time for [herj bath" (72). Again, there is a similarity between Kate’s taking a bath 
at the end of Act One, after reliving the past with Anna, and Kate’s taking a bath
after having pronounced Anna, as the past, dead. In both cases, Kate cleanses 
herself from the filth of her own past.
While the logical progression in Kate’s life of A nna’s death eliciting the 
birth of Deeley holds true initially, Kate ultimately describes the nullification of 
Deeley within her life. Kate begins by telling Anna that when she brought Deeley 
into the room, Anna’s "body of course had gone” (72). The death of Anna is 
contingent upon the emergence of Deeley. Through choice, Kate has turned from 
her past and entered into a new period of her life with Deeley. In describing 
Anna’s death, Kate states that she "felt the time and season appropriate . . ." 
(72). Kate relates that it was a relief to have a different body in her room, "a 
male body behaving quite differently . . ." (72), and that given the choice of the 
two beds, he preferred to "grind noses" on Anna’s bed. This choice of Deeiey may 
represent his preference of the mystique of Kate’s potentially sordid past over 
Kate in the present. While enjoying the palpable pleasure of Kate, Deeley cannot 
wrest himself from his obsession with her past.
Kate continues that this man thought he was different in Anna’s bed 
"because he was a man." But one night she offered to do "a little thing, a little 
trick" (72). The man was gratified, expecting her "to be sexually forthcoming . 
. .". Kate then tells of how she "dug about in the windowbox, . . .
scooped, . . . and plastered his face with dirt" (73). Through this action, Kate 
symbolically kills Deeley. She demonstrates that she needs no one. Deeley 
resisted being dirtied and "suggested a wedding instead, and a change of
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environment." After relating this, Kate takes a slight pause before stating: 
"Neither mattered" (73). Deelcy attempts to keep Kate in his life through his 
proposal, and to free them from the past through a change of environment. Kate’s 
statement asserts that marriage would not produce in her any form of reliance on 
Deeley, nor would she allow Deeley an access that would permit his reliance on 
her. The change of environment did not matter because the isolation Deeley 
experiences forces him to explore the past, as what Kate offers in the present to 
Deeley is insubstantial. After a pause, Kate concludes: "He asked me once, at 
about that time, who had slept in that bed before him. I told him no one. No one 
at all" (73). The apparent is that Kate denies any knowledge of Anna, or her own 
past.
But Kate also negates Deeley by association. This statement was spoken 
about the same time that Kate dirtied Deeley from her world. Marriage and a 
change of environment did not change Kate’s resolution. No one, including 
Deeley, ever slept in Anna’s bed, regardless of whether Deeley thought that 
because he was a man, he was different in it. Anna speaks for herself as well as 
Deeley when, in Act One, she states: "It was as if he had never been" (33).
The final sequence of Old Times is a non-verbal reenactment of Anna’s 
reminiscence in Act One of coming home to discover that a man was with Kate 
in her and Kate’s flat. A simplistic inference may be that Pinter is demonstrating 
the axiom that history repeats itself. While this is certainly part of the equation, 
the more inclusive effect of this dance of repetition at the end of Old Times is that
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nothing ever changes, that time has no significance. The beds over which Deeley 
gloats as the location of intimacy between him and Kate at the beginning of Act 
Two become, at the end of the play, the beds in the flat of Anna and Kate. Time 
has not changed or altered the frustrations of Deeley in dealing with Kate; 
nothing has been resolved. Following Kate’s final spoken line: "No one at all" 
(73), a series of stage directions ensues. A long silence is followed by Anna 
standing, walking toward the door, and stopping with her back to Deeley and Kate. 
A silence is followed by Deeley beginning to sob, very quietly; Anna stands still. 
Then Anna "turns, switches off the lamps, sits on her divan, and lies down" (73). The 
ceasing of Deeley’s sobbing is followed by another silence. Deeley then stands, 
walks a few paces, and looks at both divans. "He goes to ANNA Is divan, looks 
down at her. She is stiir  (74). This scenario is symbolic of the relationship 
between Deeley and Kate. The ghost of Kate’s past, Anna, is omnipresent. She 
is in the room with Kate and Deeley at the beginning of the play before she is 
formally acknowledged. The difference between Anna’s story in Act One and its 
reoccurrence at the play’s end is that at the end of the play, Anna does not enter, 
as she is perpetually there. Deeley had glimpsed Kate’s past before actually 
coming in contact with her, because he was not actively engaged in Kate’s present. 
But once he was immersed in Kate, the spectre of her past entered. But now, 
twenty years later, Anna neither enters not exits, and his looking down at Anna as 
she lies still reveals his inability to disengage from the past. Anna’s silence and 
stillness in response to his gaze portrays the ordination by Kate that her past be
dead. After a silence. Deeley moves toward the door and stops with his back to 
Anna and Kate. Deeley does not actually leave to return again, as Anna’s story 
indicates. His decision to remain reflects the cyclical quality of his futile endeavor 
to unveil Kate. Another silence occurs; Deeley turns and goes toward Kate’s 
divan, sits on her divan, and lies across her lap. A second long silence follows; 
Deeley very slowly sits up, gets off the divan, walks slowly to the armchair and sits, 
slumped. Deeley’s entreaty to Kate in the present goes unheeded. His dilemma 
of not getting what he needs from Kate in the present, and his subsequent quest 
to reveal her past is ironic in that as illustrated by this scene without words, Kate’s 
past is revealed to him. His efforts are rewarded, as this scenario is indicative of 
Kate in the past. He believes there must be something more, but this recurrence 
reflects all there is to Kate, in the past or present. If Anna is Kate’s past, Anna’s 
story in Act One which repeats itself at the play’s end is, in essence, Kate’s 
memory. If this concept is expanded, the reminiscences of Anna are memories of 
Kate’s past which Kate shares with Deeley. These offerings Deeley finds 
insufficient, and in a paradoxical sense, he is jealous of the memories. His goal 
rests in the power of eliciting Kate’s past and controlling it. The genuine power 
of the play, however, rests in Kate. It is within Kate’s realm of time past and time 
present that Deeley continues on his treadmill.
CHAPTER FOUR
COMPARISON OF RUTH IN THE HOMECOMING 
AND KATE IN OLD TIMES
The comparison of Pinter’s characters, Ruth from The Homecoming and 
Kate from Old Times, will focus on the issues of need, possession and power. 
These areas of comparison will be supplemented by the category of time. The 
needs of Ruth and Kate will be collated, as well as the needs they elicit in the 
characters surrounding them. The effect of time in shaping the action of the plays, 
as the influence of the pasts of Ruth and Kate in determining their choices, proves 
relevant within the framework of the main issues explored. An examination of the 
differences and similarities in the nature of the attempted possessions of Ruth and 
Kate is followed by a comparison of the forms of power struggles in The 
Homecoming and Old Times.
A general distinction between the two plays exists in that The Homecoming 
is involved with the dynamics of family while Old Times explores time. Max, 
Lenny and Joey of The Homecoming attempt to induce Ruth to remain in 
England to fill the void of the family’s mother; Deeley of Old Times attempts to 
invade and control Kate’s perspective of the past. The action of both plays 
revolves around a woman whom characters attempt to possess in hope of fulfilling
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their needs. There are similarities and differences in the needs elicited by Ruth 
and Kate and in the attempted possession of them by others. Yet, the power 
struggles that result are unique in that the context of the plays differs regarding 
their focus of family and time.
Comparison of the Needs of Ruth and Kate, and the Needs 
They Elicit in the Characters Surrounding Them 
Ruth evokes in the men of The Homecoming societal needs involving the 
family, specifically those of marriage, wife, lover and mother. The needs Kate 
draws forth from Deeley and Anna in Old Times cannot be categorized as neatly. 
They are abstract, and linked to the possession of Kate which Deeley and Anna 
attempt. These needs primarily involve having one’s existence recognized and 
acknowledged, being loved and revered, and most importantly, being needed. 
Deeley and Anna are "needy" characters. Their world revolves around Kate and 
their infinite quest to include themselves within her perspective. While Deeley 
and Anna have similar agendas, there are more variations among the motives of 
Max, Lenny and Joey in causing Ruth to remain. Max and Joey want Ruth to fill 
the void left by Jessie in the family. Max envisions Ruth as his wife, while Joey 
looks forward to a new mother, but Lenny abhors the memory of his deceased 
mother and rebels against the power wielded by a father and mother within a 
family structure. Lenny does want a mother-figure, but for reasons different than 
Joey. While Joey anticipates nurturing, Lenny wishes to vent his rage and
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frustration on Ruth for the perceived injustices he endured from Jessie. A
consistency among the men is that all fantasize of Ruth as their lover, but in
actuality, it is only Max who is earnest in his hope of seducing Ruth. James Hollis \
essentially proposes that because of Lenny’s hatred of women, he is "impotent"
(100). And, as Joey is content to not "go the whole hog" (Homecoming 66) with 
Ruth, his protestations of Max and Lenny’s conjecture of putting Ruth on "the 
game" (72) reflects more an outrage of having his mother prostituted than a lover’s 
jealousy.
Although what the men of The Homecoming want from Ruth may be 
expressed in labels such as wife, mother and lover, these desires translate into the 
woman, Ruth. The men want the corporeality of Ruth. Although it may be 
argued that Lenny needs an abstraction in that the replacement of Jessie by Ruth 
is not a tangible concept, and in that he may be impotent, it is the physical allure 
of Ruth which evokes his feelings of attraction and repulsion. likewise, Joey is 
ambivalent regarding his perception of Ruth as his mother or lover. Yet, Lenny 
does utilize a memory of Jessie evoked by Ruth to fulfill his desire to punish his 
mother vicariously, through Ruth. Anna’s attempt to directly engage Kate in the 
past by likening her to "shimmering" (Old Times 37), dream-like images differs 
from Lenny’s wish. Through the distinction of Lenny desiring Ruth to play the 
role of someone she is not, and Anna wanting Kate as she was, a difference of 
motive is also revealed. Anna’s objective involves luring Kate into her realm to 
monopolize Kate’s attention. To an extent, Lenny subconsciously likens Ruth to
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his dead mother and proceeds to attempt to intimidate Ruth. The action of Anna 
to woo Kate may be viewed as premeditated, while the resulting action of Lenny 
may not. Deeley is tom between embracing Kate’s past and establishing his 
domain of the present. His attempts to point to his life with Kate as an area in 
which Anna is unfamiliar are fleeting because of his faned efforts to affect Kate. 
He is forced to invade Anna’s territory. Both Deeley and Anna strive to acquire 
prominence in an ethereal abstraction, Kate’s past. Inasmuch as the needs of the 
characters surrounding Kate and Ruth differ in degrees between the metaphysical 
and the concrete, both Kate and Ruth desire an existence predicated on sensory 
immersion. Kate craves the isolation of the desert with languid images of 
breathing, and looking through the flaps of a tent to see nothing but sand, and is 
intrigued by the temporal activities of Anna’s life in Sicily. Ruth chooses to 
remain in England within the bosom of brutality rather than returning to America 
and Teddy’s intellectualism.
Both women desire active involvement, but Kate prefers the absence of 
humanity, while Ruth’s choice involves interaction with people. Kate is fascinated 
by the active, physical nature of things, whereas Ruth wishes to become lost amidst 
the activities of the crass. Kate objects to men who are "brutish, crass" (71). Ruth 
decides to remain with Teddy’s family, the constituents of whom may best be 
characterized as brutish and crass. Teddy himself protests too loudly when he 
assures Ruth in their first scene that the men in his family are "not ogres" 
(Homecoming 23). Kate does not regard Deeley as crass, yet excludes him from
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her sphere near the play’s end. Kate would "like to go to the East" (Old Times 
59), or the desert, to  escap e the demands of others, and in expressing this desire 
demonstrates a definitive lack of need. Where Kate would like to be surrounded 
by the "sand" (59) of a desert, Ruth detests the images of "rock" (Homecoming 53) 
and "sand" with which she characterizes America. Desolation is appealing to Kate, 
but Ruth illustrates through her analogy that the sterile environment of America 
does not fulfill her need to lose herself amid salacious cohorts in a subjective 
realm of sensual immersion.
In relating the needs of Ruth and Kate to characters in opposing plays, 
Ruth is similar to Deeley, while Kate resembles Teddy. Obviously, Ruth identifies 
most closely with Max, Lenny and Joey, as she decides to remain with them, but 
in contrasting Pinter’s works, Ruth and Deeley are likened in that they possess 
need. Deeley battles an immovable force in a futile attempt to have his needs 
met. Ruth attains the fulfillment of her needs by manipulating the desires of 
others. Both try to control others whom they believe can fulfill their needs, Ruth 
with success, Deeley with failure. In Kate, there is no indication of need, 
therefore, Deeley can find no tools which will enable him to manipulate. Teddy 
does not allow himself to feel, and any need he may experience, he masks. He 
chooses this solitary existence, having rejected the life of his nuclear family. Kate 
differs from Teddy in that while she chooses to negate her past, she does so 
because of her inherent nature rather than as a result of a calculated decision­
making process. Their likeness in the end rather than the mean is illustrated by
Kate's fondness for the desert, and Ruth's likening her life with Teddy in America 
to rock and sand.
Comparison of the Pasts of Ruth and Kate, and the Effect 
of Time on The Homecoming and Old Times 
Both Ruth and Kate have two pasts. Ruth has her past since meeting 
Teddy, and her past before him, while Kate has her past with and before Deeley. 
The distinction between Ruth’s pasts are more significant than Kate’s because it 
affects the outcome of The Homecoming. Ruth’s memories of her past in England 
influences her decision to remain. Teddy’s estimation of Ruth’s past is different 
than Ruth's version, as Deeley’s recollection of Kate’s past differs from Kate’s. 
Teddy characterizes the water of England as a "filthy urinal" (Homecoming 55), 
while Ruth envisions a "lake" (57). And Deeley’s memory of his private moments 
with Kate of touching "her profoundly all over" (Old Times 31) are juxtaposed by 
what Kate regards as significant in her plastering "his face with dirt" (73). While 
both women destroy their pasts with their husbands, Ruth attempts to reclaim her 
life before Teddy, while Kate symbolically kills not only Deeley, but also the 
representative of her past: Anna (Gabbard 237). Yet, both women were different 
before meeting their husbands. Kate’s one time involvement with poets, writers 
and others with dancers dissipates into an inability to remember in which arts she 
was interested (Old Times 37). Unlike Ruth, Kate does not attempt to retrieve 
her life before marriage, but is content to proceed. While both Ruth and Kate
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prefer an existence o f active involvement over a detached retrospection, Ruth is 
not m  engaged in the present as Kate. Kate reverts to the past with Anna, but 
acts as if she is actively in the present during these regressions. She never 
consciously reminisces except at the play’s end, and even then does so only to 
annihilate any thought of her past having importance. Ruth chooses to reach into 
her past and embraces her life of reaction before Teddy. At various times in The 
Homecoming. Ruth becomes lost in reminiscence, while in Old Times. Kate does 
not.
When Ruth tells Mas she was different before meeting Teddy, Max 
responds by telling her to "live in the present'' f Homecoming 50). Max implies 
that he wants Ruth to react in the present as she did in her past, before meeting 
Teddy. In essence. Max is suggesting that Ruth be as she was. Likewise, Deeley’s 
forays into Kate’s past may be disguised as an attempt to better understand the 
present Kate, but he is obsessed with luring Kate into her past so that he can 
control and manipulate it to his ends. Deeley’s motive lies in wanting Kate to 
need him and believing it necessary to mold her past perspective of him in order 
to accomplish his goal. Max’s motive rests in persuading Ruth to remain to 
complete the old-world family, fulfilling his sexual needs and his need for a wife. 
Both men employ the past to fulfill their needs in the present.
Kate rejects the whole of her past as represented by Anna while Ruth 
rejects her past with Teddy. Ruth rejects not only her past with Teddy, but Teddy 
himself. Sam tells Teddy: "You were always your mother’s favourite"
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CiJiMSfiOimilie &3). The development of Teddy to live a life of detachment may 
have been influenced by Jessie through some manner of encouragement, whether 
verbal or non-verbal. Whether or not Jessie was the direct cause of his intellectual 
distancing is not as important as her deeming him her favorite because of it. 
There is a connection of gender between the two plays in that Jessie represents 
the past shaping of Teddy, and Anna represents the whole of Kate’s past, including 
the involvement of Deeley. Kate rejects Deeley as Ruth does Teddy, and the pasts 
of both men are linked to women. The contexts differ in that Jessie is Teddy’s 
deceased mother and Anna is an old friend of Kate’s, yet a similarity exists in that 
both women are from the past and hover in the present consciousness of the 
characters.
Although the past is more significant in Old Times, it also has an effect on 
the characters in The Homecoming. Ruth’s presence causes Max to reminisce of 
Jessie which instills in him the need for a wife. In Chapter Two of this analysis, 
it is suggested that the story Lenny tells Ruth of the certain lady who "had been 
searching for [him] for days" (Homecoming 30) is actually Jessie. It is Ruth who 
elicits these feelings of contempt Lenny has for his late mother, which he draws 
from his past. And, in his dying breath, Sam resurrects the image of Jessie when 
he gasps: "MacGregor had Jessie in the back of my cab as I drove them along" 
(78). There is little doubt that Joey is influenced in his attraction toward the 
motherly aspect of Ruth by the memory of Jessie. With the exception of Max and 
a single utterance by Sam, the men’s reminiscing of Jessie is never verbalized in
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Kate’s presence. In Old Times, verbal reminiscence of Kate comprises the whole 
of Deeley and Anna's attem pted possession  o f her. In The Homecoming', the men 
do not recall Ruth as she was in the past, but transfer her into the role of Jessie. 
While in itially  a difference may be perceived in the two plays in the nature o f the 
people remembered, a similarity exists that from Kate’s perspective, her past is 
dead, and that Ruth’s succession  to the role of the family’s mother may be 
predestined. In that at the end of Old Times. Kate makes it clear that to  her, her 
past is dead, through the course of the action, Deeley and Anna essentially 
attempt to force her to draw her past into present consciousness. So when Deeley 
and Anna reminisce of their past with Kate, it is not unlike Ruth’s influencing the 
men of Tne Homecoming to draw the deceased Jessie into their consciousness. 
And, if Ruth is destined to fulfill the role of Jessie, the women are functionally 
fused, and the distinction between the two becomes hazy. A similarity exists, then, 
in that both groups of characters surrounding the pivotal women attempt to dictate 
that Kate and Ruth acquiesce to their conceptions of the past. Nevertheless, one 
player in Old Times. Anna, is a direct representative of the past. There is no 
character in The Homecoming who is an embodiment of the past of another living 
character in the play.
In Old Times, time is cyclical, having no effect, while in The Homecoming, 
time is cyclical inasmuch as the result of the passing of time is predestined, but 
time has relevance. The static quality of the final image in Old Times implies that 
the preceding scenario will be infinitely repeated, with no resolution. Deeley will
continue to immerse himself in Kate’s past, only to discover her absence. Time 
is cyclical in The Homecoming tr that the progression of unstable wives in the 
lineage of Max’s family continues through Ruth’s decision to remain in England. 
But the filling of this role by Ruth reflects more of a predestined nature of time 
rather than a cycle, beetle time moves forward in a succession of "diseased" 
women. However, Teddy may represent a cyclical manifestation of time, as he 
returns to America without Ruth to be the sole parent of three boys, much as Max 
raised three boys without Jessie.
Kate’s tine n the first act: "Oh, I continue" (Old Times! 39), responding 
to what she does when Deeley is away, is indicative of her treatment of time. 
Kate moves forward. Ruth looks into her past. Kate’s action of destroying the 
past is affecteu not only by the nature of her character, but is also a result of the 
cyclical quality of time in Old Times. The two causes are linked in that Kate does 
not change in her refusal to embrace the past; she is constant, resisting the 
temptation of Deeley and Anna to embrace the past. Ruth needs no coaxing 
toward her choice of attempting to resuiTect her life before Teddy. Although the 
outcome of The Homecoming may be viewed as predetermined, the inevitable 
outcome revolves around Ruth’s predilections before she arrives. It is Ruth who 
is destined to fulfill the role of Jessie, but only because she needs the real 
environment of the old-world family, which to her is a reclamation of her old 
existence. Ruth, then, makes a dynamic choice to fulfill a predestined outcome, 
hile Kate chooses only to remain as she is.
Comparison of the Attempted Possessions of Ruth and Kate
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One method utilized in the attempted possessions of Ruth and Kate 
involves wooing. Max, Deeley and Anna all use flattery toward their goal of 
gaining the favor of the women. Max opens the second act by saying he has the 
feeling Ruth is a "first-rate cook" (Homecoming 45). Later, in Ruth’s presence, 
Max assures Teddy that he does not disapprove of marriage, and that Teddy "made 
a wonderful choice" (49) in choosing Ruth as his wife. Shortly thereafter, Max 
tells Ruth she is "a charming woman" (49). Max’s objective in charming Ruth 
wavers amidst conceptions of a woman as wife and lover. His ultimate goal is to 
make Ruth his wife, with the thought of exploring her sexuality with their 
marriage. An example of Anna’s appealing to Kate occurs when Anna asks her: 
"How can you say that, when I’m looking at you now, seeing you so shyly poised 
over me, looking down at me (Old Times 35). Anna’s goal in comforting Kate 
supersedes any form of misguided sexual connotation. The root of her intention 
also goes beyond attempting to draw Kate into the past or in gaining an advantage 
in her competition with Deeley. Anna seeks to capture Kate’s focus, to induce 
Kate to recognize her as worthy of inclusion. Deeley’s main objective in wooing 
Kate is identical to that of Anna. Deeley charms Kate, inducing her to smile after 
her bath. When he perceives her smile wane, he asks that she "[d]o it again" (61), 
in fear that her favor dissipates. Deeley only briefly stresses to Anna that the 
sexual realm of Kate belongs to him. His gloating at the beginning of Act Two of 
how the beds in which he and Kate sleep "are susceptible to any amount of
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permutation" (48) is quickly abandoned to pursue the past. The sexual aspect of 
possessing a woman is not the primary focus of Old Times, whereas in The 
Homecoming, seduction is the motivational key.
One aspect of Deeley’s desire to possess Kate has to do with the gender, 
but not sexuality specifically. As a man, Deeley finds the bond between the two 
women difficult to invade. Deeley seems to identify more readily with Anna than 
Kate, because he, like Anna, has a share in Kate’s past and both are engaged in 
an attempt to crack her reticence. To Deeley, Kate represents the quintessential 
mysterious woman which Deeley terms the "classic female posture" (36). There 
is a difference in the psyches of men and women, which Pinter utilizes to the 
extreme, in the chasm between Deeley and Kate. His ability to become one with 
Kate in the physical sense to him is insufficient. What he truly desires is a mental 
and emotional coupling. With Max unconcerned and Joey just beginning to learn, 
Lenny appears to be the one man in The Homecoming motivated by the 
ambiguities of a woman. Yet, unlike Deeley’s desire to become immersed with 
Kate, Lenny’s understanding of women drives him toward isolation. Lenny’s 
perception fills him more with loathing than longing, and ultimately motivates his 
attempted destruction of Ruth. Yet, the cognition and fascination is present in 
Lenny as well as Deeley. In the presence of Ruth, Joey is primarily passive in his 
hope of securing her favor. Joey’s approach is unique compared to Anna and 
Deeley of Old Times, with the exception of one sequence. After Deeley loses his
composure when Kate tells him to go if he does not like the company and
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situation, she calms him:
KATE
What do you think attracted her to you?
DEELEY
I don’t know. What?
KATE






She wanted to comfort my face, in the way only a 
woman can?
KATE
She was prepared to extend herself to you.
DEELEY
I beg your pardon?
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KATE




You were so unlike the others. We knew men who 
were brutish, crass.
DEELEY




But I was crass, wasn’t I, looking up her skirt?
KATE
That’s not crass. (Old Times 70-1)
This brief section in which Deeley displays vulnerability is the closest he comes to 
his goal. And it is through passivity that Kate is allowed to enter. He is so 
consumed in the active pursuit of Kate, his aggressiveness deflects any part of her 
which may be willing to seep into him. Whether Kate would permit a continuous
intimacy if Deeiey were to abandon his combativeness, however, is speculative. 
At the play’s end, Deeiey lies across Kate’s lap in supplication, receiving no 
response from her. This action could be interpreted as an attempt by Deeiey to 
demonstrate passivity. But Kate’s lack of response probably indicates her certainty 
that it is only a gesture, and that Deeiey will resume his cycle of inquisitive 
discontent. What Deeiey receives from Kate in this short sequence is the 
emotional equivalent of what Joey receives from Ruth sexually in being alone with 
her for two hours and not "going the whole hog" (Homecoming 68). It is arguable 
that because of Joey’s docility, Ruth allows him "love play" (73), and that because 
of the irascibility of Max and vindictiveness of Lenny, they will not be allowed 
even a glimpse of Ruth’s sexual nature. It is true that Ruth chooses the life of the 
old-world jungle, but her decision is predicated not on a desire to copulate 
indiscriminately, but the thrill of engagement in activity, and specifically of battles 
of will and mind-games. And stringing Max and Lenny along while Joey is content 
to play is certainly a ploy of a sexual game. Max becomes immersed in this ruse, 
as he demonstrates at the play’s end when he tells Ruth of Joey: "You think 
you’re just going to get that big slag all the time? You think you’re just going to 
have him ..."  (81). Regardless, Ruth rewards the meekest of the men; Kate gives 
to Deeiey at his weakest moment.
Deeiey rationalizes his failure to interchange with Kate by characterizing 
her as lacking curiosity (Old Times 23) and having "no understanding whatsoever" 
(36). And Anna is similar in her frustration in labeling Kate "shy" (64). Max and
Lenny adopt a harsher tactic in justifying their rejection. Max complains that 
Jessie was a "slutbitch" (Homecoming 47), and implies that his mother was 
diseased, requiring "the leading psychiatrists" (47). It may be inferred, also, that 
Lenny is speaking of his mother when he describes to Ruth a lady "falling apart 
with the pox" (30), whom Ruth characterizes as being "diseased" (31). Both Max 
and Lenny refer to Jessie as a whore, as "the pox ' is associated with syphilis. 
Lenny has never truly progressed beyond the real or perceived injustices Jessie 
heaped upon him. He views all women as representative of Jessie, and therefore 
the lady of his story represents not only Jessie, but Ruth. Max expects of Ruth the 
infidelity of Jessie. At the end of the play, he begins to articulate his suspicions: 
"I’ve got a funny idea she’ll do the dirty on us, you want to bet?" (81). In essence, 
then, both Max and Lenny rationalize their failed attempts in the sexual possession 
of Ruth by categorizing her a slut. Their solace, of course, is hollow, in that if she 
is a whore, why does she succumb to the sexual desires of others, while excluding 
them. Max clarifies their logic when, in the final scene, he warns Lenny: "She’ll 
use us, she’ll make use of us, I can tell you!" (81). The reasoning is that there is 
something wrong in the minds of Ruth and Jessie that cause them to deceive and 
hurt, which may be traced to the disease of Max’s mother. At the beginning of 
Act Two, Max, reminiscing of Jessie, states: "What a mind" (46). The significance 
of the line is marked by Pinter with pauses before and after. Max reflects on what 
he envisions as the vindictiveness of Jessie’s warped mental equilibrium. The 
defense of Deeley and Anna is similar to Lenny’s and Max’s when the difference
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in the types of possession attempted is taken into account. All four maintain there 
is a fault within the woman desired which inhibits the fruition of their goals.
Comparison of the Power Struggles in 
The Homecoming and Old Times
A difference in the power struggles of the plays rests in Ruth battling Max 
and Lenny directly while the battle for Kate is waged between Deeley and Anna. 
The distinction is lessened to one of form if Anna is considered an aspect of Kate. 
While Anna represents Kate’s past, Kate remains disengaged until the conclusion 
of Old Times. Conversely, Ruth appears removed at the end of The Homecoming, 
but more involved than Kate during the course of the play. Both women display 
a sparsity of verbiage. Neither ever completely relinquish their command, buit, for 
the most part, Kate assumes a great level of control when she is speaking. When 
reminiscing, Ruth is at her most vulnerable. Kate reminisces only once during the 
whole of a play whose core theme is memory. This occurs at the end of Old 
Times, and at this moment, she is at the peak of her strength. Kate’s only other 
speech of any length is her discourse on wanting to go to the "East" (Old Times 
59). Here Kate reveals her preference of the desert over the city, which is similar 
to Ruth disclosing her yearning for life before Teddy in her speech of the "large 
white water tower" (Homecoming 57). Ruth spurns her life in America with 
Teddy, Kate her life in London with Anna and Deeley. Yet, Ruth affords Lenny 
hope in that she idealizes her past in London, while Kate’s ideal is a projection
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which precludes Anna and Deeley. Also, when Ruth offers that she was "different" 
(50) when site met. Teddy, she reveals herself to Max, Lenny and Joey, and 
provides them with insight for their attempted possession. When Ruth is not 
recalling the past, however, her selec ive language is effective in exerting her will. 
Her Erst scene with Lenny is an example of Ruth saying little and maintaining 
complete control. Once Anna enters in Old Times. Kate is never in the presence 
of just one character, riveted solely on her. While the focus may be on Kate, the 
objective of Deeley and Anna is to win her favor, which, for the most part, 
precludes imposing immediate demands on her. The one instance when Deeley 
approaches forcing Kate to choose between Anna and him is curtailed by Kate’s: 
"If you don’t like it go" (Old Times 67). Rarely in the presence of Ruth do the 
men of The Homecoming talk among themselves to influence Ruth. When Lenny 
mocks Teddy’s "Doctorship of Philosophy" (Homecoming 51) in an attempt to 
discredit Ruth’s husband, Ruth brings the focus to her with a speech that "captures 
[their] attention" (53). Kate objects to being spoken of "as if [she] were dead” 
(Old Times 34), and while both Ruth and Late in essence request that they not 
be forgotten, Kate does not demand that attention be given her.
The initial dialogues between Deeley and Kate, and, Teddy and Ruth, are 
similar in that both Teddy and Deeley want reassurance from their spouses. And, 
in both cases, Kate and Ruth are reluctant to comply. The contextual difference 
is that Deeley wants information regarding Anna to assure him that his importance 
in Kate’s life is not in danger; Teddy wants to be reassured that he is not in peril
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regarding his family. Both involve fears of (he past. Teddy remembers the 
brutality o f his family, while Deeley is ignorant o f Kate’s past with Anna. Teddy’s 
and Dcelcy’s fears o f  the known and unknown, respectively, are indicative of the 
representative power struggles involving Ruth and Kate. The men o f Th.fi 
liMBdhMtUg pursue the known irt that the sensuality of Ruth is visible before 
them in a living, breathing entity. Deeley and Anna compete for the unknown, or 
rather, the unknowable intangible of Kate’s favor in the past. It is not necessary 
for Kate to be immediately engaged in a struggle of this type. But, Ruth will 
naturally become active in a fight for her physicality. A simplistic way of viewing 
the distinction is that Max, Lenny and Joey fight for Ruth’s body, while Deeley and 
Anna fight for Kate’s spirit.
There is a similarity in the power structure of the battles occurring in the 
two plays. If the men in The Homecoming who want Ruth to remain in England: 
Max, Lenny and Joey, are considered a cohesive force, the odd-man-out concept 
is present in both works. For varying motives, using various means, Max, Lenny 
and Joey attempt to w rest Ruth from Teddy. The struggle in Old Times is cyclical 
because the element of time is not clearly chronological. Initially it w'ould appear 
that it is Anna who attempts to lure Kate from the signiticance of her marriage, 
and within the given circumstances of Old Times, this line holds true. But if Anna 
is memory and ever-present, the converse may hold true in that it is Deeiey who 
must wrest Kate from Anna. Both options are valid and occur simultaneously. In 
The Homecoming. Ruth and Teddy arrive, and the men proceed to force Teddy
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our of the triangle and back to America. Deeley’s competition never leaves. 
Teddy’s will to fight is not as strong as the will of either Deeley or Anna, a result 
of Teddy’s past. Also, in that one’s personality development may be affected by 
the environment in which one is reared, Teddy’s emotional distancing began to be 
shaped in childhood. And to return to the place where that formation began 
serves to further affect Teddy in remaining disengaged while his family steals his 
wife.
Anna minimalizes Kate's fife with Deeley, while Lenny discredits the fife 
of Ruth with Teddy. Anna comments on the distance between Deeley and Kate 
when she states: "listen. What silence. Is it always this silent?", and continues: 
"How wise you were to choose this part of the world, and how sensible and 
courageous of you both to stay permanently in such a silence" (Old Times 19). 
Lenny’s attack is focused on America, yet reflects Teddy:
. . . It’s funny, because I’d have thought that in the 
United States of America, I mean with the sun and all 
that, the open spaces, on the old campus, all the 
social whirl, all the stimulation of it all, all your kids 
and all that, to have fun with, down by the pool, the 
Greyhound buses and all that, tons of iced water, all 
the comfort of those Bermuda shorts and all that, on 
the old campus, no time of the day or night you can’t 
get a cup of coffee or a Dutch gin, I’d have thought
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you’d have grown more forthcoming, not less.
Lenny’s indictment is of Teddy’s lack of involvement, yet through his sarcastic 
tone, Lenny may also infer that the existence of Teddy and Ruth in this carnival­
like atmosphere is absurd. Both Anna’s and Lenny’s disparagements involve the 
locations in which the married couples live. Anna is positive, yet ironic, while 
Lenny is blatantly sarcastic. Both use the environments as a means of criticizing 
the dormant nature of the respective marriages. Anna equates the solitude of the 
surroundings to Deeley and Kate’s lack of interaction, while Lenny contrasts the 
activity of America to Teddy’s withdrawal. Anna indirectly suggests that Deeley 
does not know how to become one with Kate. Lenny intimates that Teddy will not 
allow himself to become one with Ruth.
Deeley and Teddy both exhibit signs of jealousy in their respective games 
of odd-man-out. While Deeley’s jealousy is almost continuous, Teddy is sporadic 
in his displays. In the second act, Teddy enters, asking Lenny of Ruth: "'What 
have you been saying to her?" (58). He offers Ruth her coat, urging her to put it 
on, and Lenny asks Ruth for a dance. Teddy asserts: "No. We’re going" (58). At 
this point, Teddy demonstrates an urgent obsessiveness of Ruth. Later in the act, 
as the men discuss keeping Ruth, Teddy contradicts: "The best thing for her is to 
come home with me, Dad. Really, We’re married, you know" (70). Teddy 
initially resists the absorption of Ruth into the family. The most striking examples 
of Deeley’s jealousy occur when he commands: "Stop that!" (Old Times 35) in
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response to Anna soothing Kate, and his thwarted ultimatum: ", . . why should 
I waste valuable space listening to two (67). The examples for both Deeley and 
Teddy reveal their fear of becoming the odd man out and the action taken to 
prevent it.
The jealousy of both Deeley and Teddy is justified. Kate does abandon her 
present self and present existence with Deeley, actively becoming as she was in the 
past with Anna. Although Ruth is able to distinguish between being in the present 
or past, she does yearn for her past. In the second act, Ruth’s line to Teddy: "But 
;f Fd been a nurse in the Italian campaign I would have been there before" 
(Homecoming 55), through the gleaning of Lenny’s earlier usage, indicates a 
reversion to her old ways in the old-world family. Ruth mocks Teddy through his 
existence among the subjective intelligentsia, after frolicking with Lenny and Joey. 
She asks Teddy: "Have your family read your critical works?" (61). The sequence 
toward the end of Old Times in which Kate states’ "She fell in love with you" 
(Old Times 70), has the same effect as Ruth’s derision of Teddy. Although Kate 
does not intend to hurt, if the play’s outcome is considered, her calming of Deeley, 
in effect, ridicules him.
Teddy abandons the triangular struggle of The Homecoming. It may be 
conjectured then, that Max, Lenny and Joey win the battle for Ruth. But it is 
Ruth who chooses to remain, and ultimately, it is her victory. During the final 
scene in which she speaks, Ruth effectively procures her conditions in remaining 
with the men. Lenny agrees to Ruth’s stipulation: "I would naturally want to draw
up an inventory of everything I would need, which would require your signature
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in the presence of witnesses" (Homecoming 77). Kate, too, in her final 
monologue, quells the protestations of demand of Deeley and Anna, symbolically 
destroying them. She begins by telling Anna: "I remember you dead" (Old Times 
71), and recalls plastering Deeley’s "face with dirt" (73). Kate concludes by 
relating that no "one at all" (73), neither Deeley nor Anna, had slept in the bed 
opposite hers. Ruth gets what she wants in insuring that her material comfort be 
provided, while Kate acquires her desire to be left alone. It may appear that the 
men of The Homecoming are in better stead than Deeley and Anna in that they 
have not been overtly banished toward the play’s close, as have the two 
combatants from Old Times. But the final scenes of the plays are strikingly 
similar. Kate remains motionless, "sitti?ig on [a] divan" (75), as Anna, and then 
Deeley, move about in a ritualized reenactment of Anna’s reminiscence. Ruth "sits 
relaxed in her chair” (Homecoming 80) as Max moves about, ultimately falling to 
his knees, crawling around her chair, all the while uttering a paranoid plea that he 
not be forgotten or ignored. There is another similarity in that both Max and 
Deeley implore Ruth and Kate, respectively, to acknowledge them. From his 
Knee.*, »iux begs ro>-" (?7 w h ile  IX dev "v ?s across [Kate’s] lap” (Old
Times 74) in supplication. The women do not act to fulfill these entreaties. 
During Max’s display, Lenny stands still, and Joey kneels at Ruth’s chair, placing 
his head in her lap. For the remainder of the action, Ruth lightly touches J oey’s 
head. This action may signify that Joey will get what he wants from Ruth as a
mother-figure. And Lenny may have gained a woman with whom to verbally spar. 
But the question of whether any of the men will gain a concubine remains highly 
ambiguous. Max’s fear may indicate that among the three men remaining, he may 
be the odd-man-out in that he will not acquire his objective of Ruth as his wife. 
Regardless, while there is little doubt in Old Times that Deeley and Anna have 
been completely severed from Kate’s grace, there exists an element of doubt that 
even Joey and Lenny of the three men remaining at the end of The Homecoming, 
will realize the fruition of their objectives concerning Ruth.
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CHAPTER FIVE
THE ISSUES OF NEED, POSSESSION AND POWER. ASJTH.SY R ELATE 
TO RUTH AND KA1E IN PRODUCTION
In March of 1990, the rehearsal process began for a production of Harold 
Pinter’s The Homecoming with the following cast:
Max ............................................................................Robert Rittgers
L en n y .........................................................................  Jeff D. Myhre
Sam ..............................................................................Calvin Phillips
Joey ................................................................................  Jeff Meece
T ed d y .......................................................................   Don Forsman
R u th ................................................................................................ Sue Morrison
The costumes were designed by Sarah Rylee, and the makeup design was by 
Katherine Jacobs. Richard Wittlief II designed the sound, while the scenic and 
lighting designer was Dan Borgen. The play was performed April 26-29 of 1990 
in the Burtness Theatre on the campus of the University of North Dakota.
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The rehearsal process for a production of Harold Pinter’s Old Times began 
in Januaiy of 1991 with the following cast:
Deeley .................................................................. , . Jeff D. Myhre
K a te ................................................................ Dawn Dorene Auger
A nna ......................................................................... Elizabeth Farris
Costumes were designed by Dan Borgen, makeup by Jan Blount. The lighting 
designer was Richard Wittlief II, and the sound was designed by Jason Westphal.
Jan Blount was the scenic designer. Performances were held February 24-27 of 
1991 in the Burtness Theatre. The productions of both The Homecoming and Old 
Times were directed by the writer of this analysis.
The directing process involved discovering the dynamics of portraying 
through performance the issues of need, possession and power by Ruth and Kate. 
The emphasis in working with both actresses was on objectives, actions and the 
results of the characters’ actions. One way of arriving at an objective is through 
askiro the question of what the character wants. The action may be perceived as 
what the actress or character does to get what she wants, and is expressed in the 
form of an active verb. If the objective is translated into a state of action, the 
director and actor may then explore the varying physical manifestations of playing 
the infinitive. The results of the character’s actions may be rephrased by the actor 
into the question: Did I get what I want? The initial objective results in an 
action, and the question of whether the character gets what she wants is important 
in that if the objective is attained by means of the action, the actor is free to
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pursue another objective. If the character does not get what she wants, another 
action must be utilized or the original objective abandoned.
The issues of need, possession and power translate quite succinctly into the 
director’s approach using objective, action, and result. The want of an objective 
may also be interpreted as a need. The attempted possessions of Ruth and Kate 
resulting in power struggles necessitate action from the women in either resisting 
or acquiescing, depending on their objectives. Whether a particular power struggle 
continues depends on the effectiveness of a character’s actions. If, through an 
action, a character achieves her objective, she has emerged victorious in that 
particular struggle for power.
The primary need of Ruth is to revert to a life of physical and emotional 
immersion. This objective gains strength through the course of The Homecoming. 
She does not enter the home of Max having already decided to stay. Her need is 
dynamic in that it is influenced by the attempted possessions of Lenny and Max 
and the resulting conflicts. Ruth at times resists the men’s aggression, and at times 
seemingly succumbs to it. The power struggles occur when she resists the men’s 
advances. Even when Ruth submits to a desire of one of the men, it is because 
her objective is in accordance with his.
In implementing these concepts, the choice of a selectivity of movement was 
made concerning Ruth. The choice was made in part to display Ruth’s strength. 
While Ruth remains still, the contrast of the activity of the men around her
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establishes Ruth’s refusal to succumb to their efforts to intimidate her and to lure 
her toward their objectives. The men remain ignorant as to the effect their actions 
have on Ruth. Yet, Ruth is not immobile and the process involved deciding upon 
the actions which would reveal subtle clues of her objectives. Perhaps the most 
indicative of Ruth’s desires were her blocking or movement patterns.
In her first scene, the lights come up to reveal Ruth and Teddy standing in 
the house. The decision was made for Ruth to remain standing near the front 
door, while during the first few lines of dialogue, Teddy moved about the room. 
The objectives of Ruth and Teddy were to survey the environment, while the 
contrast in actions portrayed the nervousness of Teddy and the calm strength of 
Ruth. When Teddy exits to go upstairs to "have a look" (Homecoming 21), the 
blocking choice was for Ruth to walk across the room, touching the chair Teddy 
stated was his father’s as she crossed. She then walked back to the chair, which 
she knelt behind and stroked until Teddy re-entered. Her action of stroking Max’s 
chair was intended to foreshadow her need for control. His chair was established 
as the position of power within the room, and her action represented her desire 
to usurp the throne. The actress playing Ruth chose to close her position to 
Teddy by crossing her arms during her line stating that she does not want anything. 
Her decision was then to unfold her arms when Teddy states: ". . . there was 
a wall" (21), opening herself to the symbol of Jessie, the partially removed wall. 
The subtle action of opening tier stance was intended to contrast her resistance to
the doting of Teddy with her willingness to comprehend the implication of a 
household bereft of a w om an’s influence, As Teddy ends his line with: "My 
mother was dead" (21), Pinter gives the stage direction for Ruth to sit. The 
director chose Max’s chair as the place she finally seated herself, coupling the 
symbols of Jessie’s past influence and Max’s current power through her action. 
The need for Ruth to mother coupled with a desire for control were the objectives 
attempted to be conveyed. The actress fondled Max’s chair in which she was 
seated, and looked away from Teddy on Ruth’s line: "I think . . .  the children . .  
. might be missing us” (22). The ambivalence of Ruth in her concern for her 
children and her need to become immersed in a struggle for power within the old- 
world family was evidenced through the action of the actress in fondling the 
"throne" while delivering the line: "I think . . .  the children . . . might be missing 
us." Her focus away from Teddy was intended to signify that he had little 
relevance in her dilemma. Another subtle action intended to display Ruth’s 
disdain for her life with Teddy occurred when Teddy tells Ruth that she needs 
some rest. The actress playing Ruth resisted his entreaty by folding her arms and 
looking straight ahead. The intent was that what Ruth needs is not the hovering 
urgings of Teddy to remain uninvolved, but a rekindling of her life of action. In 
retrospect, there was not nearly enough resistance from Teddy when Ruth asks for, 
and receives the key to the house. This moment could have been played sis an 
early test of power between the two. Earlier, when Ruth rose from the chair
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Having decided she is going far a walk, Teddy remained kneeling by the chair to 
deliver his line: "But what am I going to do?" (24). The positioning o f Ruth 
standing,, while Teddy delivered this tine kneeling reinforced Ruth’s control. Also 
to establish Ruth’s dominance with Teddy, a director’s decision was made: Before 
exiting, Ruth gently pushed 1 eddy away after a brief kiss.
In Ruth’s first scene with Lenny, Ruth was blocked to deliver her line: T in 
his wife" (28), from under the remnant of the removed wall, in response to Lenny’s 
comment that she must be connected with Teddy in some way. Through the 
symbolic placement of Ruth during this line, it was hoped that the link between 
Ruth and Jessie would be conveyed. Also, in that Lenny had already begun a 
battle of wills, the obstacle of Ruth’s marriage in confounding any attempted 
sexual conquest would be supplemented by the idea that she entertains ideas of 
becoming the new matron of the house. Ruth’s pleasure in becoming submerged 
in a power struggle was portrayed t hrough her toying with the glass of water Le nny 
offers before drinking. As discussed, the water selves as a symbol of sex, and 
Ruth teased Lenny by three times beginning to drink, only to lower the glass 
before she actually drank. Ruth remained sitting in Max’s chair as Lenny moved 
about, delivering his speeches of the lady falling apart with the pox and the old 
woman with the iron mangle. Although Lenny’s main action was to intimidate, or 
to frighten, through an economy of movement, Ruth portrayed her strength. When 
Lenny becomes irritated that his objective is not realized and attempts to relieve
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Ruth o f her glass, the blocking decision made was to demonstrate that the sexual 
favors of Ruth are ultimately hers to either give or refuse, Pinter’s instructions are 
for Ruth to stand and move to him with the glass. The director expanded this to 
Ruth forcing Lenny to lie back on the sofa as she perched above him. The picture 
was suggestive. Ruth’s downstage knee rested between Lenny’s legs as she 
instructed Lenny to put his head back and open his mouth, and then to lie on the 
floor, stating; T il pour it down your throat” (34), Also intended was that Ruth 
is not adverse to confrontation, but thrives and excels in it. Her final line before 
exiting: "Oh, 1 was thirsty" (35), was blocked to be delivered front under the arch. 
Again, the connection was intended between Ruth and Jessie. Ruth has been 
longing for worthy, or at least, willing opponents, and through the void created by 
the absence o f Jessie, has found an ideal setting to satisfy her need.
In her final scene of the first act, Ruth remained standing in one place as 
Max rants about the "stinking pox-ridden slut in [his] house , . (41). Again,
there was contrast between Ruth’s stillness and the movement of her aggressor. 
Max adopts a gracious manner toward Ruth following the scene’s violence. Pinter 
instructs Max to gesture with his stick to induce Ruth to come to him. At that 
time, Ruth was blocked upstage and slightly stage-left of Max. The logical route 
and the path Max expected her to take to him was by walking downstage. Instead, 
Ruth was blocked to walk stage-right, and then downstage in an arc, essentially 
covering the entire circumference of the set. The purpose of this movement
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pattern was to convey Ruth's resistance to being manipulated, to rebel against 
Max's earlier reception.
At the beginning o f Act Two as Joey enters with a coffee tray, a blocking 
decision was made for the actor to become confused in what to do with the tray. 
Ruth was directed to gently pull and then caress his ear in guiding him. This 
action was intended to reveal Ruth’s inclination toward possessing Joey. A mixed 
m essage was given to Joey of a mother’s reprimand of ear-pulling and playing with 
the ears as a lover. The actress demonstrated that Ruth takes pleasure in 
confusing Joey in the struggle for possession and power.
Max was seated in his chair during his discourse at the beginning of Act 
Two. Ruth was seated on the sofa nearest Max, with Lenny beside her. Sam was 
seated at the table, stage-right, where he was joined by Joey, after Joey initially 
stood next to Ruth. The table, Max’s chair, and the sofa were in close proximity, 
grouped in a triangle. Teddy sat in a lone chair, stage-left. This picture was 
intended to portray Ruth’s acceptance into the bosom of the family, the placement 
of Teddy foreshadowing his status as the odd-man-out. Also, that Ruth does not 
occupy the chair which she earlier cherished portends contention. The actress 
playing Ruth uncrossed her legs and leaned forward when she began the line: "I 
was . . ." (50). She then stood when completing the thought of being different 
when she first met Teddy. Ruth, at her most vulnerable, weakens herself through 
the movement of standing, and symbolically exposes herself before the family.
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After Max’s speech reassuring Ruth to "live in the present" (50), Ruth was blocked 
to walk to behind Max's chair, which he had earlier vacated. And, as Teddy spoke 
of the good life he and Ruth have in America, Ruth crossed around toward the 
front of Max's chair, sitting in it at the end of Teddy’s speech. The implication 
was that Ruth was entertaining Max’s suggestion to live in the present, to seine the 
opportunity presented by the old-world family, and that Teddy’s recollection of 
their life in America finalized her decision. Ruth’s repugnance with Teddy and 
their life together was portrayed visually through her sitting in the power posi tion 
of the British family in response to Teddy’s accolade of his and Ruth’s life in 
America.
The director and the actress playing Ruth worked together toward the 
physicalizution of Ruth’s reminiscence of the house near the lake where Ruth used 
to model. The otherwise stiff stance of Ruth began to relax as she began her 
speech, rose from Max’s chair and crossed to lean on the edge of the sofa. From 
this position, Ruth crossed behind the length of the sofa and then turned to lie on 
it. As she lay on the sofa, she kicked off her shoes, and toward the end of her 
speech, began to rub the back of the sofa with her upstage foot. Intended to be 
conveyed through Ruth’s actions was her need to become immersed in what was 
once her past. Ruth begins to lose herself. The brutality of the household begins 
to elicit longing for her life before Teddy. Ruth’s uninhibited luxuriating during 
the reminiscence visually demonstrated her need.
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Ruth’s transition from lover to mother between the scenes in which she 
dances with Lenny and Joey and then becomes tyrannical in her demands was 
accomplished through the means of a power struggle. Pinter's stage directions call 
for Joey and Ruth to roll from the sofa on to the floor, arid for Ruth to suddenly 
push Joey away and to stand up after Lenny touches Ruth gently with his foot. 
The director added business that indicated a more pronounced struggle for control. 
Initially, when they rolled off the sofa, Ruth landed on top of Joey. Joey explored 
this position, but found it unsatisfactory and rolled back into the dominant 
position. Nearly immediately, Ruth pushed Joey from her. And when he began 
to climb on top of her again, Ruth pushed him to his back, her hand in the middle 
of his chest to steady herself while rising. Ruth then stepped directly over Joey’s 
face in beginning her walk to the chair of prominence. Joey’s unwillingness to 
relinquish sexual control prompts Ruth to establish her dominance. This blocking 
demonstrated that Ruth will allow herself to be possessed sexually only on her 
terms, and inasmuch, will be the aggressor, the one who actually possesses. The 
sexual battle is not won by Ruth, as Joey does not submit to her wishes, but she 
suspends any further activity, and commands the complete attention of the men 
with subsequent demands.
Pinter’s stage direction instructing Ruth to walk around the room was 
embellished during Teddy’s discourse in which he speaks of operating "on things 
and not in things" (61). During his speech in which he castigates his family by
likening them to objects, the actress playing Ruth transversed the entire 
circumference of the stage, stopping at the sideboard to fondle dishes and then at 
the bookshelf to touch the knickknacks. Ruth then became mesmerized by a 
"water-globe" she took from a shelf, picked up the remaining apple from the table 
and walked to the chair, sitting at the end of Teddy’s speech and biting the apple 
before the blackout. Ruth’s action revealed her immersion in the palpable life of 
objects. By touching objects and becoming intrigued with the fluttering specks in 
the "water-globe," Ruth loses the intellectual distancing which Teddy purports. 
Earlier in the play, the choice of the director and the actor playing Sam was for 
Sam to bite into one of the two apples on the table, and then to spit it out. Sam’s 
action was in response to his revulsion with Max and all Max represents. Ruth’s 
favorable inclination toward the apple, coupled with her sitting in Max’s chair, was 
designed to portray her acceptance of the household’s lifestyle.
During the final scene, significant costume and makeup choices were made 
for Ruth. The director wanted Ruth to appear severe and older in the last scene. 
The designer costumed Ruth in an unadorned suit without stockings, while the 
makeup artist put Ruth’s hair in a tight bun and applied a paler base makeup. 
The reason for the decision was to visually bridge :he distinction between Ruth 
and Jessie in providing Ruth a matronly appearance, and 4o strengthen her 
appearance during the scene of negotiation. During this scene, Ruth was seated 
in what had become her chair, while Lenny and Max stood on either side of her.
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The intention was to present Ruth as the executive with Lenny and Max as her 
underlings, hovering around her, clinging to her every word. When Sam comes 
forward with his final indictment against Jessie and Max, the actor playing Sam 
was blocked to land after his collapse with his head at the feet of Ruth. The 
symbolism was to convey that Ruth’s need to mother could now be fulfilled in 
England, with the demise of the family’s mother-figure. Also, through the 
proximity of Sam to Ruth, Max was forced to crawl over Sam’s body when circling 
Ruth. It was hoped that this action would indicate Ruth’s ascension to the power 
position of matriarch. As stated in Chapter Four of this analysis, Ruth remains 
motionless during the closing sequence, and for the most part, stillness was a 
choice of the director and the actress to demonstrate Ruth’s power and control 
throughout the play.
In Old Times. Kate’s primary need is not contingent upon the characters 
around her. Although Kate desires nothing from the other characters, a main 
objective may be derived by concentrating on her primary motivating action. Kate 
ultimately is driven to destroy Deeley and Anna, but a less extreme action, more 
practical in working within the progression of the play, is to pursue a life of 
tranquility and peace. From the nature of Kate’s motivation, it follows that the 
majority of the power struggle occurs between Deeley and Anna. Kate 
occasionally intercedes, but it will be necessary to explore some of the blocking
patterns of Deeley and Anna in relation to Kate to discuss the issues as they 
pertain to Kate in production.
In the opening scene between Deeley and Kate, Kate was directed to look 
to where Anna stood by the window when she recalled that Anna used to steal her 
underwear. Through Kate’s focus, an indication was given that because the past 
which Deeley strives to possess is hers, the power of the scene resides with her, 
Kate demonstrated her need to evade scrutiny when Deeley told her that he will 
be watching her to see if Anna is the same person. With Deeley blocked standing 
behind Kate’s divan, she first uncurled her legs from under her and brought them 
to the floor, completely closing herself from him. Then, as Deeley moved to sit 
beside her, Kate walked to the opposite divan and sat in a closed position. This 
was a tangible demonstration of Kate’s resistance to the pursuit of Deeley,
The actress playing Kate made the character choice of sitting on the d; axis 
with her legs curled under her. This physicalization revealed Kate’s self-absorption 
and disregard for the battle which raged about her. Also, her decisions in moving 
from this position were strategic in revealing Kate’s character. When Anna 
entered the scene, Kate uncurled her legs and put her feet on the floor, opening 
herself totally to Anna. Kate, then, embraced her past in response to Deeley’s 
paranoia of it. When Kate prepared Anna’s coffee, remembering to add milk and 
sugar, and then brought Deeley a black coffee, upon returning to the coffee table, 
Kate was blocked to prepare her own cup with her back to the others. While a
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minor moment in the play, this choice sought to further illustrate Kate’s need for 
privacy. Having once prepared her coffee, Kate crossed to the chair and sat, 
isolating herself by making it impossible for either Deeley or Anna to sit beside 
her. Deeley then usurps Kate’s initiative by pouring brandy for everyone, and 
when Deeley handed Kate her glass, the actress registered her displeasure by 
deliberately placing the glass on the floor and returning to her coffee. This swift 
manipulation of a property by the actress illuminated a confrontation between 
Kate and Deeley. The paradox of Kate’s etherealness coupled with her desire to 
be involved in activity was displayed visually by the actress during her line: "'Yes, 
I quite like those kinds of things, doing it" (Old Times 21). As she sat on the 
chair, her cup and saucer rested, without the aid o ‘ her hands to provide balance, 
on one leg, which was crossed over the other. The precarious, almost floating 
appearance of the cup represented the way in which Deeley and Anna perceive 
Kate, while Kate’s words articulate her true nature. Using a property, the actress 
provided an externally manifested parallel as interpreted by Deeley and .Ann? 
between the cup and herself.
The blocking during Kate’s line asking if Deeley and Anna are talking 
about her is relevant in its disclosure of the issue of possession. Deeley was 
standing near the middle of the stage, Anna directly behind Kate, and Kate was 
seated in the chair between the two. The three formed a straight line down the 
middle of the set. Through this stage-picture, Kate was depicted as the odd -man-
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out in that she was the object that Deeley and Anna endeavored to possess. Kate 
being the only character seated, and her being seated between Deeley and Anna 
was intended to demonstrate thta visually. The arrangement of bodies is also 
important when Deeley and Anna compete for Kate’s favor in singing the old 
songs. The three form a triangle. Kate was seated in the chair, while Deeley and 
Anna sat opposite one another on the portion of the divans nearest Kate. This 
placement offered the actors distinct choices of focus, which elucidated the power 
struggle between Deeley and Anna. Throughout, Kate retained her focus on 
neither, frustrating them and fueling the battle while demonstrating her need for 
isolation.
Toward the end of Deeley’s speech recounting his meeting Kate at the 
cinema showing "Odd Man Out," Deeley was blocked to move directly behind the 
chair in which Kate sat, his intention to force Anna toward the symbolic periphery. 
As .Anna began to dismiss Deeley’s claim to Kate, Kate moved from the chair to 
the vacant divan, closing herself from Deeley and Anna. By removing herself, 
placing herself in the position of the odd-man-out, Kate remains in control through 
disengagement. Because it is Deeley and Anna who want Kate, Kate is able to 
maintain power in a non-combative manner.
Kate, at times, did demonstrate favoritism toward either Deeley or Anna, 
according to her need. When Deeley was bemoaning Kate as the classic female 
figure, her focus was on the window, sitting in a rigid position with one foot on the
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floor. Then, as Anna began her conciliatory congratulating of their marriage, the
actress playing Kate turned to draw in Anna, curling her legs under her. In that
Kate craves the serenity of the desert, it may also be inferred that she yearns for \
harmony, and the absence of conflict. Her acceptance of Anna’s attempt to calm
was illustrated by the same sitting posture she used to completely withdraw. Kate
conveyed that she was able to achieve a similar peace in the presence of the two
if confrontation is absent. With her favor, Kate rewarded Anna for this moment
of tranquility, made evident by the action of the actress. As Deeley becomes
increasingly abusive toward the end of the first act, Kate’s favor begins to shift
more toward Anna. When Anna concludes a reminiscence stating that one
afternoon she and Kate "saw a wonderful film called Odd Man Out" (38), Anna
and Kate were directed to simultaneously shift their focus to Deeley, keeping their
focus on him through Pinter’s subsequent silence. The action clarified that Deeley
has been violating Kate’s need for harmony, and that his scathing attacks on Anna
serve to alienate him from Kate’s grace. The ultimate shunning of Deeley occurs
when Kate escapes into the past with Anna. Deeley was blocked to gradually
widen the diameter of his circular movement before the women’s regression, so
that by the time Kate and Anna were engaged in the past, he was standing at the
very perimeter of the stage. And, as Kate loses herself in the past, the light at the
edges of the stage dimmed to near black, while the light illuminating the women
at center stage dimmed slightly. The darkened stage perimeters served to further
isolate Deeley* and the less intense light on Kate and Anna was in accord with 
Kate’s penchant for softness. The fruition of Kate’s need for peace was also 
depicted through the sound of rain, which gathered in intensity from the moment 
the lights began to dim through intermission. Kate’s second-act speech in which 
she assents that the only nice thing about a big city is that when it rains "it blurs 
everything" (59) provided the inspiration for the sound effect of rain at the dose 
of the first act. Although Kate is engaged with Anna, the gentle sound of rain 
foreshadows the estrangement of Anna, as Kate’s use of the metaphor of rain in 
the second act negates her past with Anna in London.
Kate emerges in the second act after having taken her bath. The costume 
designer’s choice of the dressing gown worn by Kate, along with the makeup 
artist’s decision to let down Kate’s hair enhanced the softness of her appearance 
in Act Two. The visage of Kate mirrored her preference for softness.
After Kate walked to the window, a linear blocking pattern again was used, 
however, in this circumstance, Kate was positioned not in the middle, but at an 
outside point of the line, where she looked into the night, while Deeley and Arina 
directed their focus toward her. This spatial arrangement directed the energies, of 
Deeley and Anna to Kate, which she diffused into the night through her focus. 
The picture was intended to portray Kate’s need of solace and the futility of 
Deeley and Anna in their attempted possession.
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An example of Kate opening herself to Deeley’s entreaties occurred when 
Dedcy causes Kate to smite. Kate was curled into herself on a divan, and as 
Deeley drew her in bin? with humor, the actress portraying Kate unfolded her legs, 
placing them on the floor toward Deeley. But when Deeley attempts to possess 
the passed moment of her smile, Kate turned from the actor, closing him off. 
Toward the play’s end, Kate's focus was on Anna until Anna implies that Kate 
belongs to her, with the line: *1 found her" (69). After this line, Kate shifted her 
focus from Anna, withdrawing and resisting the statement’s implications. Kate's 
power was demonstrated through body language and focus. Because Deeley and 
Anna struggle mainly for the favor of Kate, they become reliant upon physical, as 
well as verbal clues to determine the effect their actions have on Kate. A lighting 
shift at the end of Act Two was also utilized to convey the power of Kate. The 
light’s intensity began to diminish almost imperceptibly, beginning with Kate’s final 
speech in which she banishes Anna and Deeley. The implication intended was 
that Kate would retain the solitude she desires, symbolized in the ever softening 
atmosphere, that the very environment was in unison with her needs.
The choices made concerning Kate were similar to those of Ruth :n their 
subtlety. Yet Ruth pursued power, utilizing both limited movement and 
ostentatious action, while Kate possessed ultimate power from the play’s beginning, 
and sought through ethereal actions to reward harmony and escape entrapment. 
'That Ruth and Kate were objects of attempted possessions was demonstrated in
m
both productions through decisions made in blocking. As Ruth’s needs are more 
tangible than Kate’s, it follows that, overall, the needs of Ruth were displayed 
more graphically than those o f Kate, The portrayal of the needs of Ruth range 
from the subdued stroking of Mas’s chair to the demonstrative actions of climbing 
on top of Lenny, and sprawling on the sofa. The manifestation o f Kate’s needs 
occurred through actions such as shielding the view of Dee ley and Anna as she 
prepared her coffee, closing her body position from Deeley, Anna, or both, and 
through lighting and sound effects. Costume and makeup changes were utilized 
in both productions to reflect through the appearances of Ruth and Kate the 
nature of their needs.
The writer of this analysis, through the process of first researching Pinter, 
The Homecoming and Old Times, then directing the plays, and finally writing this 
analysis, gleaned insights during each phase. Some ideas expressed in this analysis 
were discovered while watching the performances of the plays, while other 
revelations did not manifest themselves until the actual writing began. Initially it 
would appear that the actors were deprived of an essential knowledge of the 
director’s vision, and while it would have been beneficial to have supplied the casts 
with some of the information contained in this final analysis, actors cannot portray 
abstractions, and too much theorization paralyzes them. Pinter’s works are dense 
with subtle shadings and infinite possibilities, and it is inevitable and a tribute to
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Pinter that, ten, twenty or fifty years from now, this writer will continue to make 
discoveries concerning his work. During the rehearsal processes and performances 
of The Homecoming and Old Times, much was learned about the playing of 
pauses anu silences, and more inclusively, about the tempo and pacing of Pinter’s 
dialogue. In Old Times, pauses and silences often were not filled with an actor’s 
intention as evidenced through action, but were simply dead air. The 
Homecoming had fewer "unfilled" pauses because of the time allotted and 
attention given by this director to "filling" the pauses. Also learned was the 
importance of the pacing of the dialogue between pauses and silences. If the 
tempo of dialogue after a pause begins with an energetic pace and accelerates, 
with no gaps between lines where pauses are not indicated, when the next pause 
in the script is filled with the actors’ intentions, the moment has more impact. 
These essential contrasts were achieved more often in Old Times than in The
Homecoming.
A P P E N D I X
5. Self-Actualization Needs
Need to fulfill one’s personal capacities
Need to develop one’s potential
Need to do what one is best suited to do





Need for respect Max: 9, 39-40; Lenny: 11; Sam: 13 
Need for confidence based on good opinions of others Max: 15 
Need for admiration Max: 10; Sam: 13 
Need for self-confidence
Need for self-worth Max: 17, 19; Lenny: 14; Sam: 15; Joey: 37 
Need for self-acceptance Max: 19
3. Love and Belonging Needs
Need for friends
Need for companions Max: 8, 38 
Need for a family Max: 8, 14, 37; Joey: 17; Sam: 37, 39 
Need for identification with a group Max: 12; Joey: 17 
Need for intimacy with a member of opposite sex Max: 15
2. Safety Needs
Need for security Max: 37 
Need for protection
Need for freedom from danger Max: 19
Need for order
Need for predictable future
1. Physiological Needs
Need for relief from thirst, hunger Lenny: 11; Joey: 16; Sam: 16 
Need for sleep 
Need for sex
Need for relief from pain, physiological imbalances Max: 8
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